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MAST CELLS ARE REQU IRED FOR SYSTEMIC TOLERANCE AFTER UVB 
RADIATION. P Alard H Niizeki and J_ W. Strej le jn Schepens Eye research 
Insti tute, and Department of Dcnnatology, Harvard Medical School, Boston. MA. 
Our laboratory has shown that UVB can induce impairment of C li in UVB-
susccpti ble (UVB-S) mice through a TNFa-dcpcndent mechanism. Moreover, we have 
recently demons trated that mast cells are the immediate int racutaneous source of TNFa 
fo llowing UVB radiat ion (UVR). Furthermore UVB seems to induce impairment of CH 
via release of CGRP, which in turn triggers mast ce lls to re lease TNFa. We also 
demonstrated that 4 doses of UVB induce systemic tolerance when hapten is painted at a 
distant unirradiatcd site, a phenomenon med iated through secretion of ILIO. We tested 
the hypothesis that mast cells are necessary for induction of systemic tolerance by UVR. 
First, we have found that 4 doses of UVR do not impair CH induction when 
DNFB is painted on irradiated sk in of mast ce ll deficient mice (SI/SJd) even though CH 
induction is impaired by UVR in wil d-type littermatcs of the deficient mi ce. 
Furthermore, after a second sensi tization at an unirrndiated si te, CH induction was 
impaired in wild- type mice but not in Sl/Sld mice, indicating that systemic tolerance 
required the presence of mast cells duri ng the first exposure to hapten. Since leukocytic 
infiltration appears to be mast cell dependent during certain innammatory events i.e. 
p<Jssive cutaneous anaphylax is, we compared the leukocyte inriltmtion observed in the 
skin after 4 doses of UVB in wild-type and Sl!Std mice. Similar results were found 
suggesting that the lack of tolcrnnce was not due to differential cell infiltration. 
Since UVR is incapable to impairing Cl-l induction in the absence of mast cells, 
we conclude that UVR triggers the degranul at ion of dermal lll<lSt cells, and that mast 
cell -derived products interfere wi th generation of the hapten-specific signal required for 
Cl-l induction not onl y at the site of sensi tization, but also systemically. Experiments 
urc under wny to clucidi:lte which mast-cell deri ved product is involved in systemic 
tolerance induction. 
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IDENTIFICATION AND CUA il.ACTEit iZATION OF GENOMIC DNA FOR DECTIN-2. Ariizumi 
K, Ucrgs lresser I,.R, Johnston S.A., Tnkashima A. UT Sou thwestern Medica l Center, Dnllas, TX, 
USA. 
Through subtractive eDNA clon ing we iden tified unique, dendritic ce ll (DC)-associatcd C·typc 
lectins, termed "dectin -1 and dectin·2". 13oth arc expressed on the surface of DC and both play critical 
roles in DC- induced activation ofT cells. ImpOrtantly, the expression of both genes was restricted to ce lls 
of DC lineage and both exhibited signilicant molecular heterogeneities. Spccilie aims of th is study were, 
therefore, to elucidate mechanisms by which dcctin genes arc expressed se lectively by DC :md to detennine 
the identities of molecular heterogeneities. For the firs t aim. we have isolated a 3.2 kb DNA fragment from 
the S'-flanking region of dectin-2 gene. In primer extension analysis, we have identified the RNA initiation 
site located 31 nt downstream of the TATA box. We have also identified, wi thin a 800 nl stretch, severa l 
rcgulmory clements, inc luding: a) a AT-rich region, b) 12 repeats of ATGT, and c) 6 E-boxes (consensus 
binding sites for Hcli x-Loop-1-iclix nuclear factors). These resulis suggest thm the 5'-nanking region 
contains unique motifs that ore resronsible for DC-spccific expression of dectin-2 gene. In fact. th e 3.2 
kb fragment induced sign ifi cant expression of lucifcrasc gene in the XSS2 DC line, but not in J774 
macrophage, Pnm 2 12 kcra tinocytc. or N$47 fibroblast lines. These studies will provide important 
knowledge ilbou t DC-spccific transcriptiona l regulation and, ultimately. lead to the development of a new 
clinica l strntegy of "DC-targcted DNA vaccines" . For th e second aim, we have sequenced the entire 
genomic D'NA of dcctin-2 and identi fied 6 exons: exon I (encoding prirnuri ly n cytop lasmic domain), cxon 
2 (a transmembrane domain), cxon 3 (a neck domain), and exons 4 through 6 (a carbohydrate recogn ition 
domain). In addition to th e origina l deetin-2 eDNA encoding the full-length polypeptide, we have isolated 
four eDNA clones that contain deletions of one or more exons. These results suggest that diffcrcm 
isofonns of dectin-2 arc produced by alternative splicing. In fact. we have identified 5 different dcclin-2 
polypeptides (from 32 10 19 kD) in wcslem blotting. Wi th respect to phys iologic;J I significance. some 
isofonns (e.g., isofonn TP lacking transmembrane and neck domains) may serve as natural inhibitors. If 
correct, such isofonllS may be· used to treat inflammatory diseases that nrc caused by DC-depcndenl 
activation ofT cells. 
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SURFACE EXPitESSION OF CCit-5, BUT NOT CXCit-4, ON FRESHLY 
ISOLA TED LANGEitJ-lANS CELLS (LC) COitltELA TES WITH RESTitJCTED 
TRANSMISSION OF MACROPHAGE (M)-TROPJC H!V . A Blnuvelt.l M 
ZaiLScva,2 JP Zoeteweij. 1 S Lce,2 CK Lapham,2 J Manischewilz.,2 V Klaus-Kovtun, t 
Goldi ng.' IDcm1atology Branch, NCl; 2 Div_ of Viral Products, FDA, Bethesda. MD. 
Sexual transmission of HlV is restricted to M-lropic strains of virus. although the 
basis for this phenomenon is unknown. f3.ccently, the chemokine receptors CCR-5 and 
CXCR-4 have hccn shown to he the maJor.l-II V co-receptors ror M-tropic and T cell 
line-tropic variants of HIV , respectively. Smcc LC have been proposed to be the firs t 
cell type infected following mucosal exposure to HIV, the ai m of this study was to 
determ ine whether res tricted transmission of M-tropic HIV correlated with the pattern 
of HIV co-receptor expression on LC. We used RT·PCR to detect co-receptor-specific 
mRNA ex pression, and polyclonal rabbi t sera con taining Abs directed against the 
ex tracellul ar N- termini of CCR-5 and CXCR-4 to detect intracellular and cell surface 
protein expression (by now cytomctry and confocal microscopy)_ By RT-PCR. freshly 
isolated human epide rm al LC (derived from sucuon blister roofs and highly purified by 
cell sorting) ex pressed mRNA for both CCR-5 and CXCR-4_ Using the ant isera, 
fresh ly isolated LC ex pressed surface an.d mtracellular CCR-5 protein , but only 
intracellular CXCR-4 protei n was d!.!tected, J.c. , CXCR·4 was 110 1 expressed 011 1he cell 
surface of non-permeabilized unfixed LC. The absence or CXCR-4 on freshl y isolated 
LC was not due to trypsin sensitivity. In contrast, 1-2 day cultured LC expressed both 
H!V co- receptors on the cell surface (28-53% for CCR-5 and 16-43% for CXCR-4)_ 
This is the first study to examine HJV co-receptor expression on freshl y isolated and 
cultured LC. The ract that fresh ly isolated epidermal LC (which resemble mucosal LC 
irr situ) express surface CCR-5, but not CXCR-4, provides a possible explanation [or 
the res tricted sex ual transmission of M-tropic strains of HIV. 
THE JOURNAL OF INVESTIGATIVE DERMATOLOGY 
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ANALYSIS OF THE EXPRESSION OF HLA-DR, HLA-DM AND !NV ARIANT CHAIN IN 
NORMAL HUMAN EPlOERMAL LANGERHANS CELLS \VITI-I CONFOCAL 
MICROSCOPY 
T . Andersson• . A. Pmwardhan• , A. Emilson•, K. Carlsson° and A. Schcynius• 
• : Department of Laboratory Medicine, Division of Clinjca l Immunology, Knrolinska Insti tute 
and Hospital. Stockholm, Sweden ; 0 ; Physics IV, Royal Institute or Technology, Stockholm, 
Sweden 
The bone-marrow derived dendritic cpidcnnal Langcrhans cells (LC) arc professionnl antigen 
presenting cells in immunological defence and play nn important role in the development of 
allergic contact dermatitis. Subcellular distribution patterns and quantitati ve analysis of four 
molecu les involved in the process or LC anligen loading (1-ILA-DR. HLA-DM, the 
cytoplnsmatic p<i rt of invariant chain and the luminal part of invariant chain) were investiga ted . 
The analysis wa s pcrfonncd by means or immunohistochemic.1 l labeling of ve rti ca l cryostat 
sections from hunmn skin using peroxidase staining tcchnlqucs in light microscopy (LM} and 
fluorescence labeling techniques in confoc.1l laser scanning microscopy (CLSM). Both single 
and double lnbclings were pcrfomtcd and the intensity-modulated multiple wnvclenglh 
scanning (lMS) technique was used in order to enhance channel separation in the nuoresccnce 
double labeling expcrimcnts.Thc quantitative analysis indicated largest rclntive volume of 
reactivity for l-ILA-OR (8.8±2. 7%, n=6) and smallest relative volume of reactivity for the 
cytoplasmatic part or invariant chain (4.7±1.6%, n"'6), which remains to be st:ll islically 
olsccrtained by expansion of the study. 30 reconstructions of single cells showed a dotty pallcm 
for all epitopcs. which is particu larly pronounced for HLA-DM and in good agreement with 
previous studies on an tigen loading arrangements in the cndocytic pathway in different cell 
types. All epitopcs were to v:uJing cxlents co-locali sed in the cells. In conclusion, the LC 
nntigcn lo01ding cndocytie pathway seems to be similar to that suggested for other professiona l 
antigen present ing cells in mice nnd man. 
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HUMAN DEN D!UT!C CELLS EX!'RESS A RECF.l'TOR WI-I! CA IS SPECIFIC 
FOn TI-l E !MMUNOSUI' l'RF.SS!NG NF.UROl'F.l'TlDE a MSH. 
E. Becher; K.Mahnke, R.Bhardwaj, T.Schwarz. T.A .Luger. Ludwig Boltzmann lnst. for 
Ccllbiology and lmmunobiology of the Skin, Dept. of Dermatology, Univ. of MUnster, 
Germany 
Dendritic cells are a unique populat ion characteri zed by the capaci ty to activate 
naive T -cells in an antigen speci fi c way. Because of the potent immu nosuppressing 
activi ty of the neuropcpt ide ex. melanocyte stimulating hormone (cx.MSH) and its 
capacity to induce hapten specific tolerance in mice we investigated whether human 
peripheral blood derived DC express mclanocortin receptors (MC-R). Cells were 
isolated from buny coats by fico ll and subsequent percoll grndicnt centrifUgation and 
cultured 8 days in the presence of GM-CSF and IL-4 . These cells showed the 
characteristic dendri tic appearance and ex: pressed CD Ia, CD II b. C D80, CD86, CD83, 
CD40 and 1-I.LA-DR. Upon FACS analysis using biotin labeled a MSH approximately 
SO% of the cells bound labeled aMSH since unlabeled aMS l-1 completely inhibited the 
binding of biot in labeled a.MS I-I , the binding si te ex pressed on DC seems to be specific 
for a.MSH. The amount of specific binding increased during the 8 day culture period 
from > I% to SO% suggesting an upregulation of the aMSI-l receptor (MC-R I) upon 
differentiation_ Using RT-l'CR a product specific for MC- RI wns de tected in DC (d8) 
whereas PCR products for ot her MC-R (2-5) were not detcclable. These da ta provide 
first evidence for the expression of a receptor for a.MSH on DC and are in accordance 
wi th previous findings showing that cx.MSH inhibits the function of antigen presenting 
cells via downregulating accessory molecules and uprcgulating IL- l 0. 
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ANALYSIS ON HUMAN SKIN DERIVED CD1A POSITIVE LYMPH CELLS. 
Ch. U. Brand, R. E. Hunger, N. Yawalkar• , L. R. Braathen. 
Dermatological Clinic and Department of Immunology•, University of Berne, Switzerland. 
The phenotype of CD1 a positive lymph cell s is or considerable in terest. By means of 
microsurgical lymph cannulation human skin lymph derived from normal untreated skin was 
sampled, and the cells were processed for now cytometry, electron microscopy and functional 
assays. The lymph cell s comprised about62% T cell s (CD4/ COO ratio about3:1), abou t 7% 
CD1a~ cells, abou t 8% monocytes/macrophages, and about 1% 8 cells; the remainder were 
erythrocytes or uncharacterized cells . The CD1a' cells reacted with antibodies against protein 
S-100. HLA-DR. HECA 452, the lag antigen, C04. CD11a. CD11b, CD1B. CD25. C040, 
CD54, CDBO and COBS. Interestingly, a low portion of CD1a· cells, i.e. about 5% reacted with 
an antibody to CD14. The CD1a· cells did not react to an antibody against human follicular 
dendritic cells nor were they CD19, CD23 or factor Xllla positive . Furthermore. the support of 
autologous T cell proliferation by the antigen presenting lymph cells as well as the tetanus 
toxoid induced lymph cell proliferation was strongly inhibited by adding anti-CDBO and anti-
CD86 antibodies. In electron microscopy Birbeck granules were detected In only 22 % of the 
CD 1a'lymph cells and the CD1a·lymph cells exhibited an extensive ruffling of the surface. 
These data indicate that the CD1a• lymph cell population may consist of LC being in a state of 
differentiation I activation similar to DC cultured in vitro. These CD1 a' cells which do not 
express the dermal dendritic cell marker factor X llla resemble dendritic t:ell s formerly 
designated as "veiled" as well as lymphoid dendritic cells. suggesting that after migration to 
the regional lymphoid organs, LC form a more differentiated population of DC specialized in 
sensitizing T lymphocytes. The present data add furth er support to the view that resident LC 
may represent precursors of lymphoid DC acquiring the final phenotype in the 
microenvironment of the lympl1 node. 
VO L. 109, N O.2 AU GUST 1997 
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CATIONIC POLY AMINO ACIDS AS POTENT ADJUVANTS FOR PEPTIDE BASED 
CANCER VACCINES. 
Michael Buschle, Walter Schmid!, Wolfgang Zauner, Karl Mechtler, B. Trska, H. 
Kirlappos and Max L. Birnstiel 
Research lnslilute of Molecular Pathology, Dr. Bohr Gasse 7, 
A-1 030 Vienna, Austria 
Most tumor vacc1nes currently be~ng used 1n chmcal tnals are ce ll based This type 
of vacc~ne IS d1ff1cu1t to produce, expens1ve and hard to standardize With the 
discovery of an ever increasing number of tumor ant1gens generi c, ce ll -free peptide 
based cancer vaccines have become a possible alternative. The major drawback of 
peptide vaccines , however, is the poor immunogenicity of peptides per se. It is 
common ly thought that for the induction of an effective anti -cance r immune 
response antigen-presenting cells have to display tumor antigen derived peptides to 
T lymphocytes. Therefore , suitable adjuvants must enhance delivery of vaccine 
pepHdes to antigen presenting cells. 
In a systematic study, the abi lity of different cationic polymers to transfer peptides 
to an antigen presenting macrophage cell line as well as to primary, bone marrow 
derived antigen presenting cells was investigated using a flow cytometric assay. We 
were able to show that several compounds including polylysine and polyarginine 
enhance very eft iciently delivery of fluorescence labeled pept1des to cells. 
Polylysine and polyarginine together with immunogenic tumor antigen derived 
peptides proved to be effective adjuvants in vivo: vaccinated mice rejected 
previously inocula ted tumor m etastases. By contrast, no protection was obta ined in 
con trol groups wh ich were injected with peplldes alone or peplides admixed with 
incomplete Freund's adjuvant. These preclinical results suggest that in future 
polycationic polymers may be employed as adjuvanyts for peptide based vaccines 
tor the treatment of human cancer patients. 
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Tumor Necrosis Fnctor-a, lnterlcukin-4 und C IHO Liga tion Diffe re ntly Affect th e in \' itro 
Uiffcrentinlion of C I)J4 + drrived Uuman Dendritic Cells. 
Bnmo C.tnquc . S;111drinc Camus. M icacl Yagc llo, M ich~lc Rosctw.wajg. and Jc:m Claude Glm:km;m. 
L(tbQI'(Ifoirc de Biologic t'l Pothologie clc.~ Dt[icit .f lmiiiiUiilclircs.facllltt clc M l'dcc:inc and ltOpiwl de Ia 
Pilitt·SafpCtriere, 75651 Ptlris cede.r I J, France. 
Here. we :lmtlyzcd the effec ts of TNF-o.. IL-4 nnd C.D40 ligntion on dendritic ce ll {DC) 
differentia tion and function. Cord blood CD34+ cells were culture(.! witl1 stem cell fac tor, Flt3·1igand and 
GM-CSF for 5 d:t y~ :wd then GM-CSF only, nll of which with or without TNF·a. Using TNF-a 
potentiated the dfcct of other cytokines on progenitor cell proliferation during the fi rst week of culture. 
incrc:tscd percentages of CDtJhiLin· ce lls that expressed then higher level of CD40. :md promoted 
CD Ia+ DC di f ferentiation without affecting that of monocytc.'>/m:1crophagcs (CD t4+) and o ( granulocy tes 
(COt S+). In the presence of TNF-a. percentages and absolute numbers of CDI :t+ DC on tby 7 of culture 
were respectively 2 and 8 folds higher than in its :~bseucc. CDI;t+ cells. about 10% of which were 
CD83+. expressing then more C Oll e und CD86 :md less CD I Ia and CD lib. At later time points. usc of 
T NF-n was associated with incrc:l.!icd U)>Optotic de:uh peaking on d:ty 10 (6 1±7% vs. 23± 12%) that was 
restricted to the COl a+ popul:uion. Fun her culture of sorted day 7 viable COla+ cells with Cr M-CSF and 
TNF-n conlinned these findin gs and led to heterogeneous popul:ltions DC popu lation rcgnrding CO la. 
HLA-DR. CD lib and CD83 expression, iO% of cells ucquiring CD\4. Adding IL-4 to. or culture of these 
ce lls with human CD40L·cxprc.'lsing murine L cells failed to increase ce ll viability though both affected 
phenotype and function. IL-4 induced CD t ahiC01 4'HLA-DR+Iloco s3·S t00+ DC with reduced MLR 
stimul:u ing C<tJXlcity; CD40 lig:uion led to CDl;tloi·C0 14'CD40·HLA-OR 11iCDl lb·CD83+S tOO+ D C 
with increased MLR capacity. Culturing CD J4+CDI :r ce lls soncd from cultures on day 7 with IL-4 or 
CD40L cells led to simi lar phenotypic changes though their MLR stimulnting capacity remained weaker. 
Altogether, t11csc findings show that: (i} an import:llll fmction of imm:uurc DC undergo progr.uumcd cell 
death between days 7- 10 of cullure irrespecti ve of IL-4 addition or CD40 ligation: (ii) IL-4 :md CD40 
ligation induce both CDta•CD t4· nnd CD I4 ... CDI :I' cells respecti vely to matu re in10 DC close to 
langcrhans ce lls o r to blood DC. In conclusion. DC heterogeneity ;1ppcars as being rclarclf borh to 
progress ion through discrete differcntation stages and to differing dcvclopment:ll pathways. 
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CONTRIB UT ION OF INTERLEUKIN I P TO LANGER HANS CEL L M IGRAT ION; 
ROL E OF TH E T YPE I INTERLEUK IN I RECEPTOR. Marie Cumberbatch Rebecca .1 . 
Dearman and fan K imber. Zcneca Central Toxico logy Laboratory. A fderley Park , 
Macc les field, Chcshi1·c. SK 10 4TJ. U.K. 
It is c lear that wmour necros is facwr a. (TN F-a.) provides one important signal for 
Langcrhans ce ll (L C) m igrati on. We have demonstnllcd recently. however. that intcrlcuki n 
111 ( !L- I p). a product exclusi ve ly of L C in murine epidem1is, delivers a second independent 
signal . Thus, using the relevant neutralizing anti-cytokine antibodies, reciproca l inhibition 
ofTNF~et- and IL-l [3-induccd L C migration is observed. To investi gate furth er the 
contriblnion oCtL~ I P to thi s phenomenon we have examined the inllucncc of blocking 
antibodies to IL-l receptors on T N F-a.- induccd L C migration in vivo and thc expression by 
epidermal cells o f these receptors using fl ow cytom etry. Intradermal exposure of m ice 
( BA L B/c str:tin) to the type I. but not to the type 2, anti-IL-l receptor antibody, 90 minutes 
pr ior to loca l intradermal administrat ion o f TN F-a (SOng), prevented completely the 
reducti on in LC frequency observed nom1nlly in epidennal sheets 30 minutes following 
exposure to thi s cytokinc. T wo-co lour fl ow cytomctri c analyses of cp iderrna\ ce ll 
suspensions prepared from the cars o f naive mice re vealed that both LC (60-80%) and 
kcruti nocytcs (approx imately 5%) expressed substantial leve ls o f the ty pe I IL - l receptor. 
In contrast, the type 2 JL-l receptor was found to be expressed by both L C and 
kcratinocytes (25% and 33% respecti ve ly) at relati ve ly low levels. T aken together these 
resul ts suggest that the signalling ( type I ) I L - l receptor i s required for effecti ve LC 
migrat ion and, that locally produced IL-l J3 contributes to thi s response through direct 
action on both L C and kcratinocytcs. 
AI3STRACTS 255 
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, THE IMMUNOSUPPRESSIVE EFFECTS OF 1 ,25·DIHYDR0XYVITAM\N D3 ARE PARTLY MEDIATED VIA 
NEGATIVE EFFECTS ON THE DIFFERENTIATION OF MONOCYTES INTO VEILED CEllS. 
M. 0. Canning. M . de Hoan-Meulman, H.A. Drcxhoge. Dept. of Immunology, Erasmus Universit y 
Rotrerdam, the Netherlands. 
Precurso rs of 1,25 dihydroxy vi1amin D3 I 1,2510 H120 3) are formed in the skin, particularly in the presence ~~~~~~~i~o~~~~:r:~!a:. ~p~~(~~I\D~!~s~n~:n t~s~::~~e:sa~il~:~i ~e~i.~;1~~~:~;e1~ef~t~~;eer~· ~~!~d~~: 
maturation ol veiled colts (VCI from monocytes. using 2 established methods: 
1. Exposure of monocytes to the thyroid hormone tri-iodothyronine (T 31. a co-factor In tho differentiation 
of monocytcs into VC, tesults in CD1 4' strong antigen presenting VC and C0 14 '* weak antigen presenting 
~.CI ~~e;n~ ~a~-~ScFu~~:~·\s~~~.~~~t~;:~~~~~2~ft~~e;,~f~~o~1 Jf ~~~~~~~=s~;t:i~~~~~:i~tbo,n4· vei led cells 
ah er 6 days of cul ture. Wo added 1.25(0H)2D3 together with these cytoklnes to modulate VC 
~~~~r~7~l: t:~ihod I, the mcposure of monocytes to an opdmal dosa e of 10'8 M 1 ,25(0 H/2D3 for 30 min, followed by overnight cultu re resul ted in fewer CD1 4' ( 1 .9i0 .4x 1 0~. n = 1 1) than with T3 (2. 4±0.3x 10 6, ~c:c\~~ i~~~lct~:~a;~~~eurs~~~~lt1~!~~~~~;.~~~~;s:~:t;~~; 1 ~~05';~r~t:sc7~ag:g~~j;~ t:t~:Uit:~~r~~~~;~~~~-
ratio 1:5, mean ± SEM, n a B). 
Regarding method 11 , the addition of 1,25t0H1 20 3 to the culture resulted ir'! a tower differentiation of VC (55:!:3 vs 74±8, n a 3) and a lower MLR capability of these cells (stimulato r-to ·T cell·ratio 1:10, 
14,560±7774 vs 52,235±695, n : 3), as compared to VC generated with ll ·4 and GM·CSF alone. The VC 
from the cultures con taining 1,25(0HJ 2D3 also exhibited on increase in CD 14 expression (14±2.8% vs 4±1.2% positive cel ls, n • 3) and decreases In the VC markers HLA·OR (3 1±12.2% vs 45±9.2% positive 
cells, r1 =31 , COSO /3.t l .2 vs 6±1.3 % positive colts, n a 3) and CO l a 12±0.3% vs 10±2.4% posi tive cells, 
n = 3). 
When 1.25(0H)2o3 was ndded to MlRs driven by fully active T3-goncratcd C0 14 ' VC (obtained via 
method 11 the vi tamin was capable of reducing tile MLR capabl\!ty of the CD 14" VC 163920±4225 vs 
865 12±882 1). When l ,2510H1 2D3 was added to PHA·drivcn T celt cultures thero was also a decrease (n 
T cell proliferation (9924±5932 vs 30,3 11 ±1 9358, n "" 51 when compared to these cultUfCS in the absence 
of 1,2510H1 2D3 . T~~~~e~o;~tsw:e:=~~cd~~e~~:r~~~~dl~ht~re t~~f~~e~~~~~~P~;~~;~:c~~~esc~n~! :~~~;~~~tflrff~· ~C e=~~a~ned~ 
by a direct negative effect on T cell proliferation. 
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EARLY UP-REGULATION OF C045, C040 AND Fe RECEPTORS BY A STRONG CONTACT 
SENSITIZER ON MICE EPIDERMAL CELLS 
Karina Coutant and Anne de Fraissinette 
Novartis Pharma, Preclinical Safety. Basel, Switzerland. 
In order to develop an in vitro predictive assay for screening comact sensitizers, we 
Investigated the possible modulation of surlace molecules in the early phases of treatment of 
murine ep idermal ce lls (EC) with known contact sensitizers: picryl chloride or TNBS. citra! and 
citronella! versus an irri(ant, sodium dodecyl su lfate (SDS). 
To decrease the number of Balb/c mice used. both ears and back skin were collected. Alter 
trypsinization overnigh t at 4°C, crude EC were incubated with DNAse and pulsed for 20 min at 
37°C with lhe compounds. Aller washing, EC were phenolyped by flow cytomelry. Aecognlrion of 
Langerhans cells (LC) was performed by double positivity for I-A011·Ed and CD45 molecules and 
lor dentritic epidermal T cells (DETC) by double expression of CD90.2 and C045. l ·Adll·Ed and 
CD45 negative cells corresponded to keratinocytes. Resulls are expressed in comparison with 
untreated EC controls. 
The strong sens itizer T NBS induced a reduction of I·A11/ l·E11 expression on LC, while the 
percentage of LC expressing CD45 and C0 40 molecules was increased. TNBS was afso found 
to raise the number of LC positives for the F4/80 molecUle and for the low affinity receptors for 
lgG (FcyRI I/111 or C032/16) and lgE (Fct:RII or CD23). TNBS trea\ll'lenlled to an increament of 
the percentage of CD90.2/CD45 positive DETC, and to a strong induction of the CD40 
molecules on C0 45 positive cells and especially on C045 negative cells, probably keratinocytes. 
Citra) and cilronellal, a mild and a weak sensitizer respectively. did not cause a significant 
modula tion of cell surface markers evaluated. The irritant SDS had no effect. 
These resulls show that a severe conlact sensitizer. like TNBS, can Induce a distinct pat1ern 
of expression of surface molecules on murine EC. LC. keralinocytes and DETC were all 
affected. The observed specific phenotype changes may represent an early activated state of 
the ce lls. This state may be responsible for initia ting the afferent phase ol contact sensitivity in 
vivo. Thus, this model may serve as a rapid tesl for discrimination between strong canlact 
sensitizers on one hand, and weak sensitizers or irritants on the other hand. 
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REGULATION OF EI'IDERMA L LANGERH ANS CELL MIGRATION BY 
LACTOFERRI N AND DEXAM ETHASONE. M arie Cumberbatch' Rebecca .1 . Dearman', 
fun Kimber' O rla M. Connce !y1 Paul ine Ward1 and Denis R. l·lcad01r,. 1Zcneca Ccncra l 
Tox ico logy Laboratory, A ldcr lcy Park, Maccles fi eld. UK. 2Departmcnt o f Cell Biology. 
Bay lor College of Medic ine. H ouston. USA, ' Agcnnix Incorpora ted. Houston. U SA. 
We have demonstrated prev iously thm rollowing skin scns it iz~tt io n effective m igration of 
Langcrhans ce lls (LC) from the epidermis is dependent upon receipt of two signals: one 
frotn tumour necrosis ft~ c tor a (TNF·a.) and one from inter\ cukin 111 ( IL- l p). We have now 
exam ined the inOuencc on L C migrati on of homologous t·ccombinnnt lucto fcrrin (LF). n 
protein shown prev iously to inhibic TN F-a. synthesis. Mice rece i ved an inlmdcrmul ( id) 
injection (30JJ.I) into both car pinnae o f L F (S-20~Lg/en r) . or contro l protein (bovine serum 
nlbumin), 2 hr pr ior to either exposure on the dorsum of both cars to 0.5% of the contact 
allergen oxazolone or to an additi onal id injection ::H the same site o f homo logous 
recombinan t TN F-a. (SOng). It was found that whereas prior exposure o f' m ice to LF caused 
a dose dependent inh ibition oft he number o f dendriti c ce lls (DC) accumulat ing in drain ing 
lym ph nodes following exposure to oxazolonc, it wns wi thout c lTcct on L C migrntion 
provoked by TNF-cx.. In add itional cxpcri rn c.: nts lhc innucncc on LC migrarion of 
dexamethasone ( D EX), a transcripti onal inhibitor o f both TNFwQ. and \Lw 1 ~synthesis. was 
examined. Under conditions o f exposure (25~lg D EX/mouse by intraper itoneal injecti on 4 
hr prior to further treatment) w hich cnused n substantial reducti on in the allergen-induced 
accumulation of DC in draining ly mph nodes. DEX pre-treatment resulted in a marked 
inhibition o f I L -l ~-induced L C migmtion. but was without cnCct on TN F-a- induced 
responses. T aken toge ther these data suggest Lhnt following sk in sensi ti zati on. or id 
<ldministration of IL-l P. LC migrat ion is dependent upon de um·a synthesis of TNF-cx. 
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TH2 CYTOKIN F~MED I ATED INTERCELLULAR COMMUNICATION BETWEEN 
LANGEIUIANS CELLS AND EPIDERMAL y6 T CELLS. Edclbaum D., KJtajima T., Street N.E., 
Takashima A. UT Southwestern Medical Center, Dallas, TX, USA 
Murine cpidcnnis contains two leukocyte populations; Langcrhans cells (LC), Ag presenting cells 
of dendritic ce ll (DC) lineage, and dendritic cpidcnn al T cells (DETC), members of th e ti ssue-type y6 T 
cell fami ly. Despite close physica l approx imation in vivo, the extent to which LC and DETC affect each 
other's function has remained unknown. Here we report that DETC modulate the fun ction of LC by the 
claborat'ion of "1112" cytokincs. ll1c long-tcnn DETC line 7- 17 and fres hly isolated Thy- I' epiderma l cells 
(i.e., DETC) both secreted, upon stimulation with Con A, relative ly large amounts (up to 8 ngfml) of lL-1 J, 
a newly identilicd cytok inc that shares some, but not all, functional properties wi th IL-4 . With respect to 
the funct ion of IL- 13, we hypothes ized that it rnigiH affect the capacity of LC to secrete cytok incs. We 
tested this hypothesis using a long-tcm1 DC line (XS52), which was established from epidennis of newborn 
BALB/c mice and which retai ns many im portant features of resident LC. As reported for LC, XS52 DC 
secreted signili cant amounts of IL- l p, I L-6, IL- 12 (p40)1 and TN Fa in response to stimulat ion with LPS. 
Im portant ly, recom binant!L- 13 (r!L-13) inhibited, in a dose-dependent manner, the secretion of each 
cytokinc by XS52 DC, with 1-3 ng/rnl causing signi ficant inhibition. Likewise. supernatants collected from 
Con A-act ivated 7- 17 DETC cultures also inhibited the secretion of each cytok inc. On the other hand, anti-
IL-13, which blocked completely the activity of riL-13, failed to ncutm li ze thi s supernatant activity, 
suggesting that IL-13 is one, but not the only, cytok ine that downregul atcs cytokine producti on by DC. 
In fact. we have observed that: a) DETC secrete, upon activation, signi ficant (up to 80 nglml) amounts of 
IL· IO: b) r!L-10 in hi bits cytok ine secretion by XS52 DC: and c) the combination ofanti-IL-13 and anti-IL-
l 0 neutrali zes almost completely the DETC supernatant acti vity. These observations document a unique 
mcchn ni:-; rn in which Dtnc downrcgulatc LC function through the clabomtion of TI12 cytok ines. We 
propose further thm IL- 13 and IL-1 0 may account for the recognized capacity of DETC to down regu late 
contact sensitivity and lichenoid sk in reactions in vivo. 
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DENDRlTIC CELLS IN THE INT IM A OF ARTERIES OF Cf-ITLDREN 
G. r alkensammcr, G. Wick 
Inst itute lOr General nnd Experimental Patho logy, Univ.of lnnsbruck.Mcd. School. lnnsbruck, Austria 
During lhe last yc;:~rs we have deve loped a new "im muno logical hypothes is" for the 
pathogenesis o f' a rtherosclcrosis. Th is concept is based on the observation tha t ceiJular 
and/o r humora l immune reak tions agai ns t hea t shock protein (HSP) 60/65 ini tiate 
a t1crosclerosis in experimental animals and humans. In the course o f these experiments 
we a lso performed imrnunh istochemi cal studies o f' ea rl y arterosclcrotic lesions and 
arlc ri cs o f young. hea lthy ad ult s and even children, aged 6 months to 10 years. 
Surpri s ingly. we di scovered so far unknown accumulatio ns of mono nucl ear ce ll s 
(ac ti vated T-ce ll s and macrophngcs, but neither B-cclls nor KINK ce lls) in the in limn at 
those s ites or a rteri al bifurca lio ns that arc subjected to major hcmodymtmic stress 1 
known to be predi lectio n s ites fo r the later dcvclopcmcnt of arlherosclcrosis. We 
tcntativly ca lled these accumulutions"vascular associated lympho id ti ssue"(V ALT) in 
analogy to the mucosa associa ted lymphoid tissue (MALT). The V ALT may serve a 
s imil ar fun ctio n as the MALl , i.e. monitor ing the blood fo r potentia lly ha rmful 
exogenous o r au to logous antigens. Since endothelia l ce lls were found to be I-ILA-DR 
ncga li vc we o rig inal ly hypothesized that sens itiza tion ()f T-cc lls from the V ALT mus t 
take place e lse were, e.g. in draini ng lymph nodes. We now a lso di scovered CD I a 
posi ti ve dendrit ic ce ll s within the VALl pointing to the poss ibility of a local 
scns it ii'..n ti on ofT-cells aga ihst he te ro logous or auto logous l-ISP 60/65. 
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REGU LATI O N OF FrcR I EX PR ESS ION I N IN VITRO GENERATED 
LANGEIUIANS CELLS B\' TCF·B. E l isab~.:t t. G~.:iu~.:r Robnd Maeurstaedt Andrea 
P:mhans-Grofl and Tlln1nas Bieber. 0~-:p:trtlllt,;tl l of D~.:nnnto l ogy. University of Bonn , 
Cknnan\·. 
1-lun;an L:lllgpli;llls cd ls (LC). mono~;yt cs :1 nd (kndritic cells (DC) express vminblc 
;'1111011 1\ls of a t rim~ric \'arianl of lil t,; high affi11i ty n.:ccptor for lgE (FccRI) colllposcd of one 
a-ch;'lin (Fcr. Rici.) and l\\0 y·cha ins (Fct:Riy) . Recently. it h:ts bt,;cn rl!portcd that a low 
e...:pri.!ssion of Fc~R i y c()ntrols the s11rfacc ..:.x pn.:ss ion of an intr:lccllubr preformed pool of 
Fo:Riu. in nornml LC. \Vc 111\'cs tig:ll ..:d th t: m..:c lianis111s und.:rlying the rcgldat ion of FceRI 
on LC using 111 \ "Jim g..:n.: ra!l.:d CD:-;4-ch.:ri\'..:d CD I :~+ DC . For thi s purposi.! we iso lnLcd 
('0J4+ c.:d ls (1f IH1111:1 11 co rd biC>Od using l 11gh-gracli~.:n t magnetic cell sorting, cultured the 
cel ls fOr var·ious p..:riods of tilllc undt:r diOi.:ren t condit ions and 11crformed s11 rfncc and 
rn!r~ce llul :~ r s!ai ning (C D ln. Fa:R ia . Fcr. Riy. :wd LAG) for now cytometri c ~ na lys i s. 
First. 5- IO'Y,, CD I :1 + c~.: ll s \\en;: g~.:ncratt:d 11nder TNF-a+GM·CSF. These cells only rnrely 
e .xp r..: sg~:d St1rf"ac1.: Fct:Rlu .. K in ~.: tic t:Xpcrim~:nt s revcnled that in Fcc Ria. neg cell s FccRiy was 
subst:m ri nll y .:.xp n.:sscd :11 OX but tl wn gr:1dllall y dccn.:ascd lllll il 0 2 1. The addition of IL-4 
:1 li£Lll l.: lll cd til ~,; proptwtion of ('1)!;1+ cel ls ar1d induc~.:d the in tracytopbs111lc c.xp rcssion of 
Fce: Riu. hut m• surf':ltc cxpression S('F h;Hl r10 S(rbstantin l dTccl nt:it hcr on COla nor on 
Fcr. Rl sulnmi ts ln cont r:1st. TG F·fl s trongly ind uced the i11l r:lccl lulnr express ion of Fcc R.l a. 
but rnpldly do\\ rL ·r..:gul:ll t:cl Fcr.Riy l ~.::td l ng to :1 ck:crcnst: of th ..:- FccRio. surf.1cc express ion. 
Si nce tlt ~.:s t: ~d ls w~.: r ·c also LAG+. we cCJnchidG that. with respect to Fcc RI. CD Ia+ cells 
g..:n..:ratcd frolll CO:l4+ cdls tl ltch.:r TNF-a+GM-CSF+TGF-13 closely resemble to resident 
LC. Thcsc c~ ll s shoH ld provide an i111 port:111t tool for fu rther studies on the regldation of the 
c.xp rcss ion :md fu nction of FcdH on LC. 
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HUMAN EPIDERMAL LANGERHANS CELLS (LC) OPERATE UNDER ANAEROBIC CONDITIONS 
AND POSSESS A UNIQUE PROTON/AMINO ACID COUNTER TRANSPORT SYSTEN. 
Bengt Falck Nlele Bendsoe and Gu nnar Ronguist, Department of Physiology 
and Neurosciencea, Department of Dermatology, University of Lund and 
Department of Clinical Chemistry, University of Uppsala, Sweden. 
We have shown previously that human epidermal LC can take up L-dopa. 
This powerful transport has now been studied regarding specificity, pH and 
ion dependence, COII'Petition by other amino acids , and how it is e nergized . 
Also, factors inducing the efflux of L-dopa were elucidated . 
The ~ is stereospecific , highl}' concentrative and seems to accept 
almost only the L-dopa molecule. It is Na' independent, increases at 
alkaline pH and decreases at pH <6, 5 in the incubation medium. Most 
classical inhibitors of energy metaboliam are ineffective but iodoacetate , 
an inhibitor of glycolysis, blocks the uptake. The most potent uptake 
blockers found so far belong to a gx:oup of enzyme inhibitors, some beiny 
analogs to omeprazole, wh ich abolish gaatl:"ic acid secretion. Our results 
strongly indicate that the L-dopa influx is coupled to a counterflow of 
protons deriving from an aerobic glycolysis in LC. The .e.ff.l.u.x of L-dopa is 
a totally different transport mechanism involving a countertransport with 
certain extracellular amino acids. Most of these have affinity to the Na' 
independent L transport system for amino acids. Same amino acids with low 
affinity to s ystem L did not induce L- dopa efflux. 
These transport systems may constitute a biologically unique t wo- step 
mechanism. We have strong evidence supporting the view that t he suprabasal 
epidermis is an anaerobic tissue and it is speculated that the L-dopa 
uptake represents a mechanism by which activated LC can extrude H' and in a 
second step exchange L-dopa, which is not metabolized by the LC, for ather 
extracellular amino acids. The fact that most epidermal LC operate under 
anaerobic conditions throws a different light o n several LC functio·ns and 
may explain the true nature of cell membrane derived Birbeck gt·anulea. 
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CROSSLINKING OF MEMBRAN E C 043/LIW KOSIALIN ON DENDRITIC 
CELLS AUG MENTS THEIR T CELL ACTIVATING CA I'AC JTY. 
E . Fanales-Bclasio, S. Corinti , V. Horejsi*, G. Giro lo moni . Laboratory of.lmmuno logy, 
Jsti tuto Denno patico dcll'lmmacolata, Roma; *Institute of Molecular Genetics, 
Academy of Sciences oft he Czech Republic, J>raha. 
CD43/Icukosialin is a major sialoglycoprolcin o f leukocytes serving a du al ro le in 
regulating cellular immune responses. Due to the high numbers of negatively-charged 
sialic acid res idues, C D43 functions as an anti -adhesion molecule. l.n addition, 
engagement o f CD4 3 with speci fi c mAb resu lts in activatio n o r int race llular signaling 
pathways. Monocyte-derived dendritic cell s (Mo-DC) express high levels of C D43, and 
transient (40 min at 4°C and 40 min at 37°C)' incul>ntio n of Mo-DC with anti-CD43 
mAb (MEM-59) marked ly increases their homotypic adhesion, and their capacity to 
cluster and induce pro li feration of naive allogeneic T cell s. Trea tment wi th MEM-59 
induced partial removal of CD43 from the cell membrane and it s int ernali za tion in 
endocyti c compartments. In addition, Mo-DC treated with MEM-59, but no t with 
control lgG, showed 24 hrs later higher levels of 1-ILA-DR, CD54, C D40, CD80, 
CD86 and CD25, and released increased amoun ts o f' JL- 1[3, IL-6, TNF-a. and IL- 12. 
Treatment ofMo-D C wi lh F(abh fragments ofMEM -59, but not with monovalent Fab 
fragments, was similarly effective in aug menting cytok ine release and DC-depcndent T 
cell responses, suggesting that CD43 cross-linking is a necessary step in the CD43-
mediated D C maturation. The resu lts indica te that removal o f membrane CD43 nnd it s 
triggering with specific ligands ca n be exploited t.o augment the antigen-presenting 
functio ns of Mo-DC. 
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ANTIGEN PRESENTING CELLS AND CYTOKINE EXPRESSION IN 
HUMAN PAPILLOMA VlRUS ASSOCIATED CERVlCAL LESIONS 
S L GJANN (NI W . AL-SJ\LEH. H . PI RON, J. BONIVER AND P. DELVENNE. 
UNIVERSITY OF LIEGE. DEPARTMENT OF PATHOLOGY 
B-4000 LIEGE, BELGIUM 
Within th e epithe lium, La ngcrh a n s cells arc Importan t fo r th e 
tmmunosurveilla ncc aga inst mucosal Infections and cancers, due to their 
capacity to present antigen and Induce a ce llular mediated Immune response. 
The a im of our study has been to determine the role of Langcrha ns cell s a nd 
how cy toklnes may Influence U1ct r fun ction during the development of cervical 
can cer . 
For ou r tnvcst.tgaUon we u sed a mixed lymphocyte epi th elia l response assay 
(MELR) Lo evaluate the fun ctton of Langerba ns ce lls derived from lestona l 
blopstcs. We found that these Langcrh ans cell were Jess cffi ctenl In induc ing a n 
a llogeneic response. Since U1 c funcllon of Langcrha ns ce lls could be tntluc n ccd 
by local cytoklncs we evalua ted lhc expression of severa l cyloktncs within th e 
cervical lesions. Us ing rt.-PCR. we have found that the rela tive express ion of IL J2 
was dhntnts hed In hig h grade les ions, wh il e the rcla llvc expi·esslon level of 11... 10 
or TGFP Increased In a majortly of U1c high grade biopsies. Since U1esc cytoktncs 
could play a role tn a ntigen presenting capacity of Langcrhans cells U;cy could 
contribute to the observed fun ctional dc ftclt of the Langcrhans cells within the 
lesions. 
Together these resul ts point to the posstbtUty that the functional deficit of 
Langcrhans cells a nd the local production of JL I 0 or TGF~ could Indirectly favor 
U1e progression of ccrvtcallestons by limiting the local tmmune response. 
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The humnn hnir follicle: 11 mnjor reservoir of C D In ' Ltutgcrlmns cells which rcporml:llc 
epidermis nrtcr acute low dose UVIJ. 
AC Gilliam, *10 Kremer. 'Y Yoshida. 'SR Stevens, E Tootcll , *MBM Tcuni sscn, C 1-fnmmcrbcrg, 
•Ko Cooper. Case Western Reserve Univers ity; Cleveland , 0 1-1 , USA • Academic Medical Ccmcr. 
University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam , The Netherlands; 'School o f Medicine, Kyushu University, 
Japan. and 'VA Medical Center, Cleveland. 0 1-1, USA. 
The populations of antigen-presenting cells (A PC) in human skin nrc dynamic; after ex posure to 
contact allergens or a single tow dose (4 minimal crythcmngcnic dose) of ullmviolct B light (UV), 
CD\n' Lnngcrhans cells (LC) disappear from cpidcmtis and can migrate to !)•mph nodes. Within J 
dnys 11flcr UV, th e prcdominnnt APC of sk in is an infiltrating IL-1 0-producing monocyte/ 
macrophage. Tolerance to cpicutnncous antigens and immunosuppression nrc the functional 
seque lae of UV exposure. ·n tc source of LC repopu latin g cpidcmtis aner UV (cutnncous resident or 
blood stem ce ll precursors) is not known. Usin g buttock skin from healthy volunteers exposed to 4 
MED UV from f S20 lnmps, biopsies were taken at sequential time points after UV nnd 
irmnunosta ining was pcrfomted . We found that the hnir follicle is a major reservoir o f epidermal 
CO la' LC after UV injury to skin, nt doses where penetration o fU VO is limited to the epidenn is. as 
shown by immunostaining for thymidine dimers. At 3 days, COla' LC were absent from cpidenn is 
except in areas adjace nt to fo ll icles, within which num erous COla ' ce ll s were seen. When 
epidennal ce ll suspensions were made from skin at this time point, the small nuntber of LC which 
were present were able to rccx press CD40 bu t did not upregulatc 07-1 or 07-2, cost!mulatory 
mol ecu les important forT ce ll uctivation . 11tese data suggest un as yet un known maturntion step in 
repopulation of epidem1i s by fo ll icular LC afler UV. Because ;mergy has been shown in T ce lls 
activated in the absence of costimulatory signals, CD40' epidcnm1l LC un ab le to upregulatc B7 
could deliver a tolerogenic s ignal toT cells in cutaneous immu ne respo nses. 
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ISOL,\ T IO ' OF H U~ IAN LANCE il HANS CELLS (I.C) USI •C ,\ ~ I ETHOD SU ITi\ll i.E 
F R ;\ N;\LYSIS 0 1' ELL SU I{Fi\ E D4. 
C<~ry ~d . 1-l<~ ll idil )', Emm<~ K. 51<~ •to r • .-\ mw S.L. S;, urajen, .-\ ndrcw I. S l o<~ nc, A nthon~ 1.. 
Cunnmglmm<~nd Gil rry \\' . Ly nch. Dcp.l rlnll'nt of ~ l cdidnc (Ocrnmto lot;y) <1 1HI Ce ntre fo r 
Vi ru s l~esc>~ rc h, U ni vers ity o f Syd nL'Y • r\u s l r<"~ li a . 
To stud y fres h LC in thei r l~ pid c rmil l fo rm , cell suc;pc nsiuns arc us ua lly prc pnred by 
pro tL•o ly ti c di gcs li on o f tlw s ki n w ith tr ~· ps in . T his n•s ult s fr1 il susp(' nsit>r l of L'pidNmn l 
L'e lls (EC) wilh 1·3";. LC. A Jimi ta Jio n to I he s tu d y o f cp iderm;, lly dc rivl'd l.C is possibl e 
trypsi n proteolysi s of ce ll surf;,cc pro tL•ins, m;," ing the su bset1m~nt s tud y o f th ~·i r 
bioc he mis t rv ;m d function difficu l t. C D4 is prese nt on tlw s urf<1ce of hum11n L , w he re t is 
functio n <1nd s tructure n•milin mtl-no\\' n. On T ce lls i t binds to doss II 1\ II-IC nnd is t h e 
primnry rt'cc pto r fo r III V l>indi nt;. 0-1 is nlso like ly to b(• in \'o lved in H IV infec tion o f LC. 
The <lim o f thi s s tud y wn!:> to d t•\·e lop " proccdu rL' c nnbl int; the prcpnrntion o f n LC 
sus pension wit h in tnct CD-I for bioc he mi ca l c h <~ril c t c ri sn ti o n . \V~ dcvdo pcd n p roced ure 
using di spi!St.' for scpmnt io n o f t' p id c rmis from dermis, nnd .l co ll ilg,L~na se bll' nd for 
di s pe rs ion of the c pirl ermis into n cel l s usp(.•nsion. In co ntrn sl to the dct; radnti \'l' Cff l'cts 
en used by try ps in, co ll <~g~nnsc hnd minin1<~1 proteo ly ti c c fft.•d on solu ble rccombinmtt CD·I, 
dctL' rJ;L' rlt cx t rilc!Nl hr111 L• n ~; th n<'ltin• CD·I o r cl• ll ( EM-T·I, Tl IP-1) ~ urf41cC l''prC!>!>cd Cl).\ 
415 d ete rmined by immunoblotting o r fl ow cy to nll'try . Uy using n p<~ncl of monoclon<~f 
nntibodic~ tnrgcting dc t crm i n<~n t s o n C D-l i:'i th c rdi s tal nnd Jm"i m<~llo th e cel l m cmbr.mc 
wl' showl'd thJ I CD4 o n scmi~ p uri ricd I. rc m 11i ncd 141q;l'ly iniJc t. P rc lim innr y 
b iochc m ic411 s tud ies re\'enl th t' pred o minnn t CO-t mo lecu le of LCs is " 110 kDn dimcr w ith 
n mino r fmclio n cons is ti ng of th" .5~ 1..1 ,, moncunL~r. T his co n trns ts with pnrnlll•l 
c'perimcnts o r1 resti ng ly mphocy tes nnd rno nocr tt.>s w hl' rc CO.\ is rnnin ly p rcSL' Ilt <IS .1 55-
" Dn mono mer. LC depl e ted E did no t L'' JHC§ d et ect<~bl c leve ls of CD-L T hus LC CO·I 
diffe rs to C D..f found o nTCL• Ils ;md mo nocy tes. \\' lll'rl'OS th e fu n c ti o n<~! s ig nifi C.Hl Ct' o( thi s 
is u ll kiiOWil ,C IJ:.J dim l' ri sa t ion rnay be rl'lnt ('d to tlw s p~c in li scd fundh) n llr th es l.' CL• IIs. 
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RE-COLONISATION 01' CERVICJ\L INTRAEPITHELIAJ, NEOPU\SIA IN 
OHCAN01YPIC CUI,TURE WITH IN VITRO GENERATED DENDRITIC CELLS (DC) 
P. HUBERT. S.L. GIANNINI , N. JACOBS. E. FRANZEN, J. BONIVEH nnd P. DELVENNE 
UNIVERSiiY OF LIEGE. DEPARTMENT OF PATH OLOGY 
B-4000 LI EGE, BELGI UM 
Within HPV-assoc tatcd prcnco plasllc les ions Lhcre IS a lack of 
Dcndrlllc/Langcrhans cells {DC/ LC) recrui tmen t. This lack of antigen prescnta llng 
cells (APC} may play a role In the transition from the sta le of lmmunosurveillance to 
the sta te of tmmunotolc rancc obsc1vcd In the HPV-assoclalcd (pre) cancerous 
lesions. The purpose of this s tudy Is to lnvesltgatc mechanisms responsible for the 
lack of recruitment of APCs. 
As a ftrs t s tep, we produced large amounts of dlffercnltalcd DCs from 
peripheral blood of cancer patients by using a combination of GM-CSF. IL-4 and 
F'LT3 for 7 days in uitro . Yield, purity and phenotypical maturity of Ute cells were 
contro lled by P"ACS analysis using the markers CO la and 67. 1 and others. 
We have begun to delcrmlnc the capacity of these DC. in U1c presence of 
diffe rent cytokines, to re-colonise an in uttro formed prencoplasttc epithelium 
{organoty plc culture of I-IPV-tnfecled kcraUnocyte cell lines). TI1e preliminary results 
s uggest U1at the addition of GM~CSF' In the medium Is essential for the penetration 
of DC In to the culture. In the same contc.xl, we are cun·ently tesung the motility o f 
DC tn response to s upernatant of HPV-tnfected keraUnoeytes using a Boyden 
chamber assay. In this assay system the migra tion of DC Is diminished In the 
presence of supernatants from !-IPV Infected kcrallnocytes. compared to that. of 
nom1al kcraUnocytes. 
A better understanding of the lack of DC recruitment. may lead to new 
lhcrapeuUc approaches for tJ1 c trea tment of HPV associated- (pre)canccrous lesions. 
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CD ta+ AND CD !a- MONOCYTE-DERIVED DENDRITIC CELLS: IN VITRO 
MODEL FOR DERMAL DENDRITIC CELLS? 
F. Grassi( IJ, C. Dezuuer-Dambuyani(2l, C. Jacquc1(2), D. McllroyCi l. P. Dcbrt\(1), D. 
Schmiu(2), B. Autran( l) <Uld A. Hosmalinfl ) 
( I l URA CN RS 625 , Paris. (2) U346 INSERM. Lyon. France. 
Human monocyle-dcrived dcndrilic ce lls (MDDC) arc obtained in culture. Si nce 
the majority express CD I a, which is on the surrnce of Langerhans cells (LC) and 
some dermal dendritic cells (DDC). the ex prc.ssion o f othe r molecules , the 
ultrastructure and the T cell stimulatory function were studied on COla- as well as 
CD I a+ cells to examine the relationship of th is in vitro model with skin DC i11 vivo. 
Low concentrations of GM · CSF and IL-4. corresponding more with the 
eq uilibrium constants of these cytokines, as we ll us the higher concentrations 
previously published, induced a similar differentiat ion ofMDDC. CD ! <~+ and - cells 
were separated by FACS to stimulate an allogeneic mixed lymphocyte reaction. Both 
subsets had a much stronger stimulatory activi ty than PBMC from the same donor. 
Electron microscopy showed the presence of intracytoplasmic granu les with a 
central linear density bounded by two plasma membr::mes. These inclusions seemed to 
be mostly present in CDJa+ cells. and were similar to those found in CD Ja+ cells 
generUled from CD34+ cord blood precursor ce lls cultured in GM-CS F and TNFcx. 
for 12- 13 days. but different from the LC Birbeck granules. 
Besides the expression o f CD I a. both subsets had a similar phenotypic ptofilc . 
siUdicd by flow cywrnc rry and by immunocylochemistry. They expressed Fac10r 
Xllla, CD!O I and VLAS: unl ike LC. lhcy did no1 ex press VLA-6 or E-cadhcrin: like 
macrophages. they expressed c-fms and MAX- \ : a small subpopulation expressed 
Lag- !. This profile is compalible wi1h thai of DDC. 
MDDC are often considered as " model ror LC. but they may correspond more to 
DOC. Current studies arc trying to ascertai n whclhcr they do have a cu taneous 
tropism. 
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MODULATION OF3301 EXPRESSION ON MATU RE MUitlNE LANG ERHANS 
CELLS BY CONTACT SENSITIZERS 
C. HCrouct. F. Roussel, M. Collin and J. Leclai re. L 'OrCa! Advanced Research, Life Sc iences 
Research. I , Av. E. Schueller, 93600 Aulnay sous Bois. France. 
Epicutancous ilpp licnlion of hi ghly reactive chemicals can e licit contact sensitivity reactions. 
Elucidation of early evcnls in the cpidennis after the capture of sensiti zers by Langerhans 
cell s (LC). and leading to th e migmtion of LC, will allow us to deve lop ill vitro tests 
predictive of the sensit izing potential of xenobiotics. llle development of such 
discriminatory tests wi ll be based on all LC mod ifications speci fically generated by contact 
sensitizers. With this aim. we studied changes in surface antigens specific for dendri tic cells 
:Uld those involved in the AI1C fu nction of LC. 
Mature LC were recovered from car-sheets o f naive llnlb/c mice after a threc-dny migrm ion 
period. Cells were then incubiltcd with sensitizers (DNOS. oxazolonc, etc) for 30 min nnd 
immediatel y phcnotypcd by now cytomctry. Express ion of mo lecules cmcinl fo r interactions 
between T effector lymphocyles :md APC (class II MHC, CDS0-86) were not noticeably 
affected . In contrast. express ion of 330 1. a specific dendritic cells marker. was dmsticn lly 
downregulated. 
·n,csc results dcrn onsmuc t h~l LC having rc11chcd :m irrcvcr.~ib/c srmc of mlllure APC and 
then expressing max ima l levels o f molecules involved in cellular interactions nrc s till 
receptive to signals delivered by chcmico l scnsil'izcrs, as exemplified by the strong dccrc<~sc 
in 33 01 ex pression. t\·torcovcr, our results suggest that chem ical sensitizers arc unable to 
interfe re with the APC function of LC once the latter arc in the final s tage of diffcrcnti:uion . 
In contrast, by modulating other LC-spccific markers. they should be able to orientate na\'vc 
effector T cells toward a TH I rather thnn a TH2 response. We arc now investi gating this 
mnrkcd fhll in 33 0 1 c:~:prcssion nllcr scnsitiz.1tion. It is conccvablc that n predictive test 
cou ld be based on the modulation of 33 1) 1 at the surface of mature LC. 
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E-CADHERIN-MEDIATED ADHESION IN LANGERHANS CELL -LI KE 
DENDRITIC CELLS IS REGULATED BY CYTOKINES THAT MOBILIZE 
LANGERI-IANS CELLS IN VIVO. 
ll1i1o Jakob and Mark C tJdtw, Dermatology Branch, NCI. NIH. Bethesda, MD, USA 
Adhesion of Langcrh.::ms cells (LC) lO kcratinocytcs is mediated by E-cadhcrin (E-cad). 
IL- l , TNFn and LPS mobilize LC from epidcm1is and presumably anenuale LC-
kcrntinocyte adhe..o:;ion. To dclcmJinc if these mediators modulate E-cadhcrin-mediated 
adhesion of LC directly, we charnctcri zcd their effects on LC-Iikc ce lls expanded from 
murine felal skin (FS DDC). FSDDC were propaga1cd from dl 6 C57BU6 fc~'ll skin in 
media conlaining GM -CSF and CSF-1. Af1cr 14 d , aggrcga1es of E-cad• FSDDC 
(FSDDC-A) that resembled LC in tenns of morphology, phenotype and function were 
isolated. E-cad mAb ECCD- 1 and DECMA- 1 dissoci:ucd FSDC-A, whereas E-<:ad mAb 
ECCD-2 (functionally inactive). Mac-!. LFA- 1, and !CAM- I mAb did not . 
demonstrating thai adhesion was mediaied by E-cad. IL- l. TNFn and LPS induced 
dissociation of FSDDC-A that began withi n 4-8 hand was complete witJ1in 20 h. Anti~ 
IL- IRI mAb inhibiied disaggregation caused by lL-Jn and !L-Jp. bul no t that induced 
by TN Fa. or LPS. Anli-TNFn mAb inhibited the effect of TN Fa and LPS. but not that 
caused by !L- In or !L- IP. Thus. TNFn and IL- l independently disaggregalc FSDDC-
A. and the effect of LPS is TN Fa.-, bul nol IL- l-dependent. Flow cy1omctry of FSDDC-
A revealed d1at TL- 1. TN Fa and LPS induced increased expression of MHC class 11 . 
CD40 and CD86 and decreased cell surface E-cadhcrin expression d1at was lcmpornlly-
rdated to loss of E~cadhcri n -mediated adhesion. IL~ I and TN Fa C\luscd a rapid 
reduction in FSDDC E-cadhcrin mRNA levels. which preceded the reduction of E-
cndhcrin surface expression. l11csc resultS dcmonslmtc that cytokincs thnL induce LC 
emigration in vivo act directly on LC-likc cells in vitro. reduce E-cadhcrin mRNA JevcJs, 




Lungcrhnns' cells migrate to local lymph nodes following an cpidermally-
acquired inJection with ttn arbovirus. 
Johnston. LJ, Halliday, OM• and King, NJC. Departments of Pathology and 
Medicine*, University of Sydney, NSW, Australia 
The aim of this study was to examine whether skin Langcrhans' cells respond to 
epidcnnally-acquired viral infections which arc cf:fcc tivcly cleared by the immune 
system. We describe an increase in MHC class li+/NLDCI45+/E-cadherin+ 
Langcrhans' cell (LC) numbers in lymph nodes after epidermal infection with the 
arboviruses, West Nile or Scmliki Forest. This increase was accompanied by a decrease 
in LC density in infected epidermis. Both \Yii grutory response and associated 
phenotypic changes were abrogated ifUV-inacti vatcd virus was used. Our findings are 
likely to have wider implications for the development of cpidermally delivered 
vaccines and suggest that mo~ilisation of dendritic cells may be involved in the 
development of immune responses to arthropod-borne viruses. 
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CDia 'CD83' DC, WHICH MATURE IN THE ABSENCE OR IN THE PRESENCE 
OF PGE,. PROMOTE Thl VERSUS Th2 RESPONSES. 
Pawel Kaliilski, Cathari cn Hilkcns, Joost Schuitcmaker. Alics Snijders and Martien Kapscnbcrg . 
Depanmelll of Cell Biology and Histology, A cod. Mett: Ctr, University of Amsterdam, The Netherland.r 
Final maturation of dendriti c cell s (DC) , reflected by their increased ability to prime naive Th cells , 
is induced by locally released inflammatory mediators. We addressed the question of whether the 
character of the maturation-inducing inflammatory environment may have an impact on the abili ty of 
DC to produce IL-12 anti to initiate 1111 - versus Th2-type responses. This study tests whether PGE:z. 
an innammatory mediato r With a previously described Th2 drfving activity at the level of TI1 cells , Can 
also act as a Th2-driving factor indirectly, by impairing the u:- 11 production in maturing DC. 
"lrnmaturcH CD ! •cosJ· DC were obtaim.'tl from monoeytcs in 6 day cultu res in the presence ofGM -
CSF and IL-4. Additi onal 48 hours cu lture in Lhe presence of TNFa. rcsulu .. "CC in the final maturation 
of DC, indicated by the acquisition of CD83 and the di sappearance of CD 115 marker. Such 
CD l 'CD83 • DC produced high ilmounts of IL- 12 after contact with CD4 • TI1 cell s. Presence of PG~ 
during the 48 hours of DC final maturation did not prevent the above-described changes in CD83 and 
CD 11 5 ex pression, but strongly diminished the ability of maturing DC to produce llr 12 after su bsequent 
stimulation in the absence of PG~. In comparison to unmodified DC, wh ich induced Thl/1110 cytokine 
profi les in maturing naive Th cells, the PG E.z-pre-cxposed CDI +CD83' DC inducctl higher level s of 
Tit2-typc cytokines: IL-4 and IL-5, but lower levels of lPN)', the type I cytokinc. Early aUdition of 
PGEl to the cultu res of devel oping DC: on day 0 instead of day 6, resulted in the complete shut-down 
of the subsequent IL-12 production, which could not be reverted by further culture in the absence of 
PGE1. TI1e c.arly addition of PGE1, at C?nCentrations above I O..t~M, selectively Prevented the acqui sition 
of CO la marker, without any impact on the stimulatory c:~pacity of DC. Such IL- 12 deficient, Th2-
inducing , PG~-OC may be considered for the therapy oflltl-mcdiatcd autoi nmmnc di sorders. 
These data Indicate that t.he clcvmed production of PGE,. in tissues may promote the development of 
type 2 'llt responses via the loO<Jl mod ifi cati on of DC function. 
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A ROLE FOR THE CD40-LIGAND (CD154) IN THE MATURATION OF MURINE EPI-
DERMAL LANGERHANS CELLS. Franz Koch, Kalrin Janke, Palrizia Sloitzner, and 
Nikolaus Romani. Dept. of Dermatology, University of lnnsbruck, lnnsbruck, Austria. 
Interactions between CD40 (on the surface of dendritic cells) and CD40-Iigand 
(CD154; on the surface of activated T cells or on transfected cells) as well as 
treatment with TNF-a have been shown to promote the maturation of dendritic cells 
and to rescue them from apoptosis. We have previously reported that TNF-u 
supports the viability of Langerhans cells but interferes with their normal maturation 
process in that it leads to a loss of antigenic peptides from MHC molecules. We have 
attempted to dissect t~e differential effect~ of these reagents using ~he very model 
where the cytokine effects had first been described: Larigerhans cell~ were 'highly 
enriched by panning (>90%). such that they would die unless cytokines were added . 
GM-CSF and TNF-<> sustained the viability of Langerhans cells; GM-CSF also 
induced full maturation over a 2-3 day culture period. GM-CSF appeared to work 
independently of TNF-<> (that might be produced by maturing Langerhans cells) 
because it could not be inhibited by neutralizing anti-TNF-a. antibodies . CD40-Iigand 
(in our experiments mimicked by a bioactive mAb against CD40) also kept 
Langerhans cells alive (to the same degree as GM-CSF and TNF-a.). Moreover, it 
induced maturation as judged by the veiled morphology and increased MHC class II 
expression. The capacity of anti -CD40-treated Langerhans cells to retain immuno-
genic peptides ls currently being tested. We were unable to detect expression of 
CD40-Jigand on epidermal cells in situ (on sheets). Therefore. the physiological role 
for this molecule in the epidermal environment remaii)S to be determined. The data 
show. however. that the model of highly enriched Langerhans cells may be well 
suited to sort out differential cytokine effects, particularly of TNF-u, on the maturation 
process. 
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PROINFLAMMATORY CYTOKINES AND PROSTAGLANDINS INDUCE MATURATION OF 
POTENT IMMUNOSTIMULATORY DENDRITIC CELLS UNDER FC5-FREE CONDITIONS: 
EFFECT OF CULTURE CONDITIONS ON THE lYPE OFT CELL RESPONSE. H. Jonuleit 
U KDhn G Mullec K Stejnbdnk L Paraanik "E Schm/11 J Knop and A. Enk. 
Clinical Res. Unil, Dept. of Dermatol., Univ. of Mainz, and "Institute of lmmunol., Univ. 
of Mainz, 55131 Mainz, FRG. · 
Culture conditions for human dendritic cells (DC) have been developed by several 
laboratQries. Most of these culture methods, however, have used FCS-condltlons to 
generate DC In the "presence of GM-CSF and IL-4. Recently, allernativa culture 
conditions have been described using an additional stimulation with monocyte-
condilloned medium (MCM) and FCS-Iree media to generate DC. We report that a 
defined cocktail of TNF-<>, IL-1p and IL-6 equals MCM in Its potency to generate DC 
and that most of Ihe MCM affects can be Inhibited by blocking these cytokines. 
Addlllon of prostaglandin E2 to the cytoklne cocktail further enhanced the yield. 
maturation, migratory-, and immunostimulatory capacity of the DC generated. More 
Importantly, culture conditions also influenced the outcome of the T-cell response 
Induced. DC cultured with TNFIIL-111L-6 or MCM alone induced CD4+ T-cells that 
released Intermediate levels oi IFN-y and no IL-4 or IL-10. Production of JFN-y was 
significanlly Induced by addition of PGE2, while no effect on production olll-4 or tl-
10 was observed. Even more striking differences were observed for Coe+ T-cells. 
While MCM-condlllons only Induced IFN-ylow, IL-4ne9 cells, TNFIIL: 111L-6 promoted 
growth of IFN-ylntermedlate, JL-4ne9 COB+ T-cells. Addillon of PGE2 again only further 
polarized this pattem enhancing IFN-y production by alloraactlve CDB+ T cells In both 
cultures wilhout Inducing Iype-2 cytoklnes. In aggregate the data lndlcale that the 
deffned cocktail TNFIIL-1/IL-6 can substitute for MCM and !hat addition of PGE2 
further enhances the yield and quality of DC generated. TNFitL-111L-6 + PGE2 
cultured DC seem to ba optimal lor generation of IFN-y-produclng CD41CDB+ T-cells. 
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HETEROGENEOUS REACTIVITY OF EPmERMAL LANGERJIANS 
CELLS AFTER TOI'ICAL APPLICATION OF CONTACT SENSITIZER: 
HISTOCHEMICAL EVALUATION 
Miya Kobayashi 1>, Masanori Watanabe1l, Satoru Doi21 and Yoh-ichi Koyama31 
Dcpartmcnt.s of Anatomyt) ,and Pediatrics21, Nagoya University School of Medicine, N:~goya 
466, Jopan and Nippi ReSearch Ins titute of Biomntrix?>, Tol,·yo I 20, Jnpnn 
To elucida te the detailed kinetics of epidermal Langerhans cells afier topical 
contact sensitizer stimulation, we examined ATPase or Ia positive epidermal cells of 
Balb/c mice in a time-spaced manner after topical appl ication of fluorescein 
isothiocyanate (FITC). We also performed double labeling of Langerhans cells in 
epidennal sheets with ATPase acti vity and Ia antigen after the same stimulation. The 
density of ATI'ase positive cells and of Ia posi ti ve cells decreased following a 
different time course; the fom1er reached nadir (77.1% of control) nt 4 h but the 
latter reached minimum (82.8% of control) atl6 h after application ofFITC. Double 
labeling technique revealed the increase of Ia single positive ce lls at 4 h as opposed to 
the increase of ATPase single positive cells at 16 h application. With electron 
microscopic observation, a few acti vated Langerhans ce ll found in the dermis at 4 h 
after application had distincti ve profiles compared to res idual Langerhans cells in the 
epidermis. Cell profiles of DNFB-treated skin were also examined. 
These findings suggest that there is heterogeneity of reactivity to contact sensitizer 
in epidermal Langerhans cells and that only a small portion of them would migrate 
from the epidermis after sensitization. 'tn additiOn, the results indicate that the 
enzymatic and the phenotypic markers do not exactly reflect the presence (or 
absence) of Langerhans cells under certai n pathological conditions. 
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MURINE LANGERIIANS CELLS CULTURED UNDER SERUM-FREE COND!TLONS 
MATURE INTO POTENT STIMULATORS OF PRIMARY IMMUNE RESPONSES IN 
VITRO AND IN VIVO. A. Kocikova, A. Kolcsaric, S. Oil , G. Sting! and A. Elbc-Biirger. DIAJD, 
Depanmcnt ofDcnnato logy, University of Vienna Medical School, VffiCC, Vlcnma, Austria. 
Dendritic cells (DC) arc professional ilnti gen-prcscntin g cells and, Oms. arc exce lt cnl candidates 
for vacci nation purposes. One of the limitations conceming their immunotherapeutic application 
may be. Ut e encount er of foreign proteins [e.g. , fel:ll calf scnm1 (FSC) co nstituents! duriug lhcir 
isolnlion and/or iu vitro generation. This may lead to th e activation of irrelevant and, possibly, 
autoreactive T cells. We therefore att empted lo establish an i11 vitro culture system that wotild allow 
tJ1c generation of hi ghl y imrnunostimulatory DC under senun-frce (SF) condilions. For Ulis purpose, 
we used mouse car skin (BALB/c, C3 H/HcN) to 'prepnrc single epidcmw.l cell suspensiOIIS. l11cy 
contained 2-4% MBC class 11'1' cells, i.e. Langerhans cells (LC) and were cultured for 3 days either in 
SF or FCS-contnining RPM! medi um. Ahhough inspection of t.lte cultures reve:tlcd th e presence of 
highly dendriti c ceiJs in both culture systern s, the numbers of LC harvested from SF-cultures (SF-
cLC) were 50% less than those recovered from FCS-ctllturcs (FCS~cLC). SF-cLC exhibited strong 
anti~CD45, -MHC class 1_! , -C040, ~COSO, -CD86, nnd -CD24 reactivity, co mparable to that seen 
wiU1 FCS-cLC. At 01e fun ctional level , both SF- and FCS-cLC induced vigorous proliferation of 
naive, a llogeneic T cells and acted as l)OWcrful accessory cells in mi10gcn- and TCRJCDJ-mcdi<.ned T 
cell responses in vitro . By contrast, SF-cLC were less potent stimulators of naive, syngeneic CD4 '1' 
T cells Omn FCS-cLC. To determine whc01cr SF-cLC ure able to prime naive T cells in vlvo, we 
used the co ntact hypersensitivity model. We found ~aat trinilrophenyl ·deri vatizcd SF-cLC induced 
striking car swelling responses Lhat were compamblc in magnitude ;md kinetics (obscrvatiOTI period: 
24-72 h after challcJlgc) to those eli cited by lrinitrophenyl-deri vatizcd FCS-cLC. 
Our datn show that epidermal cells, when ctdmred under Sf conditions, can clabom tc the 
factor(s) needed for LC survival and matumtion. LC mat urin g under SF co nditions co uld thus be a 
valuabl e tool for indu cing and/or rnod ulating immune respons-es of different quality and specificity. 
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SPONTANEOUS SKIN INFLAMMATION W ITH INCREASED NUMBERS OF 
ANTIGEN PRESENTING CELLS IN KERATIN 14/P40 TRANSGENIC MI CE. 
T~narn Kopp 1, !for R. Williams2, Sabine Strommcr1• Georg Sting11 and lltomas S. Kuppcr2• 
1DIA ID, Dcpanmcnt of Dcmmtology~ University of Vienna Med ical School, VIRCC, 
Vienna, Aust ria and 2l-larvard Skin Disease Research Ccntcr/Dcnnatology, BWH, Boston, 
MA. 
Dendritic cells including L::u1gcrh:ms ce ll s secrete IL-12 upon antigen-specific 
interactions wi th T ce lls, which serves to potentiate T cell-mediated immunity favoring 11t 1 
type responses . To study IL-12 in cutaneous immunity in vivo, we created mice that 
exp ressed each IL-12 subunit, p35 and p40, under the contro l of the K 14 promoter. 
Surprising ly, Ki4/p40 mice developed a spontaneous in.OamnHllOI)' skin disease, which was 
m;.ukl,;d by ety thcma, itch, scaling and hair loss, w hereas K 14/p35 m_icc had no signs of 
inflammation. HistologicaUy, K14/p40 skin was charnctcrizcd by cpidcnnal spongiosis and 
hyperkcrJ.tos is ;;md a mixed inOammatory infiltrate. lmmunophcnotyping revealed a dennal 
infiltrate composed ofmacrophagcs, T cells, mast cell s and gr.mu locyt cs. CD4 ' lymphocytes 
and DEC-205 1 cells were localized in both transgenic cpidcm1is and dennis. Flow 
cytomctric analys is of cpidcnnal cell s indicated a 2-3-fold increase in CD45/MHC class II 
double-positive cells in K 14/p40 ttl icc. 30-50% of these Langcrh:ms cel ls expressed higher 
levels of MHC class ll , wheu compared to those of control mice. PurthemJorc, tnmsgcnic 
kcrntinocytes were strongly positive for CD54 and MHC class II and producl.!d higher 
amounts of TN F-a. and IL-Ia upon culture than littcrmatc kcratinocytcs. 
It is clear from our sll1dics that p40 ovcrcxprcss ion in basal kcmtinocytcs leads to 
spontaneous inOammation and that antigen pri.! St.:nting ce ll s nrc part of the ccUular infiltmt~.: . 
·n1c increased numbers ofamigcn pfl!scnting ce ll s, pamllclcd by ~.:n hanced secretion of IL-I a. 
and TNF-a.may potentiate cutaneous immune rcsponsl.!s ill K14/p40 mice. 
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EPIDERMAL INTEGRITY DETERMINES HUMAN LANGERHANS CELL RESPONSE TO 
UV RADIATION : COMPARISON OF IN VIVO, EX VIVO , AND IN VITRO ASSAYS 
Jarmo K. Laihia1·2 and Christer T. Jansen 1 
Departments of 'Dermatology and 2 Medical Microbiology, University of Turku, Turku, 
Finland 
It has been postulated that Langerhans cells (LC) provide tolerogenic signals in the local 
impairment of cutaneous immune functions and antigen-specific tolerance induced by 
ultraviolet (UV} radiation. Studies in vitro and ex vivo have indicated that UV radiation may 
down-regulate the expression of co-stimulatory molecules on LC, leading to reduced 
antigen-presenting function. In contrast. we have recently observed an up-regulatory stage 
in the numbers of human epidermal LC with induced expression of the 87 co-stimulatory 
molecules at 12-24 h after solar-simulating UV radiation (SSR) in vivo. This discrepancy 
may derive from the contribution of the physiological milieu to the UV effects on LC. 
In the present investigation , we carried out irradiation experiments parallelly in vivo, ex 
vivo, and in vitro. Human volunteers, skin explants, and epidermal cell suspensions from 
the same individuals were irradiated with a single erythematogenic dose of SSR, and the 
exPression levels of cell surface markers in the epidermal cells were analyzed with flow 
cytometry 24 h later. 
The CD1a+/HLA-DR+ LC numbers increased post-SSR in vivo (p::0.025), whereas no 
increase was seen in skin explants ex vivo or in irradiated cell suspensions in vitro. 
Similarly, SSR induced 87-2 (C086) expression in epidermal LC (C01a+ cells) significantly 
in vivo (p=0.0053) but not ex vivo or in vitro. ICAM-1 was reduced in vivo (p=0.049) and in 
most skin explant resident LC. 
We conclude that the epidermal integrity plays a crucial role in LC responses. Thus , the 
regulatory stage in human epidermal LC membrane molecules observed at 24 h after a 
single dose of SSR is exclusively an in vivo phenomenon. 
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l"'IGRJ\Tt ON OF CONTACT Al..LI~RGEN- INDUCED IIUJ\·IAN L.ANCEHI IANS CEI. L. IS tNIIIUrnm 
flY J\-11\TRIX M~TAI.LO I'ROT~I NASE INIIIIIITORS 
M .C. G . L.chr1! 1.l , P. Kolinski' , M .L. Knpscnbcrl;1• V . Evl!rts 1 and~ 
1D .. partmlmt ofCt/1 Biv log,• atul Hi.uvlogy, ' Dt<tJartmt'tlt of l'fllli (dogy, Acrult<mk Mt<dkllf C.•nl~r. Unh·tuity of 
Ams terdam, T1u! Ndhulr•tuls. 
Emigration o f humnn cpid~:nnnl Langcrhanli cells (LC), fo\1\lwing CX(lll.SUrc to cmttact allergens , is c r itica l in 
the initintion o r conlllct hYilCrsensitivity (CIIS) reactions in the .skin. It wns n:ccmly suggl!li.\cd that ccrt:ain 
eytokin~ (c.~;. IL· i6, TNF·a) 11ntl mntrix mcla\loprutdnascs (MMPs) 11n:. impo rtanl riJr the mitr:llion of lnllrinc 
LC and human hlood derived dcm.lritic cells, P:tr1iculnrly Mi\·IP.s due lo their tthility in di1;cstin~ t.mscnu:nt 
membra ne components ure considered imjll.)rtnnl for fncililnfin~ the llligraciuu 1lf LC. Mort:ovcr, in litcrnwrc il 
was suggested MMPs nrc impor1nnt in generating bio-active TNF-:~. , n cytokinc " 'hkh is implic:ltcd in LC 
micmtion. In the present !'itutly we invcsti&ntcJ the role of Mfi.·IP- in NiSO.· in<lucctl LC mi~mlion by blocking 
their aet ivity with u .selective MMP inhibitOrl. 
Skin cxplant.s (6mm1} prepared from fn:sh hum:lll adult skin fm m hea lthy individuals tlmt were obt:t incoJ Juring 
llrensl or abdomen rl!duction surt;cry were pre-culturcJ 0\'crnit;ht in the presence o r in the nbscncc nf n MMP 
inhibito r CT1 166 (IO}tM: kinJiy dnnaleJ by Dr. A. Docherty , Cclltcch, Slough, UK) . Sul.lscqtteutly, 6% (w/\•) 
uqucott~ NiSO. was upplicJ ep i~·utanco u s ly o.nJ tlu: skin cxplants wen:. culture<[ for :1 further 24 lwurs. C ryostat 
Jcctiom (6pm) were cut from the frozen cxplants and immuno-staincO fM both CD Ia and in situ MMP~; 
expn:.~.,ion.CDJ.1' LC were qu:mlifio;J unJ e){prCJSscd ns p ct\:cll l:ibC (Jf l·•mlrol (uutrc:tteJ $kin) . CD l:t' LC were 
q1111ntif1Cd and exprcsxd u pcn:cnl:lge ofl'<mln~l (untreated skin) , whcrcu the in s il\J cxprcsN iOnN uf Mto.·1P~ were 
nrbitnrily sco red (±-> + ++). Epicut:u1cous RJl[llic:ttion or NiSO. intluccJ LC mit;rat ion which i-.:sultcJ in n 
' ibnilicant ly rctlucco.l Ucns ity of CD Ia' LC (64.7±::!0.3 %fnllli cpidcnniN, p<O.OOI , n=S). When the skin 
e xplnnls were incub3tcd with the MMP inhibitor CTI 166, prior to NiSO. , the rclati\•e density of CD Ia · LC 
(100.4± 7.3%) did not diiTcr fl"(un control (untrc.1tt:J) skin. Our llnt.u indicate that I he NiS04-inJuccJ LC mi~ration 
wus in1p.1in:d by the fi.·IMP inhibitor . Furthermore, in cQntrnst to murine model , the in .si tu expression of MMPs 
is .s ignicnntly increased in the NiSO.tre:tlcd cxpl:lnts . 
These rcsuhs arc sug&clitive fo r an important role for MMPs in o..'O ntacl alleq;cn·induccd LC migr,tion ami 
JUbK<Joent cont:tN !ll!n~ iti!l.1t ion of host. Furthcr ~tud ie.~:trt aimcJ 111 the. ddine.1tion which mcmbc.r(5) of the 1\·,MI~ 
f:unily is/nrc invulvcJ . The (.l055ibility tu inhibit LC mitrut iou , hy MMP inhibitors l·ould be useful in the 
prevention of contnct licns itisation nntl po:~s ibly ulso :t~ n trc;~tm~nt (nr cont:tl·t llcnnatitis . 
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UVB-INDUCED DNA DAMAGE DOES NOT PREVENT MIGRATION NOR INHIBITS 
ALLOSTIMULATORY FUNCTION OF LANGERHANS CELLS. 
Inger B. Kremer Regicn M.R . Sylva-Steenland Jan D. Bos and Marcel B.M. Teunissen. 
Department of Dermatology, Academic Medical Center, University of Amsterdam. 
Amsterdam. The Netherl:mds. 
In order tO investigate the effect of ultr:tv iolet-U (UVB) radiation on the function of 
human epidermal L1ngerhans ce.ll s (LC) we irrndiated normnl human skin e.r \•ivo with 
single exposures (up to 800 J/m!) of UVB emiued by Philips TL12 lamps. LC that 
spomaneously migrated from epidermal sheets during overnight culture were used to 
assess possible effects of UVB on the function of LC to stimulate nllogeneic T cells. Full-
thickness skin biopsies were nsed to study UVB-induccd alterations in migra tory 
properties. The cells migra1ing from UVB-exposcd epidermal sheets showed :1 UVB-dosc-
rclated reduced capacity to induce an allogeneic T cell response. However, FACS analysis 
revealed that UVD treatment caused a reduction in the number of HLA-DR positive cell s 
migrating from lhc sheets. After calculation of the acmal number of l·ILA -DR positive LC 
which were addcc.I to t11e allogeneic T cells, it appeared Lh::tt on a per ce ll basis the T·ccll 
stimulatory capaci ty was identical fm LC from exposed and noncxposed sheets. As 
concerned the effect of UVB on LC in the full -thickness skin expl ~mt. we found reduced 
numbers of CO la positive LC in the irradiated epidermis, but also a reduction was found 
in the numbers of CO la positive LC migrating from the UVB-cxposed full-thickness skin . 
UV B radiation probably induces death of LC and/or loss of membrane moleculco;, rather 
than allcring LC migration speed. The LC migrating from UVB-cxposcd skin comained 
UV!l-induccd thyminc-dimcrs. indicating that these ce lls had received signiflcant doses of 
radiation. In conclusion, UVB-iuduccd DNA damage does nm prevent migrmion of LC 
and despite this damage LC full y retain their capacity to acti vate allogeneic T ce ll ~ . 
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UROCANIC ACID DOES NOT AL TEll THE ANTIGEN PRESENTING A ri VIT''I' OR THE 
DEVELOPMENT OF MURINE DENDRITIC CELLS. 
M.B. Lappiu1• J. tvJ. We1s.s1• E. Schop( M. Norval:. J.C. Simou 1• 
l Dcp:lTiment of Dermatology. Uttivcrsity or Frciburg. Gcnu:ut)'. ~ Dcp:trttttC\11 or Mechc:tl 
Microl>iolo£..\ , University of Edinburgh. Un 11etl Ki ngdom 
Exposure 10 UVB results in the isomcnt,:ll ion ormm.,-u, ocmuc ac1d tUC'A). tocali t.cd tu the 
stratum contcutll . to cts-UCA. C ·,.,_UCA c:ln !ncdiatc :ttlcast SO!tle oft l1 ~: imnl!lnosupprcssivc 
effects of UVB. thout;h the ntcdmms•u of ct.,·-UCA act Lon remains tnt'Ontplctcl:- defi ned . 
Alterations in Lnngcrhnns cells. and other dendrit ic antigen presenting cell populations in the skiu . 
may COntribute to the loss of skin immune function follO\\ing UVf.3 e:.: posurc. Hcucc. this Sl.ttd) \\aS 
dcsigm.:d to investigate ''hcthcr c:is-UCA direct ly. c;ltl iuchtce changes in the itntuunosttlllHiltiOI) 
C<lpacity of dendritic cells (DC) and the dcvclopmcni of DC from JU"l.'Cursor ce lls. Murine DC ''ere 
gcncr;llcd from C5713U6 bane marrow lBM) using granulocyte-macrophage colony-stitLtUI:ttmg 
factor tGM-CSF), illld were used <tS stimulator cells itt mixed l)mphocytc'rc;tctions (MLR) 11sinc 
BALB/c I) mph node cell s (LNC) as responders. The ;tddition of ns aud trons-UCA nt 
concentrat ions rnngiug fromll. l-5011 ~·g/mt to the MLR. did not a !Teet prolifcra1h·c responses. c ·/.\ 
or tnms-UCA { IOU~tg/ml ) were acldcd to GM-CSF stimulated mouse BM cells o n da) U. da) .1 or 
day 5 of culture ;ULd the phenotype :md allo-stimulatory function of lite DC were :1t1nlyscd Otl drt) 7. 
Treatment wi th cis or lnms-UCA did not arrcct the nuntbcrs or the ' iabtlit\ of cells inlht OM 
cultures. In add•tionthc expression on DC or Ia". CD li e or the c.-os firuu/ruOr.r nrok-culc~o /CAM-I . 
07- 1. 87-2 and CO~O. was not altered b'' the addi tion of c'·'·UCA to OM cultures. The innhil ih of 
CIS-UC A to niter the development of DC. II/ Vllm \\ :\5 confirmed by rtna lysing the functional . 
CaJ>:.lcity of DC in MLR. DC generated in the prcse1tCC of cts-UCA were equally cffidcut iu 1hc 
induction of:tllo-stitnulntiou. when comJXtrcc.l with cottl rol DC. These: results suggcs1 thai c1.1-UC'A 
docs uot exert it ::; inununosupprcssi\'c nclivity through direct cOCc1s on DC. Such aclivity nm) be 
mdcpcndent of DC. or a\tcrnativcl~ . c1s-UCA mny influence DC runctiou indil"cct l~ . tltrough the 
induction of secondary mediators. 
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LANGER HANS CELLS STIMULATE PROLIFERATION OF SKJN yS T CELLS 
Mark Lidding ton and Jonathan M . Austyn 
Nullicld Department of Surgery, Universi ty of Oxford , John Radcl iffe Hospi tal. 
HcadingJOn, Oxford OX3 9DU, UK 
Langcrhans cells (LC) and T cells expressing invariant Vy3Vo I T cell receptors arc 
the only leukocytes within nonnal mousc epidermis. Here we examined the. behaviour 
of y5 T cells in skj n transplants and explants . nnd the interac tion of LC wiLh freshly-
isolated epidermal y6 T cells in viu·o. After skin graftin g or in orgari cul!urc, there was 
a rap id depletion of both yo T cells and LC from the skin. At least a subset of both cen 
types migrated and fomted c lusters in culture wells containing cxplants. To dc tem1inc 
whether or not LC could sLimul:ne primary yS T cell responses in vitro, both cell types 
were enriched from epidermal cell suspensions and tested in pro liferation assays. 
Cullurcd LC, but no t freshly-isolated LC or keratinocytcs , s timulated yO T cells in 
oxidative mitoge nes is and both syngeneic and a llogene ic mixed leukocyte responses. 
Using limiting di lution ann lyses, Lhe responder frequencies were similar for syngeneic 
yO and a llogt.!ncic o.p responses, and were cons idcra.bly highe r than those o f the 
reciprocal combinations. However, s plenic dendritic cells were unable to s timulate 
syngeneic or allogeneic y5 T cells. \Ve conclude that LC. and perhaps other dendriti c 
ce ll s, may play a spcciaJi zcd ro le in the induction of primary proliferative respo nses 
or yS T cells, possib ly in a tissuc-spccilic manner. 
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MIGRATION OF LANGERHANS CELLS IN IRRITANT CONTACT 
DERMATITIS 
Jasna' Lipozcn~ iC I , Gordana LackoviC2, Bojan Rodc2, Oavorin Lon~ariC I 
1Dcpartmcnr of Ocrmatovcncrology, Zagreb University School of Medicine and Z agreb 
Clinica l Hospital. Zagreb Croatia 
2Dcpartmcnt of Biology, Faculty of Science, University of Zagreb, Zagreb, Croatia 
The a im o f this s tudy was to estimate the migrotio n of LCs and morphomctri cally the 
(rcquency of Langcrhans' Cells (LCs) in the guinea pig skin at different intc~als after 
irritatio n with phe no l. Un trea ted a nimals served as controls . The acrivity o f ade nosine 
triphosphatase (ATP) was determined in 8:t l ~.m1 pig skin frozen sections nccordi ng to 
Ando ct al. ~or c a++ ATP~asc. LCs were <]Ua ntificd by the mo rphometric method in 
each histo logic biopsy section, calculated in 10 test fi e lds of a B 25 two-layer Ocular 
ne t system with a diameter 0.6 mm on a Leitz orthoplan microscope a t magnifica tiO]l 
of X6'40. Results showed th e prCsence of LCs enzyme activity with Ca+t ATP-use in 
this type· of · expe rimental irritant contact dermati tis. Ski n specimens of untreated animals 
cont ained 22. l :t2 LCs per sq.mm. In the skin of phenol-trcnLed animals, the number or 
LCs was 20.5±2, 20.4:!:2 and 18. 1± 1 a t 3, 6 and 24 hours, respectively: Three hours 
;,tfter irritation . LCs exhibited cytoplasmic e longation and a strong, continua l c a ++ 
ATP-ase detivity in th e epidermis, wh ereas ne tworks of migril ting L C'\ and/or dcutritic 
rnacrophagcs were observed in the Llcrmis. Afte r irrit a tion, strong Ca+ + activated ATP-
asc activity was demonstrated cytomorpho logy bette r than in th e differences in th e 
freq uency o f LCs. 
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SELECTIVE GENERATION OF IMMATURE AND MATURE DENDRITIC CELLS 
FROM MOUSE BONE MARROW IN HIGH PURITY 
Manfred B. Lulz". Franz Koch", Nikolaus Romani", and Gerold Schuler" 
Oepts. of Oermat~logy , Univ. of Erlangen, Germany• and Univ. of lnn sbru~k . Austriao 
Large numbe!S of Dendrilic Cells (DC) can be generated by standard techniques 
from murine bone marrow ce lls under the aegis of GM-CSF. Mixed populations evol-
ve, however, as plastic ad herent macrophages develop simultaneously with granu-
locytes and imf!1a lure· as well as mature DC in suspension. This .fact hamp~ rs certain 
studjes such as functional and molecular characterization of maturational stages of 
DC. We have now developed methods lo seleclively generale immalure and fully 
mature DC in high purity by combining several approaches. First, GM-CSF doses 
and culture periods were chosen to induce apoptosjs of co-developed granulocytes. 
S~condly , coating of cullure plaslic wilh certain malrices, such as ·poly-L-Iysin or col-
lager I, as well as treatments to alter the surface cbarge strongly Inhibited the gene-
ration of malure I aclivated DC. Resulling DC expres~ed low amounls of MHC class 
class II and N41 8, bul no CDBO. CD86, or CD40, and exli ibiled functional characte-
ristics of iffimature DC such as high antigen uptake. Thirdly, and quite surprisingly 
highly ma,lure I activaled (e.g hi.gh surface MHC class II, CD.BO, CD86, CD40, N418) 
DC develop,ed when DC were f~rsl generated by slandard methods in unlrealed pla-
stic vessels, and then transferred for 1-2 days onto the same matrices used for the 
generation of immature DC. These data indicate that certain matiices 1 surface 
properties have opposing effects at diff9rent maturational stages, and can signal 
,.danger" to immature DC. The culture system we have developed should prove use-
fu l to perform molecular studies or mature versurs immature DC, and to adress the 
tolerogenic properties or immature DC. 
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VA C INAT ION AGA INST CUTANEOUS LEISHM AN IAS IS USING 
LANGERIIANS CELLS PULSED WITH I'ARASIT E ANTI GEN 
lleidrun Moll a nd Stclhnic FlohC 
Resea rc h Center fOr In fec tio us D isea se!;, Uni vers ity of Wi.l r£b urg, Germa ny 
The c l'li ~.:a~.:y or vaccina ti o n against intracellular parasites of the genus Leishmania 
has bct:n s hown to depe nd on the route of' immu.niza tion, suggesting that the site o f 
lir!>l a nt igen e ncounter is c ritical for the type o r developing T cell respo nse. The 
induct ion o r pro tect i ve immunity m ay require the acquisition or parasite antigen by 
d is tinc t nnt igc n· prcscnting cell s. Cons idering the unique accessory func ti o ns o f 
Lungcrhans ce ll s bo th in the ini tiat ion o !' the Lcishnwnia·spccifi c T ce ll respo nse and 
th e lo ng-te rm rrcscntatio n o r res idua l pmas itc fmti ge n. the o bjcctive o f the c urrent 
study w as to assess the ub ilit y o r Lfl nge rh ans cell s to ind uce imm uni ty to Leishmania 
in!Cctio n in v ivo. Our results dc m o ns trme tha t immunizati o n o r gene tica ll y su scep ti ble 
mice w ith La ngcrhn. ns ce ll s pul sed in vi tro w il h Leishmania antigen m cdj a tcs lo ng -
lastin g res is tance agains t s ubseque nt clmll c nges w ith the paras ites. In contras t, 
tn..:a tment o r mice w ith a ntigen-pu lsed m aero p hagcs f~li l cd to elicit pro tecti ve 
immunity. The protc<.: t ion induced by ~angcrhan s ce ll s was assoc in. ted with · a shin o f 
the ly mpho kinc produc ti o n patte rn in the ly m p h nod es dra ining the Lei~lunrm ia­
infCctcd s kin . A.s com pr1red to s uscep tib le con tra!' mi Ce. I L-4 p rod uc ti o n w us s tro ng ly 
down-reg ul a ted . w he reas the re lease o f IFN-y w as e nhnnced . The data d em o nstrate tha t 
l.angcrha ns cdls cal1 se rve as initiuto rs o f host·pro tc <.: ti vc T cell respo nses to 
in trace llu la r mic roorga ni s m s a nd m ay be used as a?j u vant fo r immuniz<.Uion. 
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INHIBITION OF l.ANGERHANS CELL MIGRATION IS ASSOCIATED WITH PROGRESSOR BUT NOT REGR::SSOR 
MURJNE SKIN TUMOURS. Andrew D. Lucas and Gary M. Halliday. Department of Medicine 
(Dermalology), University of Sydney al RPAH, Sydney, Austra lia. 
Langerhans ce lls '(LC) are found in high numbers infillra ling some skin lumours, the 
functional ~ig nificance of which remains unknown. Previously we demonstrated !hal 
cultured murine skin tumours secreled faclor/s which when applied topically increase the 
numtier of LC. Examination of !he levels of LC !hal migraled inlo and oul of !he epidermis, 
and also !he leve l of epidermal LC mitosis indica led lhallhe tumour factor Is Interfered wi lh 
LC migratio)l from the epidermis. In order to examine whelher inhibition of LC migration 
could explain the in vivo LC accumulati_on; LC within the epidermis overlying subcutaneous 
tumours in syngeneic mice. were exposed to increasing doses of contact sensi tiser. 
Similar to the effecls of tumour supernalanl. LC overlying a progressively growing lumour 
showed reduced migration in response to conlacl sensilisers. 
We also examined 2 antigenic progressor and 2 regressor murine skin tumour lines grown 
lo similar sizes In BALBic nulnu mice. The presence of !he progressor bul no! !he 
regressor lumours inhibited LC migration from !he epidermis overlying !he tumours in 
response lo 1.'/, FITC + 0.5% TNCB. Our resulls demonstrate !hal progressor skin 
tumours produce faclor(s) which inhibi.l LC migration from !he epidermis, leading lo !heir 
3ccumulation. Inhibition of LC migration .bY tumor-derived faclors may enable tumours to 
evade the activation of proii>Ctive immunily by !he blocking !he presenlalion of lumour 
antigens lo T effector ce.lls wilhin lymphoid organs. In conlrasl regressor lumours do no! 
Interfere wilh !he normal trafficking of LC and are resolved lhrough an Immunologically 
mediated host response. 
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MECHANISMS AND BIOLOGIC SIGNIFICANCE OF l gE-MEDI ATED ALLERGEN 
PRESENTATION VIA FcERI. Dieter Maurer, B!irbcl Reini nger, Christof Ebner, Clemens 
Rappcrsbcrgcr. Edcla Fi ebiger, and Georg Sti ngl, DIAID and Di v. o f Gen. Dcnnatol.. Dept. o f 
Dcrmnto l.. lnstilulc of Gen. and Exp. Pmhol. , Uni v. of Vienna Mcd. School. Vie nna, Auslri a. 
In atopic individuals. cutaneous antigen-presenting cells (APC). i.e .. Langcrhans cells (LC) and dermal 
de ndritic cells (D OC), frequent ly display anti-lgE reactivity. While c:ulicr observatio ns suggc..'>lcd thai 
thi s phenomenon result s from t.hc bindinB of (complexcd) IgE to the low afftni1y Jgfl receptor 
(FcERIIICD23), convincing evi_dencc now ex isis thali..C nnd DDC as well as peripheral blood (PB)-DC 
and rn onocytes from atopi c indi vidua ls cnn bind monomeric lgE vin 1hc hi gh affi nity lg [! receptor 
(FcERJ). We have found thut FeEl~!. both quantitati ve ly nnU qualitati vely, is the pivotal serum JgE-
binding structure of both skin and PO·APC of atopic indi viduals. that FcERI on APC functions ns an 
allcrgcn· foc usi ng moiety. atid that allergens nrc more e fficiently taken up, processed nod prcsenlcd 10 
HLA c l :~ss 11-rcstricted T cells fo llowing the wrgcting 10 APC via PeeR! compurcd to allergen binding to 
APC in the co nventional manner. To eluc idate the mec h:mi sms operati ve in lgE!Fct:.RI-dcpcnd cnt 
an tigen uptake by DC, we stOdied the events foll owing triggering of FcERI on PB-DC. We found th:n 
multimerization but not monovalent li gation of Fce.Rllcads to lhe rapid and efficient intcrna li1.ntion of 
lgi3/Fee: RJ complexes. The earlic.'i l event s eritic:.ll ly in volved in the interna li zation of focERI ure 
strin gently contro ll ed by an N-cthyl maleimide (NEM)-scnsi tivc fac1or (NSF) as NEM ruther than 
compou nds interfe ring with tyrosine (dc)phosphory lution :tbrogatcd receptor internal izat ion. Electron and 
confocal laser microscopy s1.utl ies revealed thai crosslinked focERI is targeted into distinctive cytoplasmic 
DC compartments. These subcell ular orga ncllc.'i were fount! 10 contain MHC c lass U. HLA-DMJl and 
LAMP-2 and, thus, may be in volved in antigen processing and peptide loadin g. FceRI-mcdiated anti gen 
uptake preferentially res ults in pcpiidc binding to newly sy nthes ized rather than to rccyc l i n~ I·ILA· DR 
molecules since IgE-depcndcnt ull crgcn-spccific T cell responses bu t nul T cell activation induced by 
sy nthelic pcptidcs depend on lhc presence or functionnl ly intact cnlhcpsin S . Thus. it uppears lhat 
:.1l lcrgen-induced c rosslinking o f 17ccRI results in lhc cflicient targeting of nllcrgcn into process ing 
compnnrnents where peptide loading of newly sy nlhcsizcd MHC class II molecules occurs. lmportanlly, 
this mechanism may be olrclevn ncc not only for exoge nous allergens but also for autoantigens as we 
hnve rece ntly shown that pati ents with severe atopic dernmlili s frequently ex hibit lgE responses to a 
variety of human proteins. I I is lhus quiteconceivublc lhat prcscnt11tion of lgE-reaelivc self :111d foreign 
anti gens by focERt+ APC will resuh in u continuously growing and widening (aulo)allcrgic res ponse. 
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DifFERENTIAL DISTit iBUTION OF CLASS II MOLECULES AN D 
EN DOSOM AI.JLYSOSOMAL MARKERS CORRELATES WITH LC MATURATION AN D 
FUNCTIONAL CA PAC IT Y. AM Mommnns A A Mulder C Out B J Vcnnecr F Kouim• Lab. 
for Elcclron Microscopy and Dcpts. ofDcnnntology 11nd Immunohematology and Bloodbank. Lcidcn 
Utti versity Med ical Center, Lei den. T ltc Netherlands 
Pro ress ionnl nnt igcn present ing ce ll s, including epiderma l Lungerhans cells (LC). possess a 
s p!::cial iscd iutracelh.ilar compartment, the Mil . lbr the loading of peptide onto MI-IC c lass II 
molecules. To in vcstig~ le the fate of th is compartmc.:nt during maturatiou of human LC. we appl ied 
ullrastmcturol immunogo!~ staining on freshly isolated LC (n..C). and on LC cultured with G M-CSF 
and IL-4 for 3 and G dnys (cL.C) and compared Liti s with the distribution in EBV-trnnsformed B cells . 
Cell s were double stained wi th moAbs to class II and the cndosomalllysosom:tlmurkers LAM~- 1 . 
C DG3 und 11-hcxosaminidasc. Quan tifi cation of the gold pnrticles revealed th<Jt in B cells the 
intrace llular coutent o f cl ass J1 was two-fold higher than in ILC. Upon culture. however. 1.hc 
intracell ular cl ass II content o f LC increased s trong ly_ indicati,·c for a high synthes is rate o f' class II 
during LC maturntion whereas the endosomal/!ysosoma! markers remained stable or even decreased. 
In B cel ls the amount or endosomnl/lysosomnl markers was 8·1"old higher ns compnred to LC. Th is 
res ulted in <I class 11/B-hexosaminidasc rntio o f 10 in cLC compared to I in B ce lls . These results 
demonstrate thnt during maturation· LC synthesize n I urge tlumber of Clnss II molecules, whercns thcv 
only partia lly reduce their cndosomnlliySosomnl system. indicating tha t in mature LC the cl nss iJ 
posi ti ve ves icles represent a Lfue Mil C. in which c llicicnt loading of peptide unto c lass Il .c;utlake 
plncc. In contras t, the abundant presence of cndosoma ll!ysosomal markers in the class II positive 
vesicles in B ce lls suggest that they arc more of a lysosomal nature and that manv o l' the class II molecule~ may' tJtcrcfore be degraded. This dinCrcnti:~l distribution !'el1ccts the enicic;,, cndocytic and 
t~n tigcn prescnling capacity ol' LC compared to B cel ls. C urrent studies cvnhw.te (he dis tribution of 
cl ass II and cndosomalllysosomnlnwrkcrs in human monocyte deri ved dendritic cells . 
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lN CONTRAST TO HUMAN BLOOD DERIVED DENDR.1T1C CELLS, EP!DER.MAL 
LANGER.HANS CELLS DO NOT EMPLOY THE MANNOSE R.ECEPTOR 
ENDOCYTOS1S PATHWAY . AM Mommaas A Ian AA Mulder R Jordcns JJM 
Onderwater JW DrijOJOtlt P Yenvoerd THM Ottenhof PH Kluin A Tu!p JJ Neefj es 
and E Koning Lab for Electron Microscopy and Depts. Dermatology, lmmunohematology 
and Bloodbank, and Pathology, University Hospital Leiden, and Division of Cellular 
Biochemistry of The Netherlands Cancer Institute, Amsterdam, The Netherlands 
For the uptake of foreign antigens. human blood derived dendritic cells (DC) usc tluid 
phase macropinocytosis and mannose-receptor mediated endocytosis. Using density 
gradi ent electrophoresis and immunoe\ectron microscopical analysis, we found that the 
early phase ofintemali sation of the mannose receptor and its ligand takes place via comed 
vesicles and is thus distinct from fluid phase uptake. Both mannosylated and non-
mannosylated antigens are deli vered to the class II compartment (Mil C) , but the mannose 
receptor itse{f does not enter MHC and lysosomes and thus recycles continuously to 
capture antigen. Mannosylation of antigenic proteins and pep tides strongly enhanced the 
capacity ofDCs to present such CCl mpounds to T cells (200-1 0,000 fold). 
Similar experiments on human skin showed the presence ofrnannose receptor positive 
APC in the dermis. The majority of these were macrophagcs. ln contrast. we found that 
epidennal Langerhans cells (LC) did not express the mannose 1'eceptor in situ. Moreover, 
isolation and culturing with GM-CSF and lL-4 for 3-6 days was not able to induce the 
mannose receptor on .LC. These results demonstrate that , although it is we ll known that 
LC can endocytose foreign antigens. they do not employ the mannosc receptor pathway 
, and indicate that LC differ from other antigen presenting cells wilh respect to their 
mechanism of recept or mediated endocytosis. 
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GENETIC MODIFICATION OF MURINE CARCINOMA INFLUENCES TH[ RECI·1UITHENT r\NO T CELL 
COSTIMUI.A TO flY PROPERTIES OF DENDRITIC CELLS AT TUMOR SITE. 
P. P::gia A Sq...lroj~ro·, G Pa-mimi axfM. P. Oionlxl &p-slmmlc.l Ox:dOJI 0, lstituto N:~.:icnj e 
Turoo- i, lv1ilaua'd Sq:.Erimmtrl Mrr.ltincarJPa:lxicg( , Lhiver~ ty "La ~r.itr L<l', R.....,.1~. ltay 
Genetic modification ol tumor cells to relea$C cy tol~ines sucb as 11. 2, ll12, IL4, GM· 
CSF, G-CSF elc. would help lo supporl and orienl lhe r coils rcspon>;e ag"ills l lumor 
a::;sociat.r.d antigens. However, few da ta are available concerning cytokines.cJapAndent 
mcrui tment and funclions of professional antigen fHcsenting cells at tumor si11. \\'e 
have observed tha t ll4 and GM·CSF tran:;duced in C26 colon carcinoma cH!ls, iliC able 
to induce a massive lurnor inflllralion of DEC20!;i posilive cells. DC isol:.ller:l fro111 
C26/IL-4 and C26/GM·CSF tumors we re dcrivat ir.C\j in vitro with contact sensi ti zm 
DNBS and injected subcutaneously In naivr. mice which wem later DNFB ear challungcd 
to verify 111o inducllon of contact t1ypersensit ivily. uc rrorn C26/GM-csr= retainnd 
their APC functions being able to indvce « significant swelling response O'ler mit.o 
cl1al lcnged without any prlmlng , while DC from C26/IL4 were unable to prir110 nQivn 
mice aga ins t the sensi tizer. Tt.is type of experiment n~qulr1$d in v i t rr:~ isolation of 
tumor Infiltrating DC , tlwrefore, it does r1ot allow to test wh~thor pare rr ta l C2G may 
havn any Hffoct on DC because il ls viriually not infilll ~leU f)y DC. Sinct-~ tun i L"~ r deriv~)d 
fuc tors or S<:JC()tldary released q• tokin8s may influences DC fun cliorrs at tumor sHe, we 
lnjectecJ C2G, C26/IL4 ancJ C26/GM-CSF in tlle mouse ear pinna and perform:;d DNF8 
sensitization around the tumor a~eas . DNFB chall!~nga was purformnd in tl1 n 
controlateml eDr. C26 signifkaldly reUuced \h e car swelling rnspcc t IJi'tr;B primoc: 
rnice and sucl1 inl1ibilion of con\a(~ \ hypN~P.nsi livHy reaction v;a aLl10r corrected or 
wors ted by GM·CSF or ll·<l produced , respectivt:!ly, by C26 cel!s. ThP.sc iinding:;; 
prove Uta t trCl nsduced cy toki11es rnay c1i ftem ntl y act on DC ill>:r'llllmen t and functions 
and til? I secondary produced factors mwy create an er1vironmcn1 in whio::l1 T c:o::s c:an bt:! 
differently modulated. 
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IMMUNOSUPPRESSIVE EFFECfS OF UVB RADIATION ON HUMAN 
LANGERHANS CELLS: APPLICATION TO SUNSCREEN SCREENING. 
J. PCguet-Navarro' , C. Dalbicz-Gauthicr1, P. Counellcmont1 and D. Schmitt' . 
'TNSERM U346, Pavilion R, Hopiud E. Herriot, Lyon, France and ' Centre de 
Recherches PCD. StJean de Braye, France. 
We have recently reported that in vitro UVB radiation (312 om) direcly inhibils the 
allostimulatory function of human Langerhans cells (LC). The present study was 
aimed to analyze whether this immunosuppressive effect can be used as a screening 
test for sunscreen fonnulations. 35 mrn-dhuncter skjn srunples were obtained from 
patients undergoing plastic surgery. Tiu-ee different sunscreens w.ith SPF values from 
8 to 30 were applied onto epidcnnis at a concentration of I mg/cm2 and control 
experiments were conducted in double-blind with the respective sunscreen bases 
without SPF. Skin explants were irrad.iated, or sham-irradiated, with increasing doses 
of UVB (312 om) and incubaied for I8h a! 37' C in Hanks saline solution containing 
10% fcla1 calf serum. Epidermal cells were recovered by trypsiniwtion (0.05% trypsin 
for lh a! 37°C) and enriched for LC by gradient centi(ugation. Viable LC were tl1en 
enumamted and added to allogeneic T lymphocytes. Kinetics ofT cell proliferation was 
assessed by 3H-thymidine incorporation during tl1e last 18 h of culture. Results 
showed a dose-dependent UVB suppressive effect on human LC allostimulatory 
function, with about 95% inhibition at 3000 J/m2. Topical applications of fom1ulutions 
without SPF only slightly reduced tl1e inhibilory effect By contrast, prior application 
of the three test creams completely reversed the UVB-induced immunosuppression. ln 
conclusion, the study demonstrates the potential usc of mixed epidennal ceU-
:ymphocyte reaction in defining sunscreen protection. 
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DENDRITIC CEU- V ACC!NA T!ON FOR MALIGNANT MELANOMA 
Frank 0. Nestle, Michel Gillict, Selma Alijagic, Stephan Grabbe, Reinhard Dummer, 
GUnter Burg, and Dirk Schadendorf, Departments of Dermatology, University of 
Zurich Medical School, University of MUnster Medical School and Dcrmnto-
Oncology Unit, Gcnnan Cancer Research Center. 
Melanoma is an immogenic tumor and melanoma specific cytOiotoxic T cells (CTL) 
have been described. Dendritic cells (DC) as "nature's adjuvant" arc believed to play a 
crucial role in the jnduction of anti-melanoma specific CTL. Recently, melanoma 
specific CTL epitopcs have been identified and arc ideal targets for a vaccination 
approach using DC. A pilot study for vaccination of patients wiih me tas tasizing 
melanoma using peptide-pulsed DC was designed. Autologous dendritic cells of 
melanoma patients were generated in-vjtro using IL-4 and GM-CSF. DCs were 
pulsed with a cocklail of melanoma specific peptides depending on the patients MHC 
haplotype. Additionally. a strong helper epitope (KLH) was introduced. DCs were 
injected under ultrasound control in nom1al lymph nodes in weekly intcrval\s for 4 
weeks. The immunological response was assessed using DTH reactions and in-vitro 
analysis of cytotoxic T Iymphocylc responses against peptid~·pulsed largeL' and 
autologous melanoma cell lines. The vaccination was well tolerated by all patients 
(n=15). Few patients had elevated levels of circulating anti-thyroid antibodies, anti-
nuclear antibodies and rheumatoid factors. Some developed halo-nevi. Most of the 
patients demonstraicd a positive DTH reaction against peplide-pulscd DCs and KLH. 
In one testable patient there was induction of a DTH reaction against tumor lysatcs. 
Clinical responses were evident in 5 out of 15 patients evaluated so far (2 complete 
and 3 panial responses). We conclude that DC vaccination for melanoma seems to be 
safe and promising. 
46 
OVERPRODUCTION OF GM-CSF BY KERATINOCYTES MAY SUSTAIN 
PERSISTENT DENDRJTIC CELL ACTIVATION IN ATOI'.IC DERMATITIS 
SKIN. S. Pas tore,* E. Fanalcs-Belasio,* C. Albanesi,* L.M . Chinni ,t A. Giannetti f G. 
Girolomoni *. *Laboratory of Immunology and 1Vlll Division of Dermatology, tstitut o 
Oermopatico dell ' lmmacolata, lRCCS, Rome; §Department of Dermatology, University 
of.Modcna. 
Lesional skin of atopic dermatitis (AD) harbors high numbers of dendritic cells (DC} 
with enhanced stimulatory capacity for T lymphocytes. In this study, lesional AD skin 
was shown to stain heavily in both epidermal and dermal compartments for GM-CSF, a 
cytokine crucial to DC functions. Keratinocytc cuhures established from uninvolved skin 
of AD patients exhibited markedly increased spont aneous and PMA-stimulatcd release 
of GM-CSF compared to keratinocytes from non-atopic controls. Correspondingly, 
kcratinocytcs from AD patients showed higher constitutive as well as PMA-induced 
GM·CSF gene expression. Larger amounts of GM-CSF were produced by AD 
kcratinocytes also in response to 1,2-dioctanoyl-sn-glycerol, IL- Ia.. lL-1 ~ and IFN-y 
but not following stimulation with U>S, lipoteichoic acid or staphylococcal ent erotoxin 
B. Hydrocortisone reduced GM-CSF gene expression and protein release in both atopic 
and control kcratinocytes. Supernatants from atopic kcratinocytes were able to strongly 
stimulate PBMC proliferation in a GM-CSF-dependent manner. Moreover, conditioned 
medium from .PMA-trcated AD keratinocytcs, together wi(h exogenous IL-4, could 
support phenotypical and functional maturation of peripheral blood precursors int o DC. 
Enhanced production of GM-CSF by keratinocytes may contribute relevantly to the 
development and chronicity of AD lesions, in particular to the increased number, 
sustained activation and cnhnnced antigen-presenting li.mctions of DC. 
48 
GENERATION OF DENDRITIC CELLS FROM PERIPHERAL BLOOD MONOCYTES: A 
USEFUL TOOL TO REC RUIT LARGE NUMBERS OF PROFESS IONAL ANTIGEN 
PRESENTING CELLS. 
Winfried F. Pick\ ,· Otto Majdic, · Petra Kohl: Johannes St6ckl : Elisabeth Riedl,t Clemens 
Schelnecke r,t Concha Bello-Fernandezt and Walter Knapp"· 2. · Institute of Immunology, 
Univers ity of Vienna, Borschkegasse Ba, A-1090 Vienna , Austria, and ttnstitute of 
Immunology 4 Vienna International Research Cooperation Center (VIACC), BrunnerstraBe 59, 
A· 1235 Vienna, Austria. 
Dendritic cells (DC) are the most potent antigen-presenting cells within the immune system. 
We present evidence that peripheral blood monocytes can be driven towards DC 
differentiation with GM·CSF plus ll-4. These monocyte derived (md)DC acquire a typ ical DC 
surface marker prelife re flected by the neo·expression of CD1a. CD1b, CD1 c CD8D and CDS 
molecules and the massive up-regulation of C040 (1 09 fold) and HLA·DQ and DP (1 25 and 87 
fold) . Monocytes cultured in parallel with GM·CSF plus TNFa were more heterogeneous in 
expression densities but otherwise simila r ln their surface molecule repertoire. Interestingly, 
only GM·CSF plus IL-4 cultured cells were found to be potent stimulators in allogeneic and 
autologous MLA, they presented tetanus toxoid 100·1000 fold more elliciently than other cell 
populations tested. At variance from all these similarities between in vitro generated mdDC 
and in vivo developing DC, the DC populations generated by us contained significant 
amounts of myeloperoxidase and expressed also lysozyme. At least in this respect they, thus. 




TRANSCRIPTIONAL REGULATION OF TNFa.IN THE MURINE DENDRITIC CELL LINE 
DC18 
E.E. Prieschl ', V. Novotny', A. Csonga'. A. Elbe·Buergef , G. Stingl~ . and T. Baumruker' 
'Novartis Research Institute, Dept. of lmmunodermatology, Vienna, Austria and 2Vienna 
International Research Cooperation Center, Division of Immunology, Allergy, and Infectious 
Diseases, Dept. of Dermatology, University of Vienna Medical School, Austria. 
Activation of dendritic cells by various stimuli results in the production of a number of 
cytokines. In contrast to other cell types. signaling cascades and transcription factors involved 
in this induction are not yet characterized. To address this Issue we used the murine feta l 
dendritic cell tine OC1 0 and a human TN Fa promoter reporter gene construct In transient 
transfections as a model system. Treatment with PMA results in a macrolide-insensitive 
transcriptional induction of TN Fa, mediated via activation of NF..:B pS0/65. 
Using a DC18 cell line stably transfected with our TN Fa promoter reporter gene construct , 
we showed inducibility via FcyR , most likely FcyRIII. This activation is characterized by a 
number of changes associated with DC maturation such as loss of phagocytic capacity and 
induction of mANA for MHC II molecules. Due to the llnk to antigen uptake we termed this 
process initial maturalion. We speculate that the upregulation of TNFa at gene and protein 
level accompanying this inital maturation might comprise a kind of autocrine loop for inducing 
migration of Langerhans cells alter antigen exposure in the skin. As one responsible molecule 
involved in the induction of TNFa we partially purified and identified an Nrf1 -like transcription 
factor. 
51 
INTEGRATI ON OF CD 34+ PROGENITORS INTO A RECONSTRUCI"ED HUMAN 
EPI DERMIS RESULTS IN THE GENERATION OF EPIDERMAL LANGERHA NS CELLS. 
M, RCgmcr•. M.J . Staquct+, D. Schmitt+, R. Schmidt ot: 
•L•fc Science Research , L'OrCt~l , Centre Chonlcs Zv iak, Clichy. France.+ INS ERM, ll nitC 346, 
ll tip1talll crriot, Lyon, Fra nce, 
To enlarge the usc of reconstructed human cpidcm1is we have recen tly intcgmtcd mclanocytes 
into tlus in vitro mo<lcl. Integration of L.angcrh <~ ns cells {LC) remained a challenge, particularly 
s ince after iso lation o f LC from hu man epidermis. these cells can not be subcu ltured and do not 
in tegrate into reconstructing cpidcnnis. 
To obtain a reconstructed pigmented cpidcm1is containing LC. we have iso lated human CD34+ 
progenitors from either cord blood or pcriphcr:\1 blood. llu~ cells wctc cultmed al\d expanded for 6 
days in the presence of GM-CSF und 'IN Fa. 111crca ftcr. the cells were seeded onto a reconstructing 
cpidcm1is composed of kcrntillocytcs and mcl:111ocytcs ( 10: 1) at its exposure at the air-liquid 
interface i.e., at a time the cpidennal reconstmct is composed of 2-3 cell layers and has not yet 
fom1cd a s tratum co rneum. 
1\f!Cr adclit ionnl 2 weeks of culture, histolosical and immunohis tologica l analysis revea led the 
prese nce or " stratified epidermi s wit h pigment producing mcl:.utocytcs in the bm;a l lnycr and 
:mpr;1basnlly located cpidcm1t~ l LC express ing mujor histocompat ibility cornpl cx cluss ll and CD Ia 
antigens, The prese nce ofBitbcck granules has been revealed using the Lag monoclonal antibody. 
Interest ing ly, th e sa me rcsulL~ were obtained by seeding the CD34+ progenitors direct ly (wi thout 
expansion and ex posure to GM~CSF and TNPa) onto the rcconstructin~ cpidcnnis, indicating that 
kcrannocytcs provide the Cn\' ironmcn tul conditions for hematopoietic progenitors to differentia te 
intQ rcsidcm epidermal LC. 
This n:constmctcd cpidcnn is is prcst·nt ly pre-validated for its usc :~ s an immuno-phnrmt~co· 
toxico logica l model. 
53 
MIGRATION OF LANGERHANS CELLS AFTER ALLOGENEIC OR 
SYNGENEIC SK IN TRANSPLANTATION 
C.D . Ricllters. E. Vllll Golderop. M.J . Hoekstra ' , J .S. du Pont·, E.W.A. Kamperdijk. 
Department of Cell Biology and Immunology, Facu lty of Medic ine, Vrije Universitci t, f 
Amsterdam and •Burns Research Institute. Beverwijk, The Netherl ands. 
Langerhan s cells migrating from a skin graft to the draining lymph nodes 
of the recipient are supposed to play an important ro le in th e initiation of 
graft rejec tion . In this study , we compared the migration of Langerhans 
cells from allogeneic skin transplants with that from syngeneic tran s-
p lants. As donor animals, PVG· RT7b rats were used . Th e leukocytes of 
these animals express an epitope of the leu kocyte common antigen that 
can b e recognized using the antibody His 4 1. A s a lloge neic rec ipients, 
A C1 rats were used and PVG rats as syngeneic. The leukocytes of these 
strain s do no t labe l with His 41 . At different time points (4, 7 and 10 
days) a fter skin tran splantation , the draining lymph nodes were frozen in 
liquid nitrogen. Frozen section s were s tained with Hi s 41 to detect 
migrated cell s. In both models, His 41 + cell s cou ld be observed in the 
axi ll ary and brachia l lymph nodes. These graft derived ce lls showed a 
d endritic m o rpl1o logy and were detec ted in the T cell a reas of th e lymph 
nodes. Surprisingly, the number ol His 41 + cell s in the lymph node of 
th e al logeneic recipients was lower then in th e syngenei c recipients. Thi s 
may caused by to obstruction of the migra tion route by the rejection 
process or by killing of th e allogeneic migrated cell s in the lymph node. 
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TNF-ALPHA HAS DIFFERENT EFFECTS ON HUMAN LANGERHANS 
CELLS RETAINED IN OR MIGRATED OUT OF THE EPIDERMIS IN VITRO 
F. Prignano, G. Gerlini , N. Pimpinell i, B. Giannotti, and P. Romagnoli 
Departmenis of Human Anatomy and Histology and of Clinical Dermatology, 
University .of Florence. Italy 
TNF-a., together with GM-CSF, is known to induce the differentiation of 
CD34 positive precursors into Langerhans cells (LC) ; the action of these 
cytokines on differentiated LC in the skin is on the contrary debated. To 
address this issue, we have studied by immunofluorescence the effects of 
both cytokines on the cells retained within and on those migrated out of 
human epidermal sheets during 72 h culture. Upon TNF-a, and even more 
with both cytokines , the dendriticity ol LC within epidermal sheets was better 
preserved than without cytokines. The numbers of LC in the sheets and of 
those migrated into the culture medium were unaffected by any cytokine. The 
cells migrated out of the sheets had a smooth surface and aggregated into 
clusters, upon TNF-a or both cytokines, whereas the cells cultured with GM-
CSF or without cytokines exhibited many surface projections and were 
distributed single or at most in couples. ICAM-1 was expressed by LC only 
outside the epidermis and in the presence of TNF-a, alone or associated to 
GM-CSF, whereas LFA-1 was expressed by LC both within and outside 
epidermal sheets, in all conditions. These results suggest that TNF- a and 
GM-CSF play a role in maintaining the dendritic shape of LC in the 
epidermis, and that TNF-a stimulates further differentiation steps of LC once 
they are removed from contact with keratinocytes. 
52 
CUOSS TALK AMONG BACTERIA AND DENDRITIC CELLS 
M. Rescigno•, S. Ciuerio*, D. Medaglini 0 , G. Pozzi• and P. Ricciardi-Caslagnoli * 
*C NR , Cen tre of Cellular and Molec ular Pharmaco logy, Mi lan °Scctiun of 
Microbiology, Dept. of Molecular Biology, University or Siena, Italy 
DcndriLic cells (DC) play a crucial role in the immune sys tem as they arc the 
professional antigen-presenting cells (APCs) mosl efficient in Lhc acLivation of rcsLing T 
lymphocytes and thus initiate primary immune responses. 1l1is activity is be lieved to be 
crucially controlled by micro environmental signals. DC have a privileged distribution 
in ti ssues interfac in g the ex ternal environment thus acting as e ffic ient sentinels for 
recognition of inva~ing mi~roorgani~~s. Consistent with this hypothesis, we have 
shown that DC can tnlcrnaltzc bactcna inLO phagosomcs am! that b01h gram-positive 
and .gram-negative b<~ct~ria function as DC •.tc~vators. TilC abiH.ty of DC to phagocytose 
parttculates or bactcna IS more pronounced Ill munaturc, lcss-dtffercntiatcd cells than in 
mature DC, this capacity being downrcgulated upon acLivat.ion. Activation of DC by 
hacleria can he shown phenotypically. Incubation or DCs with different bacteria 
includin g Streptococcus pncurnoniac, Streptococcus pyogcncs, Streptococcus 
gordonii , S~aphylococou.s aureus, Lactococcus Jactis, Lactobacillus acidoph ilus, 
Mycobactcnum smegmaus, Salmonella Ty2 la, Escherichia coli , Mycobacterium etc. 
resulted in modification of surface activation markers. Consistent with acquisition of 
coslimulating. activity is the upregulation ofbotl1 87 .2 (CD86) and CD40. The binding 
or B7.2 w1 th us ligand on T cells (CD28 or CTLA-4) results in a costimulaiOry signal 
for cytoktnc product.JOn and T cell prohfcrauon. FunclionaJ DC ac tivation was followed 
using well characteri,.cd T cell hybridomas specific for peplides of ovalbumin (OVA) 
and a rccombmant stram of Streptococcus gordonii engineered to express OVA. 
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PREVENTION OF APOPTOSIS BY TGF-fll DURING IN VITRO DENDRITIC 
CELL DEVELOPMENT 
Elisabeth RiedL Herbert Strobl. Otto Majdic and Walter Knapp. 
Institute ollmmunology·VIRCC at SFI. Universi ty of Vienna, and lnslftute of Immunology, 
University ot Vienna. Vienna, Austria. 
Our previous studies demonstrated t11at TGF-fll is required lor efficient in vitro generation of 
dendritic cells {DC) !rom CD34+ progenitor cells under sewm-lree conditions. Here we show 
that TGF· jl1 promotes the growth and dilferenllation of DC primarily by protecting the viability 
of DC precursors and not or only minimally by enhancing their proliferative response. Addition 
ol TGF·(I1 to TNFt l , GM-CSF and SCF supplemented cul tures had no significant effect on the 
proportions of cycling cells. Already at 72 hours of culture, however, the proportions of 
apoptotic cells were reduced by more than 60 % in the presence of TGF-1.11 . This early 
pro tective efl ect of TGF· f\1 correlates with the outgrowth of higher numbers and higher 
proportions of CD1a+ DC at day 7 of culture. It also correlates with a significantly reduced 
Fas/AP0·1 expression on TGF·jl1 cu ltured cells. Our data suggest that under serum·lree 
conditions prevention ol apoptosis in TNFn plus GM~CSF stimulated progenitors by TGF·f' 1 is 
an important mechanism in the generation ol dendritic cells. 
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DENDRITIC CELLS EXPRESS SELECTIN LIGANDS AND TETHER AND ROLL ON 
E AND P SELECTIN: POTENTIAL FOR EXITING CUTANEOUS VESSELS USING 
A CLASSICAL MULTIPLE-STEP PATHWAY. C Rohen S Avchunic R Ruprechj R 
Fuhlhrj ggc and T S Kunpcr Harvard Ski n Disease Research Ccrucr. Brigham and 
Wnmcn's Hospital, Boston, M A 
While dendritic cells (DC) are known to be potent anti gen prcscmi ng cells, their 
capac ity to enter peripheral ti ssues from blood is unknown. DC were isolated directly 
from peripheral blood or ex panded in culture from cord blood progenitors. Flow 
cytometric analys is showed that both freshly isolated blood de ndritic ce lls and 
cuJLUred DC expressed high levels of both PSGL-1 and the PSGL-1 isaform 
Cutaneous Lymphocyte Antigen (CLA). Under physiologic now conditions, DC were 
observed to tether to both E and P se lectin in a parallel plate !low chamber assay. 
1lwy rolled and resisted detachment when .subjected to physiologic shear stress in a 
manner similar to CLA + T cells. Thus, dendri lic cells cnn participate in the critical 
first step of the multi·stcp adhesion pathway defmcd for accumulation of leukocytes in 
inflamed periphcmJ tissue.. FACS analysis indicated Lh;\t these cells were uni formly 
positive for LFA~ I and VLA~4 and negative for L~selec tin , as j udged by reactivity to 
antibodies to CD II a, CD49d, and CD62L respecti vely. Th is profi le of select in 
li gands and intcgrins is more consistent wi th a traffic from blood to innamcd 
peripheral ti ssues (particularly skin) than from blood to lymph node. Finally, we have 
shown that DC contain mRNA for CCRI, CCR2, CCR3, CCR4, CCR5, and 
CXCR4 chcmokine receptors. We conclude th at DC have ull of the requisi te 
machinery to ex it vessels in peripheral tissue in the context-of innammation. T his 
process may provide an efficient and readily available cell to present pathogenic 
antigens encountered acutely in th is context. 
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DIFFERENTIAL EXPRESSION OF FASCIN DURING IN VITRO 
MATURATION OF MURINE EPIDERMAL LANGERHANS CELLS 
R. Ross X. Ross, J. Schwing T. Ui ngin and A.B. Reske-Kunz, Clinical 
Research Unit, Department of Dermatology, Johannes Gutenberg 
University, D-551 01 Mainz, Germany. 
Langerhans cells (LC) mature into potent immunostimulatory cells during 
culture in the presence of keratinocytes. This maturation process is 
accompanied by morphological and functional alterations. To analyze 
differential gene expression in maturing LC we constructed a highly 
representative eDNA library of cultivated LC (cLC) in lambda Zap II 
containing 18x1 o' independent clones. This library was screened with 
eDNA-probes derived from freshly isolated LC (fLC ) and cLC. cDNAs 
yielding signals with cLC-derived probes, but not with fLC-derived probes 
were selected , sequenced, and subjected to database searches. Two 
eDNA fragments were identified as fragments of fascin, indicating that 
fascin is expressed in cLC, but not in fLC. Further investigations by RT-
PCR, Western blot and immunofluorescence analysis confirmed the 
differential expression of fascin in fLC and cLC. Fascin was originally 
described as an actin bundling protein mediating the dendritic morphology 
of neurons. LC like neurons have long and thin cytoplasmic extensions. 
The reorganization of the cytoskeleton resulting in the highly elaborated 
dendril ic morphology of cLC compared with fLC may therefore depend on 
bundling of actin filaments via fascin. 
59 
\l-4 ADDITION AT THE ONSET OF THE DIFFERENTIATION OF C034 PROGENITORS 
BLOCKS THE GENERATION OF MONOCYTES AND DELAYED THE MATURATION OF 
DENDRITIC CELLS. 
Nathalie Rougier, Daniel Schmitt, Claude Vincent. 
lNSERM U346, Lnboratoire de Recherches Peau 1-lumaine et lmmunitC. liOpit al 
Edouard Herriol, 69437 Lyon Cedex 03 - France. 
Human dendritic cells (DC) and Langerhans cells (LC) arc the most eflcctivc cells for 
antigen presentation in primary response. In vitro generation from CD34 · progenitors 
cultured in the presence of GM-CSF and TNF-a. produced a heterogeneous population 
of monocytes, DC and Langcrhans-likc DC (LLDC). We describe that IL -4 addition 
exerls di fferent ellcc1s according IO I he timing of addition and I he cells considered. 
Addition of I.L-4 at the 41h day of different iation slow down the maturation process of 
DC and LLDCs but elimination of IL-4 leads to a total recovery of mature 
characteristics. Cell s with monocyte morphology and phenotype were not recovered 
after l.L-4 treatment . Analysis of isolated cells at day 4 and cultured with IL-4 indicated 
a death of monocyte progenitors. and a disappearance of monocytcs either by cell death 
or by reorientation towards the DC pathway. Elimination of tL-4 afler 48h of contact is 
sufficient to eliminate definitively the monocytes. 
After lL-4 treatment, differentiated DC and LLDCs presented an enhanced survival and 
better functional properties suggesting that the presence of monocytes inhibit the DC 
differentiation in untreated cultures. 
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IN VIVO AND IN VITRO RESPONSE OF MOUSE LANGER HANS CELLS TO 
LOW DOSE ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION 
Paolo Romagnoli, Stefano Bacci, and J . Wayne Streilein 
Department of Human Anatomy and Histology, University of Florence, Italy, 
and Schepens Eye Research Institute, Boston, Massachusetts 
Low dose ultraviolet B radia tion (UVB) causes morphological and 
functional alterations of Langerhans cells (LC) in vivo. To better define the 
response of LC to low dose UVB at the cell biological level , we have studied 
these cells in BALB/c mice by immunofluorescence and electron microscopy, 
2 hours after irradiation (400 Jtm2). The mouse strain was chosen in order to 
have minimum numbers of melanocytes in interfollicular epidermis. which 
might have affected quantitative electron microscopical analyses. The results 
showed that LC lost their dendrites ; the cell number appeared reduced by 
immunofluorescence , not much so by electron microscopy, suggesting the 
presence of cells not expressing Ia antigens in these condi tions. To further 
address the possible influence of systemic homeostatic mechanisms in the 
observed results, skin explants were subjected to a similar irradiation in vitro 
and analyzed alter two hours. The results showed a reduction in the number 
and dendriticity of LC and. by electron microscopy, marked swelling and 
vacuolation of dendrites and cell bodies. These last al terations had not been 
observed in vivo . We conclude that UVB damages epidermal LC markedly 
even in a single, low dose and that this damage is in part limited in vivo by 
protection or rescue of preexisting LC, <;tue to soluble factors or intact 
innervation. and perhaps also by influx of pr~cursors from the circulation. 
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE DIFFERENTIATION STAGE OF DENDRITIC CELLS 
GENERATED FROM CORD BLOOD PROGENITORS AND EFFICIENT HAPTEN 
PRESENTATION IN PRtMARY RESPONSE. 
Nathalie Rougier*, Gerard Redziniac**, Daniel Schmiit * , Claude Vincent • . 
* INSERM U346. H6pita t Edouard l·lcrriol. fi9-B7 Lyon Ccdcx 0:1 ~ Fr.mcc. 
u ccnlrc de recherches Y. Roch_cr. 10 1 quai PrCsidcnt ROOSC\'cll . IJ2 130 lssy lcs mouliuuux ~ Fmnce. 
Langerhans cells (LC) play a key role in contact hypersensitivity react ions. The 
application of haptens on the skin lead to many modifications of these cells including 
the increase of Ml ·IC II expression, allogeneic stimulation potency and migration 
towards lymph nodes to activate T cells. M oreover. it was shown that LC cultured iu 
vitro were able to prime naive T cells in response to hapten contact. From CD34 1 
progenitors present in cord blood, we generated dendritic cells (DC) of which some 
present the phenotypic markers of LC. 
We show that these cells were able 10 sensitize syngeneic naive T cells 10 
haptens such as TNP and FITC. The response to TNP is higher than to FITC whereas 
SDS, an irritant molecule used as control, is never cflicient Phenotypic analysis of 
cellular suspensions and experiments of cell sorting lead to the conclusion that only 
CD Ia' cells were able to induce a primary response of syngeneic T cells to TNP or 
FITC. Funhem10re, we show a close relationship between the ditlCrentiation state of 
DC and their abili ty to prime T lymphocytes. DC were able to present haptens in an 
eAicient ~1shion during a period comprised between day 10 and 14 whereas they were 
efficierll in presentation of alloantigens fi-om day 6 until after day 20. This dissociation 
suggested the need of a processing for hapten presentation. 
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THE ACTIN-BUNDLING PROTEIN 1'55 MAY REPRESENT fl MARKER OF MATURE 
DENDRITIC CELLS (DC). 
G. Rowden, S. Dean nnd P. Colp. 
Pathology Dept. , Oalh011Sic University. 1-talifnx, Nova Scotia, Canada. 
Despite the D\ 'ai l:~bility of u rnn.ge of anlibodics deJecting cpllopcs associated with L.1ngerhans 
cells (LC) :md DCs, there arc few which discriminate between 1hc v:1rious stages of maturation. 
This is not only true for human studies but also for mice. CD83 in man, for e:<nmple. although 
associated with mature DCs, also Sin ins FDCs and aclivnted T cells. 
Recent studies indicate that pSS, which is a member of a fam ily of act i n~ bundling proteins and 
related to fnscin, mny be c:<prcssed by blood DCs and nodallDCs. We investigated whether this 
evolut ionary-conserved protci11 involved in 1hc assembly ofnctin bundles and possibly important 
iu migmtion and mlfigcn prcscnt.1tion activ ir ics. might be detectable in human and murine skins 
and lymph nodes. We employed the 1)\0noclonnl antibody ap55 from Dr. Lnnghofftogethcr with 
a heat induced cpitopc retri eval system (I-llER) :md b i otin ~ and peroxidase immunostnining. The 
HIER mel hod permitted retrospective analysis of formalin~ fixed/paraffin embedded specimens. 
Strong staining was noted in pnrncortical zones in humnn tonsils and dcnnntopnthic lymph nodes. 
1l1c dendritic ce lls (IDCs) were nlso stained for S 100. A novel finding was th at formalin/paraffin 
blocks of murinc. lymph nodes nnd spleens ulso demonstrarod p55+ cells in DC~associ ated zones. 
No och er reagents cxisc ch nt arc usefu l in this respect 
Skin sheets or sections showed only n minor populat ion of basally-located adcndritic cells. 
compared to the usunl number ofLCs stained by either COla (lmmnn) or NLDC- 145/GS.S (mice) 
reagents. These adcndritic cel ls may represent migra linglmaturing LCs or melnnocytcs. 
lmmunoEM sludics arc underway to resolve this issue. 
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CIIA:-iGES IN t'ELINE 1; r11>EilMAI. l.i\NGER IIA NS CEI,I. llENS ITIES IN TilE 
FlllST TWO YEAilS OF EXI'EiliMEI>TAI, FIV-INt'ECTION. 
I Sajnt ·Am!re MarclmP , J.P. Mru1in2, A. Kiml, B. Favic:rl, J .P. Mngnn P. C. Dczulter-Dambuyantl, 
D. SchrniuJ, T. Marchal' 
I: Unit t! de Dcrmatolo~ i t.:, Ecolc Nationalc V~tCrinaire de Lyon, Avenue Bourgehu , 69280 Marcy 
I'Etn ilt:. France. 2: Unitt! INSERM U74, Strasbourg, France. 3: UnitC INSERM U346, Lyon , France. 
S~:vt--ra l studies hH vc inv~ti g.atcd in man the changes in Lnngcrhans cell densities in the course of 
HIV-infc.ction. Tu t!..•;tabli sh an aninml model for human AIDS nod to cxamim: what happens in cats 
during FlY-infection frum the viewpoint of LC densities , it was decided to ti lud y the changes in ti.J~ 
llcnsili l!.'i tluring thc fi rst two yean;: of CXJK--rimcntal FIV-intCction. 
The densities nf fdine t:pidcmlall.l t:ndritic cells Lhat cxprt:!iS MHC class II , CD IS and COla antigens 
Wl!rc deh:rmincd us ing immunostainings (avidin-biotin complex. tcchni(jUC) on epidermal sheets from 
fuur anatonllc<tllucfl tions. Twent y-.mc FIV-non infec ted ca ts were llgcd from 3 months to 23 yean; and 
IS t!Xpcrimcntllll y FIV-infe<:h:d Cllts were 5 cats killed I month oftt.'f infection, S 3 months aflcr infection 
1md S 20 montlu; a ft er inlix:tion. Cell nunkration was pt.'ffomuxl in blind conditions. 
In the non-infectec.l cont rol cats, no Nigniticant differences in the mean densities were found with regartl 
w the antihudy used, the ~x or the colour. Fel ine LC have a dcnNily ranging from 300 to 700 
ceUsfmm7 \lf epidermis, dt!.pending Ol\ the anatomical location (hight!.r density for the cars than for the 
tru nk). The densi ty varied according to the age uf the anima ls (higher density in adult cats than in 
younger oruldcr animals). Epidcmutl Umgerh:tns cell (CD Ia+) densities incrCHS(.'tl slightly 1 month after 
iuiCotion. rcturnc<l tu normal values after 3 UlOn lhs, ami remained unmodified aflcr 20 months. 
Conversely, a tier 20 months, a drnumt ic dt:en:A.st: in MHC class II + dendritic cell densitics was observOO. 
TI1cse rt:sults perhaps indicate that the expression uf these antigens declined dl•rin& the course of the 
infect ion, Rnd may rcconcilc the di scrcpancics oh.sc:rved in studies on LC vMiatiuns in HIV-infocted 
pulicuts. Hnwcvcr.this reduction in MHC class II ~X pression on fclinc LC remains to Ill: confirmed. 
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ANALYSIS OF HUMAN PERIPHERAL BLOOD DENDRITIC CELL SUBSETS CHARACTERIZED BY THE 
EXPRESSIONOFCDt tc . 
C. Scheinecker', K.P. Macholdi. H. Syobl#, 0 . Majd~#. P. Hiicke.S, W. Knapp#, and J.S. Smolen '§. 
·u. Depart. ol Medicine, Lainz Hos~tlal : §j n. Depar1. of Medicine, Univ. ol VIenna; Soepart. of Transfusion 
Medicine. Univ. of Vienna : l 1ns1. of Immunology, Univ. of Vienna; Vienna. Au~trla . 
Oendr~ic cells (DC) comprise a system of highly efficient anligen-presenl lng cells which initiate immune 
responses such as the sensitlzahon of T cells reslritted by major h\stocompat\bll~y eomp\ex molecules. DC 
are bone marrow-deriVed cells and eons!Hule ~.5% of peripheral blood mononucleat cells (MNC). Recently 
O'Dohe:rc and ai. described CD11c+ and C01r peripheral blood DC 1hat differ in the cylokines required lor 
~hnea~~~~~~~e~o0b~~~~;~p~tft~~s0~~eUs:'r~~~~~~d~~~ ~acge~~~~~i~~t118~~~n~aj~~~SJ1~~~~he~l~~~~~h~: 
lo rapidly lsolale sufficient numbers of non·actlvated peripheral blood DC. DC expressed high levels ol MHC 
class I and class 1\ molecules. wete C04+. CD33+1-, Coso·. CDBs+f·. COla· and lacked other lineage 
associated molecules such as. CD3. CD19. CD56 and CD16. On averag~ 40::t:9% of DC were CD11c+. In 
conlrasl to CDttc- DC. COttc+ DC were found to be CD14weak. CD33lltgh and expressed !he lysosmal 
protein lysozyme (LZJ but lacked expression of myetoperoxldase (MPO). Bolh populations. however. 
expressed the pan-macrophage marker molecule COBB. After shari lerm pre-actlvatlon for 48 hours wllh 
granulocyle-macrophage colony slimula1ing factor {GM·CSF). CD1tc+ DC showed a higher Increase and/or 
de novo expression olthe activation associated antigen C045AO and of !he eostlmulatory molecules CD80 
(87-1J and CD86 (87·2) as compared to CD1tc· DC. Separate analysis of FAGS-sorted DC subpopulations 
further revealed thai only CD11c+ DC developed typical DC motphology after preactival!on with GM·CSF 
whereas CD1 1c· DC showed a strong tendency lor aggregation under such condilions. In addHlon only 
C:Otte+ DC were foun~ to induce T cell proliferalion in the allogeneic,- anllgen-speelfic,- and autologous 
mixed lymphocyte reacttcm alter preactivation with GM·CSF. Further experiments, thus. will ha~e to deline the 
requirements for !he maturation of the CD11 c- DC subsel. as well as the relationship between both subsets 
during peripheral blood DC ditlerenlia1ion . 
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BONE MARROW-DERIVED DENDRITIC CELLS DIRECTLY ACTIVATE ANTIGEN-SPECIFIC 
T CELLS IN VIVO. A. Schneeberger, F. Koszik, A. Kolcsaric. A. elbc-Bllrgcr, G. Sting!. DIAID, 
Dept. Dcrmatol. , Uni v. Vienna Mcd. School. Vienna, Auslria. 
GM-CSr alone or in combination with other cytokincs is an effective means for the &cncrntion of 
murine dendriti c cells (DC) from bone marrow (BM) precursors. TI1c goa l of the present study was the 
charactcri1 .. 11ion of tltc in vivo T cell stimulatory capaci ty of in vitro generated DC. 
Lymphocyte--depleted BM cells were ctdturcd in medium supplemented with GM-CSF {250 U/ml) 
or GM-CSF and JL-4 {1,000 U/ml) for 6 days. At thi s time, loosely- and non-adherent cells were 
coll ected. subcultured for another day ~d then analyzed. 8-33% (3-GxiO~ c/mousc; n::: J6) o f the cells 
grown in GM·CSF and 42-63% (2-4x l0 dmousc; n=l4) or the cells cultured in GM·CSF+IL-4 were 
identified as DC pn the basis of their distinctive morphology, their antigen expression pattcm (CD45, 
MHC class 1/llbrisl\1 . NLDC145, N4 18, CD25, COSO, CD86) and their;, vitro T cell stimulatory 
<Jctivity. A contact hypersensitivi ty (CHS) model was used to test the capacity oftl1csc BMDC to elicit 
primary immune responses in vivo. The s.c. as well as the i.v. injection ofTNP~crivatized but not of 
unlabeled BMDC irnmuni'lcd cxpcrimental animals for a CHS reaction it\ response to the relC\'~\1\t but 
not to an irrelevant hapten. BMDC·GM4 induced a slrongcr immune response than BMDC-GM. T ceU 
depleti on experiments revealed that tJ1is hapten-specific immune response is mediated mainly by 
CD4 t T cells. EvidCJtcc for a direct interaction of the BMDC and the T cells is derived from two 
independent series of experiments. While GM-CSF-secrcting M-3 melanoma cells (H-26} were able to 
induce a CHS response in syngeneic as well as in allogeneic mice, BMDC, cvctt when applied in high 
numbers, evoked an car swelling response only in the syngeneic host. Studies in which the 
immunization sites (i-sitcs) were removed at defined time points after the s.c. inoculation of the TNP-
dcrivat.izcd cells demonst.rntcd that the removal of the i-sitcs early (24-3Gh) after the injcclion of 
BMDC or cytokinc-activatcd L:mgcrhans cells did not affect the CHS response observed in these 
anima ls. In contrast, ll1 e i-sitcs or GM-CSF-secrcling cancer cells (known to indirectly stimulate T 
cc\\s) needed to be present for at least 3 d \o induce a hapten-spec1fic immune rcspoi\SC. 
Taken logct.hcr, our results indicate that these in vitro generated DC exhibit the critical properties or 
DC, i.e. the capacity or migr.nion and, upon encounter, direct stimulation of naive T lymphocytes. 
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lli':TECTION OF t-IV-DNA IN TilE ~;riDEilM IS AND Tim UUCCi\L EI'ITIIELIUM 
Ot' EX PEiliMENTAI-LY FlY-INFECTED CATS USING TUE I'Cil: VIllUS 
TllA NSM ISSIO N AND llEI'LICATION STUDY 
I Saint· AndrC12, JP Martin3, C Dezutter-Dambuyant'Z, JP Magno JI. A J<im1, D Sclunitt2, T MnrchaJI 
1: Unite dc:l Dermatologie, Ecole Nutionalc VCtCrinairc 1.1c Lyon, Avenue Bourgelnt . 69280 Marcy 
!'Etoile, France. 2 : Unite INSERM U346, Lyon, Fmnce. 3: UnitC INSERM U74, Strasbourg, Fmnce. 
ln humans, Langcrhnns cell s nrc known to be susceptible to HlV-iufcction. 'It would nppenr interesting 
to investigate whether there ure Feline ltJmuumdcficicncy Vin~s (FIV)-inr~h.:U cells in reline cf-1idcrmis 
and nutlpighian epithelia. 
The presenct) of the FIV-DNA within th~ epidermis and the buccal epithelium from 15 experimentally 
FlY-infected cats cuthanasied I, 3 or 20 months after infect ion with 5 different stmins of virus and from 
2 SPF ea\!1 (eon\rols) was investigatOO using a semi-qltanlillllive po1 )' ffi\."fi\SC~ cllain reaction on ce\1 
suspensions obtRincd by cnzyuuttic sepantlion of epidermis and buccal ep ithelium. ln order to confinn 
this detection, epidermal cell suspensions and epithelinl cell suspensions from infected cats wem co-
cuhured in a short period of time with PBMC from health y donors. An ELISA was usc<.l to investigate 
lh~ expression of the viral protein p 1 S in supernatants from the::;e cocultures. 
FIV-DNA was detected in 78% of the epidermal cell suspensions tested and in 88% o( the buccal 
cpithdium cell suspensions tested . Detection of viraJ protein e~press ion in epidermal cell-PBMC co-
culture superna tant Wlt.S positi ve in 53% of the samples studied and the release of pl5 was deu:cted 2 
weeks aftl-'T the beginning or the culture. No detection wtts revealed for negative controls. 
Since contamination by non-epithelial cell s is improbable, these results may indicate that there were 
in the epidermis and lip epithelium one or more cell popu lations which rruty represent targct -eclls for 
FIV, Hnt.l which arc uble to allow viral ex.pression and replication in short tenn culture, and/or to 
transmit the vims to sensiti ve populnt ions such as the T- lymphocytcs or the monocy tes which 
constitute PBMC. 
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PHORBOL ESTER-INDUCED DIFFERENTIATION 
OF BLOOD-DERJVED DENDRJTIC CELLS 
Katia Schlienger, Thomas A. Davis, and Carl H. June 
Immune Cell Biology Program, Naval Medical Research Inst itute, Bethesda, MD 
Dendritic cells (DC) are professional antigen-presenting cell s thai can be 
generated from human peripheral blood by cultivating monocy1es with GM-CSF, IL-4 
and/or TNF-cr. Under these conditions, these cells are non adherenl, express B7. I , 
low levels ofbolh 87.2 and CD83, can proliferale and have been previously defined by 
others as immature DC. Here, we show that treatment with protein kinase C activators 
induces differentiation of cells cultured with GM-CSF and IL-4 inlo adherent cells, 
which then exhibit morphological and functional features characterislic of DC. In 
contrast, IL-4 + PMA treated cells gave raise to conventional macrophages. 
Human peripheral blood CD 14+ monocy1es were obtained from normal healihy 
adulis by negative selection and cultivated for 6 days with IL-4 and/or GM-CSF, and/or 
TNF-cr. After lwo days of lrealment with either PMA or phorbol dibutyrate, I he DC 
were characterized by high level expression ofMHC class I and II, CD Ia, CDSO 
(87. I), CD86 (B7.2) and lhe lineage specific surface marker CD83 . The differentiation 
effect occurred over several hours and could not be reversed by further cultivation with 
GM-CSF, IL-4 and/or TNF-a, or M-CSF. In addition, these cells expressed T-cells 
markers like CDJ and CD40L which have not been found on immature DC. Functional 
studies with PMA-generated DC demonstrated stronger allogeneic MLR and stronger 
T cell proliferation to SEB than immature DC. Induction of autologous helper and 
cytotoxic T cell responses to antigen is under study. 
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UV-INDUCED T SUPPRESSOR CELLS ACT BY INDUCING CELL DEATH OF 
ANTIGEN PRESENTING CELLS VIA THE CD95/CD95L SYSTEM 
A. Schwarz, S. Grabbe, B. Rolers, T. Luger, G. Trinchieri*, and T. Schwarz, Dept . 
Dermatol ., Univ. MUnster, MUnster, FRG, *Wistar lnst. , Philadelphia, PA 
Recently we could show that the apoplosis related molecules CD95 and CD95L are 
cri tically involved in UV -induced lolerance. Adoptive lransfer experiments revealed I hal 
transfer of suppression does not require expression ofCD9S or CD9SL by the T 
suppressor cells (Ts) but expression of both molecules by cell s of mice receiving Ts, 
suggest ing that Ts do not kill their targets via expression ofCD95L lhemsclves, bul 
induce recipient cells to undergo cell dealh via the CD95/CD95L pathway. To prove the 
hypothesis thai antigen-presenting cells (APC) die when presenting the hapten in the 
presence ofTs, T cells from naive, DNFB-sensitized or from UV-iolerized (i .e., UV-
exposed and DNFB-sensitizcd) C3H mice were coincubated with syngeneic dendritic cells 
(DC) in the presence of the hapten. Cell viability was evaluated by F ACS (propidium 
iodide staining). In the absence of growth factors, DC gradually died, largely independent 
of coculiure with T cells in the absence of hapten. However, in the presence of hapten, a 
strikingly higher percentage of DC died upon coculture with T cells from UV-tolerized 
mice as compared to those from naive mice. ln contrast, increase in DC death was much 
less pronounced in cocultures with T cells from sensitized mice. Enhanced DC death was 
not observed in the absence of the specific hapten or when using allogeneic DC. DC from 
lpr mice which lack C095 were much less sensitive to Ts induced death. Addition of 
interleukin (IL) 12, which breaks UV-induced tolerance in vivo, to cocultures ofTs and 
DC significantly reduced DC dealh. Thus, the dala suggest that Ts may induce cell death 
of APC in the presence of the specific hapten, and that CD95 is involved in this process. 
IL- I 2 may rescue APC from Ts-induced cell death, and in this way, break tolerance. 
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TRANSFER OF UV-JNDUCED TOLERANCE IS CRJTLCALLY DEPENDENT ON 
THE APOPTOSIS RELATED MOLECULE CD95 AND ITS LIGAND CD95L. 
A. Schwarz, H. Riemann, Y . Aragane, T . Luger, S. Grabbe and T. Schwarz, Department 
of Dem1atolog~. Univ. MUnster, MOnster, FRG 
Hapten sensitization through UV-exposed skin induces tolerance. which is mediated 
via T suppressor cells. Since T cells are known to express the apoptosis related surface 
molecule CD95 and its ligand CD95L and since CD95/CD95L interactions arc important 
for the maintenance of immune privilege, we studied whether the CD95/CD9SL system is 
involved in UV-induced tolerance. lpr mice (CJH/HeN background) which lack CD95 
were hapten sensitized through UV-exposed skin. In both lpr and wild type (wt) mice 
contact hypersensi tivity (CHS) was suppressed. However, while wt mice developed UV-
mediated tolerance and could not be sensitized by additional hapten application on 
unirradiated skin, identically treated lpr mice failed to develop toleran~e. Similar findings 
were obtained with gld mice which lack CD9SL. While wt mice receiving splenocytes 
from UV-exposcd and hapten treated wt donors were suppressed in their CHS response, 
lpr mice receiving splenocytes from identically treated lpr donors could be sensitized. 
Similar findings with gld mice suggest a crucial role of the CD95/CD95L system for the 
function of suppressor cells. To study whether for transfer of suppression CD95 and 
CD95 L need to be expressed in the recipient or in the donor, cioss transfer studies were 
performed. While lpr mice receiving cells from UV-exposcd wt mice could be sensi ti zed, 
wt mice injected with cells from UV-treatcd lpr mice were tolerant . Similarily, gld mice 
receiving cells from UV-exposed wt mice could be sensitized, whereas wt mice injected 
with cells from UV-treated gld mice were tolerant. Thus, the data show that the 
CD95/CD95L system is cntcial\y involved in UV-induced tolerance and that for transfer 
of to lerance CD95 and CD95L need to be expressed in the recipient but not in the donor. 
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THE INFLUENCE OF FIBRONECTI N ON THE MATURATION OF HUMAN CORD BLOOD-
DERIVED CD34 ' CELLS INTO LANGERHA NS CELLS, 
MJ Stnquct. C Jacquet, N Rougier, C Vincent, C Dezullcr-Dambuynnt, 0 Schmitt . INSERM U3 46. nlliliC 
CNRS. HOpital E. Herriot. Lyon, France. ' 
Dendritic cells (DC) arc an apparently heterogeneous population. the din'crcntiation pathway of which 
being still relatively obscure. Several r~ent st udies have focused on the ;, ' 'itro generation of DC li"om 
CDJ4 ' cells and it is now known that for the ill l't/ro generation of Langcrhans cells (DC/LC}. the two 
cy10kines GM-CSf and TNF·a arc necessary and suOicient. In l 'll 'o, DC nrc found within a tissue and 
reside in direct proxi mity to extrecelluln r marix (ECM). Because ECM Jlrotcins anCct dit1Crcntintion and 
location of cell s in tissues. we investigated whether the ECM proteins would affect the nuuunuion and 
function of DC/LC. 
CDJ4. cells were obtained from cord blood samples by using Mt\ CS (M iltenyi lliotcc) soning Cell s 
were cultured for 6 days in presence ofGM-CSF and TNF-a. then plated on libroncctin-, laminin- . type I 
and type IV collngcn-coated plates for additional 6 days in the cominuous presence of cytokines Among 
the ECM proteins tested, only fibroncctin stimulated adhesion and LC din'crentiation as indicated by the 
500/o increase of the number of dendritic cell s which exhibited characteristics of mature LC (C D In ·, Lag ·. 
numerous Birbed: granules) compared to cells maintn ined on regular plastic dishes. Adhesion to 
libronectin was shown to be speci fically med iated by the intcgrin a5P I. 
When CD34 · cells were plated directly onto libroncctirJ.Coatcd dishes in presence of GM-C'SF and 
TN f -a, dendritic cell s tirnrly nttllchcd to the substrate already appeared afler 4 days of culture AllerS 
days of culture. n net work of dend ri tic celts had dcveloppcd and recovered the plates. These cells were 
CDla ' . Lag· . exhibited Birbcck granules and were able to stimulate allogeneic T cCII s. Thi s effect on 
diflbrentilltion wns nor observed if cells previously cu ltured for· 9 days in presence of GM-CSF and TNF-a 
were plated onto libroncctin-coated dishes. indicating that fibroncctin might influence the dilrercnti:uion 
of poorly matu re DC/LC only. 
These result s suggest that precursors of LC could mature in response to combined signals emanating 
from a libroncctin microenvironment , specific irrtegrins and panicular cytokines, that they enCount er al\er 
emigrati on from the blood. 
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C D43- MHC CLASS I MOLECULE INTERACTION INV OLVED IN S PONTANEOUS 1'-CELL 
CONJUGATE FORMATION. 
J. StOckl. 0 . Majdic. P. Kohl, W. P. Pick!. J. E. Menzel nnd \V, Knapp 
Insti tute of Immunology, Universi ty nf Vienna. Vicnno. Austria 
Re:; ting T-cclls spontaneously :ldhere in a se lecti ve manner to potent accessory cells. such os dendritic 
cell s and lymphoblnstoid D-b lasts (LCL). Here we dcmonstrntc. that lcukosialin (CD43) and MHC class 
I molecules (MHC-1) might play a critica l role in this process. T-ce ll conjugate formation wi th 
monocyte derived DC (md-DC) and LCL could be strongly inhibited by either preincubating T-cel\s 
with Fnb fmgmcnts of CD43 mA b 6F5 or by preincubating md-DC or LCL wi!lt MHC-1 mAb W6/32. 
Intact CD43 rnAb 6F5. in contrnst to monovalent F:tb frugmcnts. enhanced T-ccll :ldhesivcncss by 
trnns:lctivnting CD2 binding to CD58 molecules. Interestingly, induction of this pro-adhesive signal 
vit1 CD43 with int nct 6175 mAb was found to reve rt mAb W6/32 meclinted inhibition of T-ccll 
conjuga te fomtation. 1l1ese observations indicated. that CD43 cross- linkage mimics and monovalent 
mAb 6F5 inhibits interaction ofT-cell CD43 wi th a stimulatory ligand on opposing ce ll s, presumubl y 
MHC-1. For the demonstrati on of direct phys ical interaction between CD43 on T-ccll s ond MHC-1 
coated beads it was necessary. however, to li gate CD2 on T-ce ll s with a stimulatory pair of CD2 mAb 
(VIT13 plus TS2/ 18). 'lltis suggests. tlmt CD21igntion cross-wise uprcgulatcs CD43 binding av idity 
for MHC-1 and that both adhesion molecul e pairs (CD43/MHC-t and CD2/CD58) act in concert to in-
duce and mediate T-eell conjugate fonnation with cennin ce ll types. 
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A CASE OF CONGENtT AL SELF-HE ALING RET tCULOHISTIOCYTOStS HASH.tMaTO-
PRITZKER 
Edgar Selva.,g, Borghild Roald• 
Departments of Dermatology and •Pmhology, Ullevnal Hospital. University of Oslo, N·O-l07 
Oslo, Non.V:Jy 
A three-months old boy presented m our dermatological department with a bluish-red soft tumor, 
diameter 3 em. on his right buttock. AI birth there had b:!cn additional bluish papules on the 
scalp, the left palm and the rig.ltt sole which all had involuted and left atrophic hypcrpigmentcd 
macules. H~ was born anemic and had elevated liver enzyme values. Both conditions normalized 
within months. Bone marrow aspirations and ·biopsy show'L!d no pathological findings. 
Histopathology on S JUll HE-stained sections revealed a mult inodular infiltrate in middle and 
deep dermi s, clearly separated from the epidermis with a rim of normal looking stroma. The 
nodules comprised histiocytic cells. some multinucleated. and some lymfocytcs. There were 
scattered mitoses. and focally a ln.rge number of apoptotic cells. The majority of the histiocytic 
cells were identified as Langerhans cells by positive immunoreactivity for anti-S-\00 protein. 
positive staining with biotinylated peanut agglutininc and the pres~nco of Birbcck granul ~s by 
electron microscopic investig.,tion. A proponion of the cells in the nodular infilt rates we re 
however. ncg.ativc for S-1 00, and positi ve for anti-lysozyme. The free subepidermal rirn. the 
nodularity of th~ infiltrate together with the mi xed content of L..'lflgerhans cells and lysozyme-
positive phagocytic cells contradicts a diagnosi s of La ngerhans histiocytosis. The findings arc. 
however. supportive of a reticulohistiocytic les ion, consistent or the congenital self-heal ing 
reticulohistiocytosis Hnshimoto-Pritzker. Supportive of this di;;~gnosis was olso the clinical follow-
up with rapid invol ution or the lesion, which disappeared and left an atrophic scar within four 
months. 
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EQUINE HERPES VIRUS-! PRESENTED IN THE CONTEXT OF DENDRITIC 
CELLS INDUCES PROTECTIVE ANTI-VIRAL IMMUNITY. 
F. Steinbach , P. Ricciardi-Castagnoli"', G. Sting!# and' A. Elbe-Bilrger#. 
Ins titute of Virology, FU Berlin, Berlin, Gennnny, "'CNR, Milan, Italy, '~~DIAID, Dept. of 
Dcmmtology, University of Vienna Medical School , VIRCC, Vienna , Austria . 
Equine herpes virus-! (EHV- 1) c.1.uscs rhinopneumonitis, abortion and CNS disorders in 
horses. Us ing intranasal inOcu lation , a mouse model of this disease was establ ished that 
mimics the major pathogenetic and clinical features of the equine di sease including a trans iqnt 
viracnlia. 11te aim of this study w'as to investigate whether murine dendritic cells (DC) can be 
infected with EHV-1 and, if so, whether they c.·m be used as cellular vaccines for the induction 
of prophylactic anti-EHV-1 immunity. 
We found tlmt the DC lines FSDC, D2SCI , 18 (all BALB/e) and 80/ 1 (C3H), when 
incubated with the Ab4 isolate ofEHV-1 , do not change their morphology and phenotype but 
sustain viral replic<ltion and induce proliferation of naive, syngeneic T cell s. An Cvcn stronger 
proliferation ofT cells was seen when DC were used that h:id been prccxposcd to hc.,t-
inactivatcd virus. DC lines were therefore pulsed with inactivated virus and were t11en 
administered intranasally (1 05 DC) to either BALB/c or C3H mice on days -25, -15 and -5. 
Control groups received either unpulscd DC or inactivated vi rus only. Animals were 
challenged on day 0 with J07 PfU EHV-1. Whereas mice of control panels showed clinical 
signs of EHV·I disease (e.g., c rowding, loss or weight) and oflen died , aflimals immunized 
with the DC-Iincs showed only subtle clinical symptoms, lost significantly less weigh!. 
exhibited a reduced virus load in their lungs and CNS and did not succumb to the djscasc 
during the observation period. 
llte results show that murine DC can be targets for EHV-1 infection and that they possess 
the machinery for protective irnm~mity agai nst viral infections. 
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DIFFERENTIAL EFFECTS OF TNF-a IN THE MIGRATION OF MURINE LANGER-
f-!ANS CELLS. Patrizia Stoitzner, Franz Koch , Katrin Janke, and Nikolaus Romani. 
Department of Dermatology, University of lnnsbruck, lnnsbrucl<, Austria. 
The pronounced m ig ratory properties of dendritic cells in general and of epidermal 
Langerhans cells in particular contribute crucially to their immunogenic function . 
Many experimental data point to the inflammatOJy cytokines TNF-a and IL-1ll. as 
triggers of migration. Knowledge about the role of other cytokines and the exact 
mode of action of TN F-a and ll-11'1 is incomplete. We tried to gain more insight into 
the complex molecular interactions by using the simple skin organ culture model. 
Ear halves were cultured in the presence or absence of various reagents . Dendritic 
cells that had emigrated into the medium and Langerhans cells that had remained 
in the epidermis were evaluated. As previously reported, We found that TNF-a at 
lov; doses (SOU/ml) increased the number of dendritic cells emigrating from the skin 
explants' whereas TN F-a at high doses (SOOOU/ml) markedly inhibited emigration. 
We investigated this effect in more detai l. Highly dosed TNF·a was not toxic. When 
skin explantS were cultured in TN F-a -free medium after they had been in medium 
containing high dose TNF-a, healthy dendritic cells emigated in substantial 
numbers . These cells were active stimulators of resting T cells. In spite of 
decreased numbers of emigrants dermal sheets showed abundant accumulations 
of dimdritic cells in "cords", suggesting an obslructed migration within the lymphatic 
vessels . No such optimum effects were seen with IL·B and IL-1 a . Both cytokines 
stimulated emigration in a dose·dependent manner. Finally, we observed that GM-
CSF, another candidate "migration cytokine" had no effect on migration in our 
model. We conclude that TNF-a can exert migration-promoting as well a's migration-
inhibiting acjtvities ' on cutaneous dendritic cells . 
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MURINE DENDRITIC CELLS PRODUCE IL-18 MRNA AND FUNCTIONAL PROTEIN 
S.Stoll G. MOHer *M. Kurimoto J. Saloqa *T. Tanimoto ~H . Yamauchi J . Knop A. H. Enk 
Clinical Res. Unit, Dept. or Dennatol.. Univ. of Mainz, FRG and *Fujisaki lnst., Hayashibara 
Blochem. Labs., Inc., Okayama, Japan 
IL-18 is a recently described cytokine known to induce T ~1 differentiation. As dendritic cells 
(DC) are kno'wn to be critically involved In T-cell differentiation, we wondered whether DC 
produce lL-18. One of the best characterized DC are epidermal Langerhans ce lls (LC). 
Therefore murine LC were analyzed {or IL-18 mRNA expression . To assess IL-16 mRNA 
expression mice were either lett untreated or stimulated with contact sensitizers and controls. 
At various time points thereafter LC were positively enriched by lmmui1omagnetic beads 
coated wilh antf MHC-class II. Subsequently total mRNA was analyzed for IL-18 mRNA 
expression by semiquantitative RT-PCR. Strong IL-18 signals could be detected by RT-PCR 
after hapten-stimulation , indicating thai LC are sources or IL-18. Additionaly bone marrow-
derived DC, and DC enriched from lynlph nodes and spleen were analyzed for IL-1 B mRNA 
expression. Again strong IL-16 signals were detected. These results were confirmed by 
analysis of mRNA derived from the dendritic ce ll line XS52. To delineate whether IL-18 
protein was produced by LC/DC, a sandwich ELISA was used to assay for IL-18 production . 
Supernatants from allergen stimulated LC and cultured DC showed production of IL-16. To 
confirm that IL-16 protein was functional supernatants were tesled for their ability to induce 
IFN-y production in ConA stimulated T cell blasts. Signiricant IFN-y inducing activity was 
detected ln the StlPernatants of LCJDC. The activity was inhibitable by prelncubaf1on with 
anti-IL- 18 antisera, indicating that functionalll-16 was present in the supernatants of LC/OC. 
In aggregate our data indicating, that murine LC and DC are sources of IL-16 mRNA and 
funct ional protein. 
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REDUcnON OF EPIDERMAL LANGE!\ HANS CELLS AND DENDR ITIC CELLS IN LYMPHOID 
TISSUES AND THEIR INFILTRATION IN INFLAMMATOJ\Y LESIONS OF VIABLE MDlHEATEN 
MICE KJ·;!J.:illm~h.i> K. Miyak~wa: Y.Y. Myint,"' K.Nak:•yama,• M. Na ito,+ and L D. Shultz# 
• Seatnd !Jcpartmcnl of Pnlhology, Kunwmoto Univer.;ity School of Medicine, Kumamoto, J:•poUl , + 
Stc~md Department of l'alhology, Niigat:~ Uuiversity Sehoul of Medic inc, Niiga ta, Japan , mi(J/1 1he Jackson 
Labora tory, B.'lr Harbor, Maine, USA 
Mice homozygou.~ fnr the n:ceoos ive al lele mutatimt viable n~othcat cn (Mcy) on Chromo~um e 6 share 
mutntinn in th e gene encm6ng the tyros ine phosphatase in ht11tatopoictic cells aud ind1ce severe 
hematopoietic tlysregU lations, a severe l.'Clll lbht cd irnmunod:!ficiency, and sys temic au toimmune disease. 
In the prl!'ient stu dy, we exam in ed changes uf L:mgcrhans cel ls in th e epitknnis und ~LIJC.J45· ur 
Mlf)CX· p!l!) itive non lymphoid dendritic ce lls in the lymphoid ti ssues of Mc""micc. 
· Me" miu: were ohtaii;OO by mating of the bkcd;;rs of Me" mice :uHI distinguished from mmual 
lillernwtes heclllse M alopecic: les ions. llJC mi O! were examined by immunohistodn:mistry, clcc.1 rou 
micmscnpy. :unJ part ly by nuw cy tumetry. For the immun (thistoclu:mical aualysis, the indirect 
irnmunnpemx idL<;c uH .. 1hud w;L~ employcO, using monoclonal antibodies for d::ndritic cells, NLDC- 145 or 
MIDC·X. In the Me• mice, tim number.; of epidemwl Uutgerhans cells wert.: reduced in the skin front the 
:tge 3 weeks onwards and reduetiunlx:cantc severe with age. Sim ilar reductions of dendritic cells were also 
demonstrated in !he thymic tll ctlulla, splenic whi te pulp, and lymph m.>dcs nf the mutant mice. · However, 
the num bers or dendritic ce lls were incrc:L'ied with age in the in narnrnntory les ions uf lungs, liver, :md renal 
in tcr.'\titiurn in lhc Me" mice. 1ltc mut:uu mice showed pmmi ncnt incn:tL'ic.'i of granulnl.-y tc/macri>phage 
colony-funning cel ls (GM·CSF) and cry lhmid CSF (E·CSF) in the spleen, t.l:<:rc:L'i~ of lhcse 
myl;/o rn tinm:ytic precursor.. in bune marrow, and progressive incrc.'"L<;l!-> uf monocy t c/lll<~trophagcs <tnd 
neutrophili c leu cm:y t ~. 'llH!:!C findings suggest thai n:duc:tions nf U.111gerhans cells in th e sk in l!lld 
demlrilic ce lls iulymplmid I issues, a.-. well a.~ lnen:~d numbers of dendritic cells in innmumatc.ny les ions, 
arc a.'\cribed In the hem:llopttietic dysregulalions due In tyrosine phosphatase tlefieiency in the mutant mice. 
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PRODUCTION OF EOTAXIN IJY MURINE LANGERJ-JANS CELLS. J-1 . 
Todi, A.D. LuStGr. H .. Ozuwa. and R.D. Gr;mstL.! in. D~panment of Dc:nnntology, 
Comcll University Medical Co llcgc. New York, New York, USA and Department of 
Medic in ~. Mu!-\s:IChtt!'CtL"i Gcncril l H ospital, Boston, Mossachusctts, USA. 
NumL.!rous cutaneous dis~i.'tses are charactcd zcd by l!os inophilic infiltrati on into the 
skin and c he motactic factors an.~ presumed to he. at lc:t.(Ot partially responsible for the 
rccruitmcnl of these cell s. Eotaxin is" chcmokinc with selective chemotactic activity for 
cos inophil s th :l t has recently heen dc;st.:rihcd. · ~n order. to evaluate ~hcth~r ~roduction _of 
coto1xin by Lnngerhans cells could play a rol e m ~cnutmcnt of c~smopl~tl s mto the skm, 
we. exami ned XS52-4D cells (a Lmgerhans ce ll -like cloned cell I me dcnved from 
BALB/c neonatal epidcnnis) and BALBI~ Lnngcrl~:ms ce.ll~ •. enrich~d t~ app~oximmely 
95 % homogeneity hy a mngnetic scp<.~ ratton t~ch111que uultzmg anuhodJCs dtrected 
ag<.~i n s t Ia. ror expression of mRNA for eotaxu~. mRNA was prepnrc_d from .XS52-4D 
cell s ilnd Langerhans cell s. The. reverse. tran.scnpta~c-polymerusc cha1n react ton (RT-
PCR) was utilized to dc.teJminc. if mRNA ror cotaxtn was present A product of the 
expec ted size. for co taxin was round with mRNA. isolated both from freshly-prepared 
Langcrhans cells <.~nd XS52-4D c.:d ls. To dc:tci~mmc whether these cel11ypes produce 
co tax in protein. we cultured XS52-4D nnd ennchell Lang~rhans cell s for 48 hr :.m.d_ the 
c.:ond itioned supc.nli.ltants were. examined hy W est em blotting. Supernatants cond 1l10ned 
in this manm;r hy hoth XS52-4D cells a~d rrc.shly-obla~ned Langcr~mn s cells _were found 
to contain eotaxin. In prcliminury cxpenmcnL(O, rcgulauon ~f eo!axm pro~uct t ?n by 
inrc rl cukin - 1 beta. tumor nccrO!'iS fac tor alpha and gamma-1nterleron was not found. 
These d;na suggest tlmt Langerhans cells a.re capable of pmducing cota~in.. . 
Hypothcti c.:<.~ ll y , production of eowxin hy Langerhans ce lls may ~Jay a s1gnJficant ro le 111 
recruitmcm or cosinophils into the. skin during various pnthologtc states. 
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flt3 LIGAND IN COOPERATION WITH TGF- ~1 POTENTIATES IN VITRO 
DEVELOPMENT OF LANGERHANS TYPE DENDRITIC CELLS AND ALLOWS 
SINGLE CELL DC CLUSTER FORMATION UNDER SERUM-FREE CONDITIONS 
H Strobl, C Bello·Fernandez, E Riedl, WF Pickl, 0 Majdlc, SD Lyman & W Knapp r 
Institute of Immunology - VIRCC at NFI, University of Vienna, Austria and $1mmunex 
Corporalion, Seatlle, WA. USA. 
Using a recently described serum-free culture system of purllled human CD34+ 
progenitor cells we demonstrate here a critical cooperation of 1113 ligand (FL) with TGF·P1 in the 
Induction of In vitro dendritic ceii/Langerhans cell (DG/LC) development. Addition of FL to 
serum- free cultures of CD34+ ce lls supplemenled wilh TGF-~1, GM-CSF. TN Fa and SCF, 
strong ly increases both percentages (mean: 36 ± 5% versus 64 ± 4%; p=0.001) and total 
numbers {4.4 ± 0.8-fold) of CD1a+ dendritic cells. These in vitro generated CO l a+ cells 
molecularly closely resemble a particular type of DC known as an epidermal Langerhans ceiL 
Generation of DC under serum-free conditions was found to strictly require supplementation of 
culture medium with TGF·P1. Upon omission ol TGF-~1 percentages of COl a+ DC dropped (to 
mean 10.±8% p=0,001) and in turn percentages of granulomonocytic ceils (CO l a· cells which 
are lysozyme, LZ+; myeloperoxidase, MPO+; CD 14+) increased approximately 3-lold 
(p<0,05). Furthermore, in the absence of TGF-~ 1, FL consistently promotes generation ·of 
LZ+, MPO+ and CD14+ cells but not of COla+ cells. Serum-free single cell cultures set up 
under identical TGF-P1 and FL supplemented culture conditions revealed that high 
percentages of CD34+ cells (mean: 1 a±2%, n=4) give ri se to day 10 DC colony formation. The 
majority of cells In these DC containing colonies expressed the Langerhans ceii/Birbeck 
granule specific marker molecule Lag. Without TGF-f!l supplementation, Lag+ colony 
formation Is minimal and formation of monocyte/macrophage·containing colonies 
predominates . Total c loning efficiency in the absence and presence of TGF~P1 Is virtually 
Identical (mean: 41 ± 6% vs. 41 ± 4%). Thus, FL has the potential to strongly stimulate DCfLC 
generation, but has a strict requirement for TGF-P1 in order to show !his costlmulatory ellect. 
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EN HANCED IMMUNE HESPDNSES flY INOCULATION OF A THANSFECTEIJ DENIJH ITIC 
CELL LINE (XS I06). Laura Timnres-Lebow, Akir:t Takushinw, Stephen Albert ,Johnston. 
Oermntolo~)' & Medicine, Uni\'Crsity ofTexns Southwcslcfll Medical Center, Onllns, TX, USA. 
Sk in geneti c immunization has been shown to induce bot)1 cellular and humorul responses in vivo. 
The mechanism for presentation of genetically introduced antigens is not well characterized. One 
hypothesis is that 1ransfccted non·antigen presenting cell s (sk in fibroblasts or kerat inocytcs), which make 
up most of the wrget ti ssue, secrete or leak antigen which is then phngoeytoscd by res ident APCs. 
Alternatively, Lhc key initiators of the immune response could be directly transfccted sk in dendritic cells. 
These dendritic ce lls have been shown to express tmnsl"ectcd genes following bio listie transfection; 
however, their relative contribution in elaborat ing ge.nctic imrnunity is not known. We describe a set of 
expe riments that quantifies the relative contribmion by non-A PC versus dendritic cells as c.omp<m.!d ~o 
direct genetic irnrnuniwtion in anima/models. We compared a dendritic cell line, XS 106 , and t~ ribroblast 
cel l li ne, NS46 (both ' derived from 1he epidcm1is of newbbrn AIJ mi ce). XS !06 cmd NS46 were 
biolistica lly tmns.fcctcd in culture with ;Ill expression vector encoding the model antigen human a l·anti-
lrypsin (hAAT) and one million cells we re inocu lated s.c. into A/J mice. Transfcction effic iencies were 
detcnni.ned by pamlleltmnsfections with GFP and lu cif~.:rase genes. The devclopmenl ofspccifie imnmnily 
was followed by measuring nnti-hAAT antibody and CTL responses. To determine whether XS /06 
directly presents gencticnlly introduced antigen as opposed to providing secreted antigen to neighboring 
DC, transfcctcd :XS\06 or NS46 wen~ inocu\<\1\:d imu ·,t\lugcm:k \m:s\5 and the mngnitudc of responses were 
cornpnrcd. l'rcliminary rcsul!s demonstrate highly cffic:icnl antigen presentation by XS I 06 (- 1 00 fold over 
NS46 one week post boost) and enhanced kinetics of generated antibody responses (peak responses withi n 
1·2 weeks for XS I 06 versus greater limn 4 weeks for NS46). lso1ypc pro Iiles from transfec:ted XS 106 
inocu lated mi ce were indistinguishab le !"rom th ose of genetically irnrnunized mi ce (lgG J), whereas 
lransfcctcd NS46 rnice differed ( lg2a & lgG J). These studies imply that dendritic ce lls nrc the mosl 
relevant targets for genetic immunization. 
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Molecular Genetic All(Jroo:tch ror Dcrining Activntiou Networks in LC and o ther DC 
J.Ungcr, T.M~uerno, K.W:::tgncr, S.Wcber and W.Ph:trcs 
Novartis Forschungsinst itut, Vit•nna 
Stimulation or non-rep licating, inncti ve dendritic ce lls (DC), such as epidermal Llngerhnns 
cells (LC), can be viewed as a seq llcntial scui ng in plact of :::tppropriatt' biochemical steps thLtt 
resu lt in ;1 defined set of cell ular :tcti vities. These varioLJS steps tLtk cn together form :::tn hypothe-
tical activ<~rion 11 ctwork, that may ov-erlap or in tercon nect clossical ly defin ed biochemica l 
pathways. We ha ve used a subtracti ve technique for :mal ysis of differentinl gene expression in 
phagocyticall y -srimulnh~d LC and monocytc-deri ..,cd DC, in an attempr to iden tify steps in <In 
activation network that m:::t y be regulated ut the tmnscripr leve l. Difference products, represent· 
ing more highly expressed trnnscripts foll owing stimulation , hnvc been idc111ificd for signa l 
trnnsducrion·:Jssocialcd ch:.~in s of severn! membr:tnc protein complexes (e.g ., FeE Rl y-ch:::tin, 
CD53), in addition to genes whose LJCti vity is associated \Vith mori lity (d)'ncin light elwin) , 
oxidative burst (qtochrome b), proteolysis {C"' thq>sin B), and MHC complex fom\ation 
(calncx in). The unanticipated findin~, however1 is I he isolation of an unuS(I:lll )' large number 
o f novel sequences. While scvc ml of th ese sequences arc somewhat rclmcd ro repetitive 
clements (some of which, as Alu-like clements, orr kn own to be transcribed) and endogenous 
rctrovirnl sequences, marl}' arc not homologous to :-my sequence cn tritl; in pttbl ic dutabases and 
thus represent un known sequences. Several of the nove l sequences arc now being ex~t min cd by 
Northern ana lysis as a measure of approximate transcripl size, and RT-PC R express ion 
nn:tl }•sis. 40 eDNA clones ha\'C been isolated, by hybridization with probes corresponding to 
these novel seque nces, from large libr~tries derived from monocy tcs and LC. A ch::~mc t criz<ttion 
of rh c: DC activation network may define new, mlpredi ctcd tnq;e ts for clinica l intervention in 
various types of immunodermatologic di sorders. 
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DCGM4, A POTENTIALLY NOVEL l'llOTE IN SELECTIV ELY EXPUESSED 
llY LANGE RHANS·TY P!l H UMAN DEN DRITI C CELLS 
j . Va ll a dc:IU, V. Duvcr t , J . J . Pin , C. Dcz ult cr -Dambuyn nt *, C. 
Vi n cent * , D. Sc hmilt *, and S . Snc huul 
Sc h cr in g- Pi o u g h Laboratory fo 1· lmrnun o l og ic nl R cscn r c h , 
Durdill y , Frun cc, und * INS E RM U346, HOpitnl E. Hcrri o l , Lyo n , 
Frnncc. 
M o noc l o nal antibod y ( mAB ) nnt i - DCG M4 was o btain ed fo ll owi n g 
immunizat io n o f mice with in vitro-de riv ed human DC. :md sc reening for 
se lect ive reacti vity o n de ndri tic cells (DC) versus o the r mye loid or lymphoid 
ce ll types. 
DCGM4 is induced on a subset of CD Ja+ DC generated from CD34+ progc ni lO rs 
cultu red in GM-CSF + TNFa. and is di stributed bot h at th e ce ll surface-
me mbrane and intracy toplas mi ca ll y. In co ntrast to DC deri ved fro m CD34 + 
ce lls. DC o bta ined fro m mo nocy tcs c uiiUre d w ith GM-CSF + IL-4 lack 
de tec ta ble DCGM4 antigen. Fmthermore , whil e OCGM4 ex press ion is s tro ng ly 
uprcgul :ncd by TGF~ on CD34+ derived DC. thi s effec t was not observed on 
mo nocy te-d eri ved DC. These d:Ha ind icating a furth er leve l o f res tri c tion o f 
DCGM4 ex press ion among various DC popula tions was confirmed in vivo. Thus, 
DCGM4 is fo und in Langerhans ce ll s (LC) in skin, nncl in epithe lia l DC in 
tons il. In co ntras t , DCG M4 was ne ith e r detec ted in derma l DC. in 
inte rdi g itati ng o r ge rminal cente r DC . no r in pe riphe ral blood DC. 
DCGM4 is a 40-50kDa g lycoprotei n that appears di s tinc t fro m known LC-
ussoc ia ted mo lecu les. Present e ffor ts are direc ted nt mo lecul ar c lo ning o f the 
DCG M-4 gene, as it s produc t could poten ti all y represen t a novel mo lecu le of 
interes t to our understand ing o f LC bio logy. 
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AI'OI'TO~IS OF HliMAI" U ' ID EIHI, \L LA,.'\GEIUL.\8~ CE LLS IS 
REGU LATED IJY TH E CD9!' (AI'O· IIFAS)/ CD9:' L.SYSTI\ M. E<lJ>oc~oJ.l St.·h\!1, 
Sa dra Phili n C mclia \V(Jf7. \ 'lflrtina Ringling. n.nd G.:rlwr~l }(old\! f'lcp: <.. :- :· 
Dcnmnolog.y. V1 rchow-C ii mcs an~l L' hnnte. llurnb,ildt-l..rl t\'O.:I")j lt)' nt' IJc1hn. h..:r hn. 
u~.·ml tmy 
\ \ 't' hare ~h~mn pro.:\'II.•U.:>:). thnt ...:ultur.:d human Lang.:rhans cd ls (LCs) un .. kr::;o 
spmltHncous prognunmed edt dc't\th by apcptos1s \V1.· now mvestig;ttcd the l':-\prcsston and 
functional rok t' f CD95. n !iurfacc proh.-Jn of t h~.· n ... r receptor family which 1r:du~cs 
apvptosis upon intaactton \VIth ils ltgand. ln brcust sktn obtmncd from plastic sur~l.ll). the 
cptdenms was scparnted by dt !Sras~.·. nnd LCs \\WC nliO\wd to mtgrnt~.· sp~)ntnnc0us !y tnt~' 
thl• medium I'm ~ d.1y~ HL.\-DH.~ cdls Wl.'re th~.·n is~.llatcJ usinl:i m:l£1ll.'tic bca .. ~ :-, h• u 
pw·tftt:alton of more than 95t~,, CO l a- LCs. FACS analyses revealed cxl)rC!>!>Jun li f Cf'iQ 'I 
in appro:-.: -t0° 'n 0f thesr LCs Addillonalty. Cl19"-mR~A ,,·a-; found usmg the PCR 
mcthoJ . Incubat ton mth nntt·CD95-Ig..\1 ( ! pg.ml) induc.:J an .~~.:~ckrat~J. but n0t 
enhanced d~crcasc of LC vt ab!l ttv w1thm the next T2 hr=-- when compnn~,J 10 the unt rcHtcd 
rL'nin,ls . This tm1c courst' \\'3<;. .pnmllckd t-.y nn ~.·~rly -t~n incr~'::l'il.' r•f LC <!p>.lphlSI~ :1-; 
cnJenccJ C.oth by cd l Jcath Jdc~.:ltun ELISA tOr lllt...:mucl co~omul D~A-t'mgJ\lCntmtun 
and 1-.y uhra~trurtum l exnmmntJon Rcmmkably. thr extent o r nportos t:<; mduccd 1-.v the 
act i,·ating CD95 anti body was strongly rdmcJ to the! am .. ,unt of LC:-. CXjlrcssmg COO). 
At'to.:r 2 ...lnys of ~.:u! turc m !ll\!~hum ,,..tth no C)1okincs aJdcd . CD 95 was completely 
downrem.J!Rtcd and ndd1tion C" f C'D9!'-I c.~~t h~1d nn effect on thl' time course of,·inhdn,· "lnd 
l n\iuc t i~n or apop!OSI S. Taken togcth:·r. our t'tndlngs l!ld1!.:3\1.' thot thr: CD95 cr5~5L· 
system 1s cnJcn1l f(l r the pmnNmced LC apopwsts 111 early cuhure. A.., we hB\'1.' lir:-t 
~·v1dcncc that e\'1.'11 LC~ are abh: 10 \'.~pres<> CD95L, iso lntion of LCs to htgh purity nmy 
k::1J tu spo ntaneous 11poptosis tn an autucnnc puttm ay ln \ mJ. L apvptus ts :-.c..:ms to b~ 
tmtmtcd J,y thr tnti.·mcli C"n wuh nctt vntl·d T cdl-. wh1rh nrc kno\\11 to '-'"press CP9:'L 
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Fcc!U· EXPRES S ING ANTIGEN·PRESENT ING CELLS ARE PART OF H IE 
CELLULAR INFILTRATE IN CUTANEOUS LATE· PHASE ALLERGIC REACTIONS. 
Sibyllc Wi chlas. Rmlck Klubn l. Iliirbcl Reininger, Georg Sting!. and Dicier Mnurcr, 
Dl/\ 10 and VIRCC, Dept. of Dcnnntol. . Uni v. of Vienna Med. School. Vienna. Austria. 
Suggesti ve ev idence exists !hal the elicitability of all ergen-induced eulnncous lnt c-phasc 
reactions (LPR) depends on the presence of allcrgen·spcci lic lgE as well as on the i11 silll presentatiOn 
of :1llcrgen leading to the acti vation of skin -in fi lt rat ing Th2-likc cells. Recently, we dcmonstrnted that 
FccRI on antigen-presenting cells (A PC) can serve ns an allergen-focusin g structure mediating lgE-
dependent allergen presentation to HI..A-DR-rc.-.trictecl T cells. To sec whether the occurrence of LPR is 
associa1ed wi th up-regulated FccRI ex pression on skin cells ond/or on cell types constituting the 
innammatory infi hra1e of LPR, we injected atopic individuals with and without skin hypcrrcactivity to 
a given test allergen as we ll as non-atopic indi\'iduals wi th allerscn and di luent . 6 to 8 h lmcr. biopsies 
were wken nnd sect ions subjected to immunohistolosy. In appropri:ucly sensitized ind ividuals, allersen-
challcngcd sites h;lfborcd significant ly more Fcc.RI+ dcrnwl cells than the dil uent-injected skin sites 
(p<O.O I ). In contrnst. cctual numbers of derma l Fcc.Rr + ce lls were found in anti!Jen- ant.! di luent-treated 
skin of hc:1 lt hy or atnpic subjects without lgE reacti \'ity 10 the test antigen . The newly appc:~ring 
Fec.RJ + cells were dciccled preferentially around the vessels of the papi llary dennis. The possibility that 
FccRI-bcaring mast cell s and/or cos innph ils account fo r the LPR-re lated accumulation of FccRI+ 
denno l cell s uppcars un li kely since CDJ17+ and ECP+ cells were not or only modestly increased. In 
cnntmst, lhc de ttOI'O appearance of FccRt t dcmm l cells in LPR lesions wus p:uu llclcd by a pronounced 
ti ssue infiltrution with HLA-DR+ cells in the upper dermis. To direct ly dcmonstr.Jtc the phenotype of 
the FccRJ+ dermal cell s accumulating in LPR lesions. we performed do uble inununolabeling 
cxpairnems. FccRJ+ cell s. in their \' ast mnjority. expressed I·ILA-DR as well :1s HLA-DQ and 
subpopulmions di splayed the APC-spec inc molecul es CD86 and CDSJ. In summary, our findings 
suggest that the occurrence of LPR lesions is characterized by a mnrkcd tissue infiltration wi1h APC 
!hut may present all ergen in an FecRIJigE-dcpcndcnt manner and. thus, critically contribute to the 
perpct untion or. c\'cn. the elici tntiun ofT cc ll-mcdintcd nllcrgic tissue innnnun:uion. 
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IN VITRO INFECTION AND REPLICATION OF SUBTYPE A PRIMARY ISOLATE FROM COTE 
D'IVOIRE IN CD34' PROGENITOR DERIVED DENDRITIC CELLS. 
C laude V incent •, Daniel Schmitt*, Claud e Dcsgranges•• . 
• JNSERJ\11 U3~6. H6pital Edouard Herriot. 69437 Lyon. France. 
•+ JNSERM U27 1. 151 Crs Alben Thomas, fi9424 Lyon T:rancc. 
Heterosex~al transmission o f HI V-I is more important in Asia and in Africa than in 
Europe and United States. Soto-Ramirez e t a l ( 1996) de mo nstrated t ha t the primary 
HI V~ I sub-type E iso la tes from T hai heterosexuals grew more eftlciently in La nghcrans 
cell s than any of the subty pes B isola ted from US w here the transmission is often 
ho mosexua l. As in Africa the transmission is predominnnll y heterosexual and subtype is 
often A , we hnve tried to check the infectious potency of subtype A o n dendritic ce ll s 
(DC) generated in vitro froin CD34' progenitors 
Cell s were infected at d ay 5 after the cultu re initia t ion, they were o bserved unti l Pay 60 
and samples of cell s and supernatants were collec ted each week. The cell differentiatio n 
was not modified by the infection. and a lo nger life span was observed upo n infection. 
Two sub type B tested were never found infectious while the four s train A tested lead to 
I he produclio n of virus as assessed by RT assay and p24 ELISA. One of them, (CI·40) 
was particularly infectious and induced numerous synciti a presenting the dendrites 
typical of DC and characteristi c phenotypic markers. 
The cells were a lso analyzed for integrat ion of proviral DNA after PCR w ith d iffe re nt 
sels of primers. Posilive resulis were ob1ained at day 19 in cells infected wilh C l ·40 
w ith primers for gag, pol and env. Study o f DC infection using diflCrcnt primary HIV 
subtypes arc now in progress. 
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CD44 VARIANT ISOFORMS ARE OF ESSENTIAL ROLE FOR EPIDERMAL 
LANGERHANS CELL AND DENDRITIC CELL FUNCTION. 1~. 1H C Diluuar, 
1
c.c...Irunel:C, 'A..C...R!:nkl. '.!...Skmlan. 2~. '.E...SchiiJlf Jllld 'LC....Siumu. Depl. of 
1Dcnnatology, Frciburg U niversity , 2IGEN, FZ Karlsruhe, Gennany. 
Upon antigen contact cpidennal Langcrhans cells (LC) and dendritic cclls .(DC) leave 
peripheral organs and invade lymph nodes through the aftbrent lym phatic vessels, and then 
assemble in the parncortical T cell zone to present antigen to T lymphocytes. Here we 
dcmonstrntc that human LC and DC from pcriphcml blood upregulatc pln CD44 cpitopcs and 
cpitopes encoded by CD44v4, v5, v6 and v9 during culture and migr.uion. To detcnnine the 
funct'ion o f CD44 in LC migmtion we used a skin culture systems in which LC migrn te acti vely 
from the cpidcm1is. We found that LC migration li-om epidemis is nn'CStcd by m Abs detecting N-
tcmlinal CD44 cpitopes (panCD44), however, is not modulated by mAbs against C D44v. 
Further, panCD44 and CD44v6 mAbs inhibited binding of LC and DC to lym ph node T -cell 
areas. To test in vivo functionn l roles of C1)44 in LCIDC antigen presentation we investigated 
CD44 expressio n on mminc LC and bone matrow derived DC. 571816 cytokinc nctivatcd LC 
:md bone marTOw derived cytokinc activated DC expressed panCD44 cpitopcs nnd C D44v4 and 
v6 encoded epitopcs. To address t11c role of CD44 lbr in vivo presentation of an epicutancously 
applied hapten, mice were sensitized with DNFB. p.1nC D44, C044v4 and V6 mAbs were injected 
i.p. either prior and during the sensitization phase or prior and during challenge. While antibodies 
against panCD44 and v6 inhibited the efferent phase of CHS, only the v4 and v6 spec ific 
antibodies strongly inhibited the sensitiz.:1tion phase. None of the CD44 m Abs induced hapten 
specific tolcmncc as demonstrated by a second DN17B-application 14 days after the first. Our 
resu lts demonstrate that a regulated CD44 splice variant expression is essential for the func tion o f 
LC and DC, poss ibly both during migration and antigen prescnt:ltion in LN. 
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IDENTIFICATION OF I·IUMAN EQUIVALEN I'S OF MURINE DECTIN·I AND DECT IN·2. 
Yokota K. , Tnkashimn A., Arilzumi K. UT Southm•stcrn Medic::~ I Center, Dallas, TX, USA. 
Dectin-1 nnd dectin-2 nrc new members of the C-typc lectin family we identified from the mouse 
ep idermal dendritic cell (DC) line XS52. Both dcc1in- l and dcctin-2 : a) arc type II transmembrane 
molecul es, each consisting of a cytoplasmic domain, n trnnsmembranc domain, a neck domain, and a 
carbohydrate recognition domain (CR.O): b) arc expressed preferentially by DC and on their surfaces, and 
c) piny impor1nru roles in DC-dcpcndcnt activation of T cells. The purpose of thi s study was to identify 
lnnnnn equiva lents of dcctin- 1 and dcctin-2. CapFindcr·bnscd cDNAs frorn human peripheral blood DC 
were PCR mnp li tied under low stringency conditions with "human gucssmcr" primers designed from 
sequences within the CRD of mouse dcctin-1 or dectin-2. PCR products were then cloned into a pCRII 
vector and sequenced; we hnvc isolated I 72 bp and 360 bp eDNA fragments that exhibit significant 
homologies to mouse dcctin- t :tnd dcctin-2, respect ively. Us ing the 172 bp fragment as a probe. we have 
cloned a fu ll-length eDNA of human dcctin-1 from a eDNA librory constructed from human peripheral 
blood leukocytes. Human dcctin-1 and mouse dcctin·l resemble each other in the domain stru cture, amino 
ac id sequence (59.2% similarity), and inclusion of invariant amino acid residues known to be conserved 
in many C-1ype lectin s. Moreover, we have identified a truncated isofonn of human dectin-1 lack ing !he 
neck domain; this iso foml most likely rcpresen1s a human equi valent of mouse dcctin- I isofonn TP that 
also lacks the neck domain. Cloning and sequencing of the full-length human dcctin-2 arc currently 
underway. In Northern blotting, human dectin-1 mRNAs (4.0 and 2.5 kb) and human dectin~2 mRNAs {1.4 
and 1.3 kb) were detected in all tested lymphoid tissues (most abundantly in Jleriphernl blood leukocytes). 
whereas they were not detectable in non-lymphoid tissues, indicat in g tissue-specific ity. In Southern 
blotting, we hnvc detected severa l restriction frngrn cnts of dcclin-2 gene. Dy FISH. we ho ve mapped 
human dcct in-2 gene in the short ann of chromosome t2, where many o1her C-type lecti ns (e.g .. NK gene 
cumph.:K family) nrc located. TI1c~~ rc~ults fomt the bnsis for ruturc .studies to ennfinn nnd to chnrnctcrizc 
the critica l roles of dectit1-l and dcctin-2 in T ce ll activation by human DC and to search for altered 
express ion and genet ic mutations of dcctin-1 and dcctin-2 genes in diseases Associated with functional 
abnormnlity of DC and/or T cell s. 
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LANGERHANS CELL FUNCTION DURING THE EARLY STAGES OF 
CARCINOGENESIS 
Roslyn Malley, Greg Woods, H. Konrad Muller, Division of Pathology, University of 
Tasmania, Tasmania, AustraHa 
We have postulated that a mechanism by which tumours escape immune detection 
during the early stages of carcinogenesis is by modi fying the function of Langerhans cells 
(LC), the same cells that initiate an immune response. The induction of immunity 
requires activation ofLC, presentation of antigen to T cells, costimulation via accessory 
molecules as well as the production of cytokines such as interleukin I 2 (JL-12). 
Application of antigens to murine skin following exposure to the chemical carcinogen, 
7, I 2-dimethylbenz(a)anthracene (DMBA) results in antigen specific tolerance. This study 
analysed whether antigen specific tolerance, following exposure to DMBA, could be 
explained by an inability of the LC to be activated and stimulate antigen specific T cells 
to undergo proliferation or an inability ofthe LC to produce IL- I 2. 
LC activation and T cell stimulation was assessed by calcium mobilisation using Fluo-
3, whereas T cell proliferation was determined in vilro by culturing TNCB·pulsed LC 
with T cells and assessed by tritiated thymidine uptake. IL-12 production was monitored 
in parallel cultures by ELISA. 
The results indicated that LC had became act ivated following exposure to DMBA. 
However the DMBA-treatment rendered the LC refractory to further activation in 
response to antigens. Nonetheless, these LC still produced IL-12 and activated T cells in 
the co-culture experiments but were unable to induce T cell proliferation. It was 
concluded that T cell anergy may account for immune tolerance following interaction of 
T cells with DMBA modified LC. 
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IN VITRO GENERATED HUMAN DENDRITIC CELLS REVERT TO MACROPHAGES 
UPON CULTURE IN COLLAGEN LATIICES: PREVENTION BY MONOCYTE 
CONDITIONED MEDIUM 
PETER FRIEDL, PETRA KEIKAVOUSSI, WERNER fRIES, MATIHIAS G UNZER'", KURT S . ZANKER'", 
EVA-B. BROCKER AND ECKHART I<AMPGEN. Department of De""atology, University of 
Wurzburg; "Institute of Immunology, University of Wiffen /Herdecke, Ge""any. 
Human dendritic cells (DC) are currently regarded as a promising adjuvant tool for 
vaccination protocols in tumor patients. Key features of immunostimmulatory DC are their 
capacities to migrate into lymphatic tissue and stably present MHC/peplide complexes In 
conjunction with several costimulatory signals. 
In order to analyse the phenotypic stability of in vitro generated human DC within an in 
vitro tissue environment, cells were placed in 3-0 collagen lattices, their migrational 
acitivity recorded by time-lapse videomicroscopy and analysed by computer assisted cell 
tracking. DC obtained from monocytic precursor cells via a 7 day culture with GM-CSF and 
IL-4 were spontaneously motile, but ceased migration within the collagen lattice and 
developed Into sess ile .epitheloid"-like cells of remar1<able length (40- >100~m) and bi- to 
tripolar morphology. FACS analysis of these cells, after careful release from the matrix by 
collagenase digestion, showed reduced expression of MHC class II and costimulatory 
molecules (e.g. B7) and upregutation of monocytic mar1<ers (e.g. CD115). In contrast, DC 
cultured with a monocyte-conditioned-medium (MCM) remained motile over a prolongued 
period of time within the collagen laHices and displayed a more stable DC morphology as 
well as receptor expression. 
In summary, human GM/IL-4 generated DC, If placed In a collagen tissue 
environment, revert to immobile macrophage like cells. MCM seems essential for 
maintaining DC morphology, phenotype and migration. Our data support the notion that the 
efficacy of DC based vaccination approaches may crucially depend on DC in vitro culture 
conditions and resulting stability of essential DC features. 
